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Second Beit Shemesh attack victim to be buried today
-Jerusalem Post Staff

and news agencies

RACHEL Munk. 2\. of Moshav
. Mevo Betar, who was killed in the

drive-by shooting attack early

Friday morning near Beit
JS 'Shemesh, was boned last night m

the moshav cemetery,

ri
' Her father-in-law. Uri Munk,
53, who was also killed, will be
buried on the moshav today. His
son, Ze'ev.Munk, 30, who was
seriously wounded, remains in

critical condition at Sheba
'Hospital at Tel Hashomer. Uri’s

wife, Aliza, was heated for shock.

Tourism Minister Moshe
Katsav, who represented the gov-
ernment at Rachel’s funeral, said

that the; Palestinian Authority
should trot expect the government
to tolerate terrorist activity-.

“The Palestinian leadership
must prove that it wants to and is

capable of battling terror,” Katsav
said, “If it doesn't want to or can-

not it cannot be our partner [in

the peace process].”

The attack occurred near
Moshav iirosh, only two kilome-
ters from where a similar drool-

ing, which killed Yaron and Efrar

Ungar, occurred last month.

Security officials believe the
same Hebron terror cell, affiliated

with the Popular Front for the

Liberation ofPalestine, is respon-
sible for both attacks.

The government restored a full

closure' on Judea and Samaria,
only days after substantially eas-

ing it to allow more Palestinians

to work in Israel. Hebron was
sealed off and the army set up
roadblocks .throughout the area
between Bethlehem and Hebron.
On Friday the cabinet got a

detailed briefing on the incident

from Internal Security Minister
Avigdor Kahalani and acting

police inspector-general Cmdr.
Gabi Last. The cabinet issued a

statement after the meeting
demanding that the PA take mea-
sures against all groups involved

in terrorism.

~We are demanding that the

Palestinian Authority work to stop

terror by all terrorist organiza-

tions. without any distinction

between them," the statement

said.

Observers noted that the last

clause was significant, indicating

the government’s belief that the

PA was concentrating its efforts

against the Islamic organizations

and ignoring the secular left-wing

rejectionist groups.

The two couples were traveling

past Beit Shemesh from the direc-

tion of the Re’em junction w hen a

car passed the Munks' car and
opened fire with a Kalashnikov
rifle at about 1:15 Friday morn-
ing. The Munks' car was riddled

with dozens of bullets, police

said.

A passing driver was flagged

down by a hysterical Aliza Munk.
and after seeing what had
occurred, rushed' to Moshav
Tirosh to call for help. Area resi-

dents who had heard the shootine

also arrived at the scene.
The residents complained ihat it

took between 20 and 40 minutes
for rescue personnel to arrive.

Magen David Adorn said an
ambulance arrived only 14 min-
utes after it was called.

Hebron Mayor Mustafa Natshe
denounced the shooting, saying it

gave Israel an excuse to further

dela> its redeployment from the

city.

Uzi Landau, chairman of the

Knesset Foreign Affairs and
Defense Committee. said after the

attack that the previous govern-

ment's agreements with' Arafat

had compromised Israel's securi-

ty-

"*The Israeli security services in

the last three years cancelled a

significant pun of its grip on the

territories." he told Channel 1

.

Landau said Arafat had not done
enough to fight “those standing

behind terror in his community."
Labor MK Ori OrT, however,

urged the Likud to "slop looking

for people to blame” and take a

serious approach to security prob-

lems.

“If the government ... is going

to blame every terror incident in

(Continued on Page 3)

1 dead, over 100
injured in Olympic

bomb attack

it vefeufe.towing bomb squad trailers movesthrough crowds at Atlanta’s Centennial Olympic Park early yesterday morning, iitancri

A PIPE bomb ripped through

the crowded Centennial

Olympic Park in downtown
Atlanta early yesterday, killing

at least one person and wound-
ing more than 1 00. A Turkish

television cameraman also

died rushing to the scene.

It was the first terror attack

on the Olympics since 11

Israeli athletes were killed by-

Palestinian terrorists at

Munich in 1972.

An emergency telephone call

about 18 minutes before the 1:25

a.m. explosion warned of a bomb.
The call came too close to the

time of the blast to alert police at

the park, though officers there

already had begun clearing the

area after finding a suspicious

bag.

President Bill Clinton called the

attack "an evil act of terror" and

Jerusalem Post Staff

and news agencies

“an act of cowardice that stands in

sharp contrast to the courage of

the Olympic athletes
“

Clinton, who attended the

games with his family earlier last

week, said new measures would

be added to a security effort he

called the most extensive ever for

an Olympics.

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu expressed Israel's

shock at the blast and said terror-

ism must be fought without com-
promise.

"The government of Israel

expresses shock at the attack. The
t

prime minister- sends his condo-'

lences 10 the government of the

United States and to the American
people." a statement issued by
Netanyahu’s office last night said.

"Terror has no borders and it must

be fought without compromise."

it added.

Netanyahu's office said he

intended to get in contact with

Clinton soon concerning events in

Atlanta.

The FBI said it was searching

for a white, American male who
had telephoned emergency police

operators with a threat before the

blast ripped through the Olympic
Centennial Park where thousands

of fans were enjoying a late-night

rock concert.

FBI special agent Woody
Johnson told a news briefing that

the explosive consisted of at least

one pipe bomb contained in a

knapsack with nails and screws.

Dramatic television film of the

blast showed people running for

cover, others recoiling and duck-
ing as the bomb exploded and
brown smoke rose through the

(Continued on Page 3)

just wanted to show the world a good time’
NO, i 'can’t say I now know how
Israelis feel when a Jerusalem bus
blows up..

ButT-can tell you what two

I ehonamis blasts amid a shaking

;
graohd are like.

- -Friday- night starts out joyful

: antfapheaL Ax the Georgia Tech

; Aquatic Center two miles away,
- thei Israeli swimming medley

I team-makes a surprise appearance
’ in tfte event’s medal race. The
* Australians take the bronze, and

their individual swimmers win
* too .golds and two silvers that

right.- Winners or losers, smiles

: radiate /at die pool’s interview

;
ares. - V .

* fris my last night covering the

Olympics and 1 decide to indulge

iu.what tens of thousands of other

visitors did all week: strolling in

or near Centennial Olympic Park.

It’s a World’s Fair, just like the

competition itself;

A brightly lit ferns wheel soars

and bungee jumpers scream. Ice

cream or a beer cup in nearly

every hand.

Buyers examine the myriad
Olympic pins, shirts and caps for

sale.

Everyone is having fun.

Enjoying life. Mingling with
neighbors from the world over.

At 1 :20 a.nu the ground
shakes.

Thousands continue striding

with me up International

Boulevard toward the subway to

go home, stopping to wonder at

the jolt but acting as if the sound

EYEWITNESS
HILLEL KUTTLER

never happened.-IPs still party

time.

But it was what it was. From the

main press center down the street

that accommodates the 10,000
reporters covering the Olympic
Games, a flood is unleashed a
minute later.

We run toward the sound of the

explosion. An ambulance
whizzes to the bottom of the hilL

near the Techwood Drive entrance

to Centennial Park. The explosion

had occurred a hundred yards or

so from there, near a stage at the

AT&T pavilion that is hosting free

concerts every night of the

Gaines.

Music still blares from some-
where.

The police finally mobilize.

They lasso every meiaf barricade

they can from the park's perime-
ter and use them to force the

crowd back. The flustered cops
are determined, menacing and in

no mood for back talk. They
throw a photographer (o the

crowd and shackle his wrists and
manhandle a female Washington
Post photographer.

Clutching a plastic cup of beer.

19-year-old Jamie Kantrowitz of

Los Angeles cries for her friend

who is on security detail at the

bomb site and who might have
been a victim.

Police press ahead until even

the secondary streets are cor-

doned off three blocks away on
Spring and Walton streets. Spring

is empty of pedestrians and vehi-

cles as far as the eye can see.

Reporters desperate to reach

their office in the CNN tower

across the street are rebuffed.

Unarmed Army, Air Force and
National Guardsmen in uniform,

already part of the extensive secu-

rity presence at the paying
venues and downtown congregat-

ing areas, deploy on every street

comer. Mounted police appear.

Ambulances from Southern
Hospital, Atlanta police cars, fire

trucks, Georgia State Patrol vehi-

cles - all shoot by every few min-
utes.

(Continued on Page 3)

Israeli delegation
members safe, two

other Israelis injured
HILLEL KUTTLER

ATLANTA

ISRAELI freestyle swimmer Yoav Bruch headed out from the Olympic
Village here early yesterday on his way to a party when a security guard
stopped him.
No athletes were allowed out of the compound, he told Bruch.
A bomb had exploded in a central downtown park. According to radio

reports, two Israelis living in Florida and visiting Atlanta were injured in

the blast.

"I can’t say I was surprised but it was sad to hear." Bruch said yester-

day.

As soon as the news came in to Israel's chef de mission Efraitn Zinger
shortly after the 1:20 a.m. blast, he beean alerting and locating every

(Continued on Page 3)
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150,000
haredim
protest at

Rehov
Bar-Han

SOME 150.000 haredim filled

Jerusalem's Rehov Bar-flan yes-

terday for a three-hour demon-'
stration to demand die street’s

closure-oh Shabbat, police said.

The protest was mostly peace-

ful,, until police tried to reopen

the road to traffic and hundreds
of haredim who refused to leave

the street clashed with police.

Ttoo border policemen were
lightly hurt"by stones and two
haredim were arrested.

At 4 p.m. police began block-

ing off Rehov Bar-Ilan and
adjoining roads, including

Sderor Eshkol, the road to the

Ramor neighborhood, and the

Sanhedria junction. Police

refused to allow residents of
those areas who were coming
from elsewhere in their cars to

,
return lo.their homes.
Some 400 meters from these

roads, police also erected barri-
cades to. prevent secular pedes-
trians frtfra .'coming close to the

demonstration.
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Thousands of haredim protest at Jerusalem’s Rehov Bar-Ilan yesterday. (.Brian Hendler)

Shortly after the roads were

closed, haredim began pouring

into the area. Among those who
joined the protest were the Gerer

rebbe. Rabbi Ya’acov Alter, and

Deputy Housing Minister Meir

Porush (United Torah Judaism).

While there were few incidents

during the demonstration, a

group gathered at ihe barricades

near the Sanhedria junction

threw emprv bottles and rocks

and spit at police There were

occasional shouts of Shabbes

and “Nazis” from the crowd. A
large amount of the shouting was

aimed at Jerusalem police chief

Cmdr. Arye Amit, who was at the

scene to monitor the situation.

At the beginning of the demon-
stration, police arrested a Meretz
activist who managed to make
his way into the demonstration
area.

At about 7 p.m.. the protesters

began leaving the area in an
orderly fashion. Thousands
remained at the Sanhedria junc-

tion, however. After the end of

Shabbat, a representative of the-

Eda Haredit rabbinical court

called on the group, using a

police megaphone, to leave the

area. Most of the remaining pro-

testers left, but the several hun-

dred who refused to leave began

throwing stones at police. They
then pushed a large trash con-

tainer onto the road and set it

alight in an attempt to block traf-

fic.

Police declared the protest ille-

gal and used force to disperse the

group. Police managed to reopen

the road to traffic at around 9 p.m.

A total of 1.000 policemen
were involved in the operation.

The Eda Haredit also had hun-

dreds of its own security people

working to keep the demonstra-
tion orderly. Water cannons were

kept about a kilometer from the

demonstration and were not

used. (Itim)

Clinton denies Pollard clemency
US PRESIDENT Bill Clinton on

Friday denied clemency to

Jonathan Pollard, stunning

American Jewish leaders, who
were meeting - unawares - with

the president while the White
House spokesman was making the

announcement to reporters.

Clinton said that to shorten

Pollard's sentence after he had
served only 1 0 years was unwar-
ranted and would not serve the

goal of deterrence.

Esther Pollard said she would
begin a hunger strike today in

Jerusalem in an effort to free her

husband, who is serving a life sen-

tence for spying for Israel. When
asked, in an interview Friday on
Channel 2. how long she would
refuse food, she said: "Until

death... [or] until I see him in from

Arafat hails

Ayyash
PALESTINIAN Authority

Chairman Yasser Arafat hailed

Hamas's assassinated master
bombmaker Yihye Ayyash and
other "martyrs” yesterday in a

fiery speech asserting Palestinian

rights to Jerusalem.
“We are committed to all mar-

tyrs who died for the cause of

Jerusalem starting with Ahmed
Musa until the last martyr Yihye

Ayyash,” Arafat told a rally of

4,000 people in Gaza City.

Ayyash was killed in Gaza in

January when a cellular phone he
was using blew up. Musa was the

(Cuntinued on Page 3)

MARILYN HENRY
NEW YORK

of my eyes."

In an interview before the

While House announcement, she

blamed Prime Minister Binyamin

Netanyahu for not doing enough
to get Pollard released.

White House spokesman Mike
McCurry said he was not aware if

Netanyahu had mentioned Pollard

during his recent trip to

Washington.
Israeli officials have frequently

raised the issue of clemency for

Pollard. Reliable Jewish sources

said Friday that they were not cer-

tain if Netanyahu had spoken to

Clinton about Pollard’s release.

"The prime minister regrets the

decision." Netanyahu’s spokesman

said yesterday.

He said Netanyahu would con-

tinue to work for the freeing of

Pollard, a former US Navy intelli-

gence analyst who pleaded guilty

in 1986 ro spying for Israel.

Clinton previously denied him
clemency in March 1994. as did

president Georee Bush in January

1993.

Pollard has not applied for

parole, although he became eligi-

ble last November, a point the

White House noted in its

announcemenL
He has been through a series of

lawyers in the last decade, and
there have been wrenching dis-

putes between family members,
as well as supporters, about the

best strategy to free him. They
(Continued on Page 3)
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Gov’t to

Arafat: Close

Jerusalem
offices

News agencies

THE government demanded on

Friday that the Palestinian

Authority's youth and sports and

cartography offices, working our

of Orient House in eastern

Jerusalem, should be closed,

Israel Radio said.

The radio added that Foreign

Minister David Levy, who made

the demand of PA President

Yasser Arafat, also told him to

dose an institute for professional

training situated in Che Shuafar

area.

The report came as US peace

process coordinator Dennis Ross

began a meeting with Arafat in the

Gaza Strip.

Levy passed the demand to

Arafat on Friday afternoon. The

radio did not say how the demand
was communicated.
Levy also demanded an end to

operations ofPA security forces in

Jerusalem and that Palestinian

Legislative Council members not

open offices in the capital.

Faisal Husseini, the top PLO
official in Jerusalem, told Reuters

he had not heard of the Israeli

demand. But he said: "These
offices do not belong to the

Palestinian Authority."

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu intends to reiterate to

Arafat the demand that all PA
activity in Jerusalem cease imme-
diately, and will draw up a

detailed list of PA violations of the

Oslo Accords with regard to its

activity in the capital, including

the recent kidnapping to Ramallah
of Abed Salem Hirbawi.

At Friday's cabinet meeting,
Netanyahu said of the incident,

which ended with Hirbawi’s
release last week, “He was
released following a decisive ulti-

matum that we would take serious

steps if he wasn't released. We
will not accept such recurrences in

the future.”

Ross: Israel

and Syria

still far apart
Jerusalem Post Staff and agencies

ISRAEL and Syria are still far apart on a possible peace agreement and

“no one should have any illusions” about progress in the near future, LIS

Middle East envoy Dennis Ross said Friday.

Despite the differences, however, the two sides are still interested in

negotiating a peace agreement, he said.

“It will be a long process.” Ross said after a meeting with Foreign

Minister David Levy. “No one should have any illusions that we are just

around the comer of a breakthrough. But the reality is that there is a

desire from everyone I have spoken to to find a way to produce peace

and they do not see an alternative to it.” Ross said.

“It is the recognition of the absence of an alternative and the commit-
ment to go ahead that gives me a basis for hope,” he added.

Later on Friday. Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu met with Ross
for a further meeting. US Ambassador Martin Indyk also attended the

jneeiing where participants discussed ihe continuation of the political

process in both the Syrian and Palestinian spheres. . .

Netanyahu emphasized .that Israel expects the Palestinian Authority to

act against terror and to fulfill all its commitments concerning
Jerusalem, and in other matters, his spokesman said later.

Following the meeting, Ross met with Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mordechai and from there left for Gaza.

Israel expects Damascus and Washington to work to stop arms reach-

ing gunmen in Lebanon via Syria, Mordechai told Ross in the meeting
on Friday afternoon: “We expect the United Slates to work with
President Assad in order to make sure that the flow of arms and ammu-
nition to the Hizbullah via Syria will stop,” he said.

With deep sorrow we announce the passing of our

dear mother and grandmother

EMY WINEBERG
The funeral will take place today, Sunday, July 28, 1996

at 1 p.m. at the Kiryat Shaul cemetery,

leaving from main plaza.

Mourned by:

Dinah Peled
Dan Keren
Shlomo Goliger and families.

Shiva at the deceased's home,
19 Heleni Hamalka St., Jerusalem.

Our beloved husband, father and grandfather

FRANCISCO KLEIN
of Netanya

has left us.

In deep sorrow:

Wife: Irma Klein

Children; Anita and Danny Giora,

Eva Klein

Grandchildren; Yossl Dalla, Mlchal

and Maya

For information regarding the funeral

call 09-612978, 03-5408721, from 10:00-12:00

We moume together with

Irma Klein and family,

the passing of our dearest uncle

FRANCISCO KLEIN
of Netanya

Hans, Fritz and Peter Stein

and families.

Marta Goldberg and family.

Mady Ehrlich and family

Yossi, Lena and Rutl tapper.

NEWS Sunday, Jiily.28,1996
~ The Jenjsalem Post

Rachel
Muiik had

to Mevo
Betar

URI Munk, 53, who was killed in

the. terror attack near "Moshav

TIrosh, immigrated here from

Argentina in 1963 with his brother

Arye.- •

After living on Kibbutz Or

Haner and Kibbutz Matzuva; he

settled on Moshav Mevo Betar in

1964; An outstanding volleyball

player, be was a member of- the

moshav team, which competed in

the national league.

Uri Munk worked in the Postal

Authority's accounting: depart-

ment, in Jerusalem.

Rachel Sham! Monk, 24, who
-was also killed in the attack, mar-

ried Uri’s soru Ze’ev, about a year

ago. Rachel Munk worked as a

. fcmdteigarten teacher in

Mevasserct ZScwL-Ze’ev. who was
critically wounded in the shooting,

is. an X-ray technician- for the

Mfcuhedet . health fund .in

Jerusalem...

. The .couple, who had moved to

Mevo Betar only a few weeks-ago,

were planning re build a home on

Police inspect the car in which Rachel and Uri Munk were murdered in a dnve-by shooting attack pear Beit Shemesh- (Brim Hendhao the moshav.- (lom)

Netanyahu sees only
hostility from Syria

Prime minister’s

PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu said in an interview

published on Friday that he is

committed to the Middle East

peace process but saw only hostil-

ity and lack of trust in Israeli-

Syrian relations.

"Between us and the Syrians

there is no trust, only hostility pre-

vails,” Netanyahu told the

Corriere della Sera newspaper.

“[President Hafez Assad] con-

tinues to support terrorists, he

uses Hizbullah as a force of pres-

sure. It’s a serious situation which
risks degenerating at any
moment," he said.

“It is perfectly possible to agree

News agencies

with Beirut and Damascus to

guarantee the withdrawal of our
soldiers from southern Lebanon,
provided that we succeed in guar-
anteeing the dismantling of
Hizbullah and the security of our
border re the south,” Netanyahu
said, when asked whether he was
seeking a gradual peace with

Syria, beginning with Lebanon.
Meanwhile, Syria rejected

Netanyahu's proposal that the' two
sides try to end hostilities in

Lebanon before tackling die fate

of the Golan Heights.

Press reports have . said

Netanyahu .had asked US: Middle

East peace coordinator Dennis
Ross to relay the proposal to

Assad. Ross, who is on a Middle
East tour, met. the Syrian leader

earlier this week.
Syria's government -newspaper

Al-Thawra dismissed the pro-

posal yesterday as a “sinister

ploy" and accused Israel of try-

ing to distract attention away
from the main issues of- the

Middle East peace process. That
process needed a commitment
by - Israel and not new theories

and proposals, said the newspa-
per.

THE prime 1 minister's bureauicbief, Pinhas Fischler has asked to be

relieved of-his position and is expected to step down this week.

Fischler, who handed in his resignation to Binyamin Netanyahu, said:

“I willnot allow, the media to attack the prime minister through me.”

Netanyahu, requested that he -reconsider his decision but his resigna-

tion .is considered final. •

-Fischler, aTkomet activist, wasbrought to theprestigious post by min-

istry- director-general Avigdw-Liebemian. Bui he soon became the tar-

get of numerous unfavorable media reports. According to the reports.

Fischler has several times had criminal tiles opened against him -and

some ofthese.are still pending. He was also accused of being unable to

stick to a job because ofpoor work relations. _

Officially,
-Netanyahu continued to give him backing but rumors ofhis

impending resignation .were published even before the prime minister

left for Washington. - Sources in the Wipe Minister’s Office have so far

refused to confirm the resignation. (Itim)

Germany to pay
Lithuania DM2m.
for Nairf’s victims

Clinton to impose sanctions on

IT*

MARILYN HENRY
NEW YORK

GERMANY will pay DM 2 million to Lithuania as compensation for

atrocities committed under the Nazi occupation, the German Foreign

Ministry said Friday. The money is intended for a nursing home, an cldr

age home and two hospitals that care for victims of Nazi persecution,

Reuter reported.

Lithuania will not press for further compensation, the news agency
said.

In what was called a “humanitarian gesture,” Germany offered DM 2
million several years ago to each Baltic republic for old-age facilities for

Nazi victims.

During the three years of negotiations, which ended Friday, Lithuania’s

Jewish community argued that Germany should pay individual compen-
sation. Bonn countered that Jewish survivors had received compensation
when Germany paid reparations to the former Soviet Union. However,
the Lithuanian Jews said, only a few survivors got funds - a lump sum of
DM 1.000 - from Moscow last year, Reuter reported.

Earlier this year, survivors in a neighboring Baltic state, Latvia, object-

ed strenuously to a comparable German proposal for geriatric institutions.

Bonn pays monthly disability pensions to Latvian veterans of the

Waffen SS, though the ghetto and concentration camp survivors get
nothing. The survivors wanted individual compensation, in the same
manner as Jewish survivors who live in the West. They also protested the

German plan on the grounds that their oppressors also would be consid-
ered “victims of Nazi persecution.”

“We would never live in an old age home alongside former members
of the SS. whose units killed our families and tormented us," Alexander
Bergmann of Riga wrote in an open letter to German President Roman
Herzog. Chancellor Helmut Kohl and to the Bundestaa.

bit?! -rusmoiarpoRi

American. Jewish leaders s^day
that he will sign legislation that

would, impose sanctions on for-

eign companies that invest heavi-

ly in Iran or Libya.

The measure, passed by
Congress last week, would-deter
investment in the two rogue states

in 1 an effort to deny them the
resources to impport terrorism and
to acquire nuclear weapons.
The legislation already has had

an. impact, according to AIPAC,
which lobbied for the measure.
The veiy threat of the bill’s pas-

sage has dissuaded. European and
Japanese companies from invest-

ing $10 billion in Iran, an AJPAC
spokesman said Friday.

In a meeting Friday with the
Conference of Presidents of
Major American Jewish
Organizations, Clinton said he
would sign the bill at a public cer-

emony in August, . sources said.

There had been speculation earlier

that Clinton would sign the bill

quietly to avoid rankling US trad-

ing partners, who have threatened

to retaliate against the.US .if such
legislation is- enacted, .The

f?aicr.srie aws

MARILYN HENRWi y+r
• NEW YORK '

Americas allies view .foe measure
as an attack on their sovereignty.

In a wide-ranging talk to the

American Jewish • leadership,

Clinton said foe.ITS had striven to

maintain a good -environment
toward foe peace process and
would, continue that, effort,

sources said. The Palestinian track

“is central to the peace process,"

sources quoted- the president as
saying.. ....

Qinton also said -.be believed

that his meeting with Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
was, “good, peraonallyT and-foat

Ti Nebtufyahu is committed to pursu-

ing a comprehensive approach to

peace. . . ; :
/

. US companies already face

sanctions for.mvesting in Iran.

The new legislation essentially

xequires , foreign, cpipfanies to

choose tetween investing in the

US or in arid Libya.

The first dramatic step in bitting

Iran's .treasury, was' ini March
1995. The Scagrams company,

'
.trontroifetT by -Edgar Bronfrnan,

.used its substantial financial clout

in foe^duPioQt chemical conglom-

eraRe, wbich owns the oil compaT

nyQjnoco^to scuttie a$l billion

dpal 'to develop Iranian, oil fields

in foe Persian Gulf. •
. .
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Libi in Jerusalem

FESTIVEHAPPENING
at

THE TOWER OFDAVID
On July 7, a festive performance was given at the
Tower of David by Yehoram Gaon, with the IDF
Orchestra - part of the celebrations marking the

3000th anniversary of Jerusalem - the City of David.

The performance was the closing event in a
special day of broadcasts - Libitrom - on Radio

Jerusalem, 101 FM, in cooperation with the .

Jerusalem Canion.

The Libi Fund offers grateful thanks to the people

and bodies who contributed to the success of this

event:

The Jerusalem Friends of Ubi, headed by
Mrs. Dvora Rejwan.
Mr. Micha Levy, the general manager of the

Shalom Hotel.

Radio Jerusalem, 101 FM, and the staff of

the station.

The management of the Jerusalem Canion.
Mr. Nahman Shai
Sh.Y.K. Iru’im Umazon Ltd., Shtark-Koretz
The IDF Orchestra, conducted by Aluf-

MIshne Yitzhak Graziani

The Ramot, Jerusalem Scout Troop
Navon-Art Ltd.
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come in different shapes and sizes
...the

and ihey come rich and poor and irmly Ifrbejweerk. /Arid some come, .usually through

.no fault of their own, disadvantaged;;
; ...

V
;

Ttiars where we dome in.
.

-

For nearly 'fifty years, readers of The.Jerusalem Post; both In Israeland insome J00 . .

countries around the work! have been sending money to help those less fortunate...
.

*.

The Forsake-Me-Nor fund, togerher with social workers and vdhBTieers in fhe field, use
your donaitaio helpoW loftefivingiri cfisbesseddrcumaeuT^

With your I

Help us tahefp people by sendinga coriolbi^driwd^ l°- -
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Friends of ThederusatempostFunds,
I 20 East 56th Stre^i.H&W York, NY. Id022^,D

Together, we shall overcome.
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World leaders call for tougher
action against terrorTHOMAS-O’DWYER and news agencies
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THE bombing of the Atlanta
Olympics provides a grim
reminder that terrorism now has a
global reach of epidemic propor-
tions.

Here is a brief survey of terror-
ist attacks in the past 10 days: -

July 27, USA: A pipe bomb rips
through a crowded . Olympics
park in downtown Atlanta- killing .

at least one person and wounding
more than 100. A Turkish televi-
sion cameraman dies rushing to -

the scene.

.
July '27,- Spain: A - bomb

explodes at a holiday apartment
complex in the resort of Salou in

northeastern Spain. There were
no injuries and minor damage.
The Basque group ETA planted
five bombs in the region last

week, one of which exploded at
Reus airport injuring 35 tourists.

-

July 27, Egypt: Gamaa.al-
Islamiya terrorists shoot dead an
Egyptian farmer and wounded his

brother in an attack in the.south-
em province ofMinya. Four- gun-

.

men killed Hamada Sayyid
Abdallah, 32, when they opened
fire on him in his fields near die
town of Abu Qurqas, about 240
km south of Cairo.

-

July 26, Israel: suspected
Palestinian terrorists firing from
car at a white Fiat sedan near Beir
Shemesh kill UrtMunk and his

daughter-in-law Rachel Munk.
Munk’s son, Zeev, was critically

wounded in the head, and Munfc’s
wife, Aliza, was treated for
shock.

July 26, USA: A Lebanese
hijacker forces an Iberia airlines

DC-10 to Miami on a flight from
Spain to Cuba after telling crew
be bad a bomb. The object whs
later identified as a' tape recorder

and electric razor.

July 26, Peru: A car bomb
explodes outside a police depart-

ment in downtown Lima; killing

one person and injuring nine oth-

ers. The bomb exploded 100
meters from Peru's congressional

building:

July 26, Russia: A plastic bomb
is found at a railway terminal in

southern Russia. The device,
equivalent to 300 grams ofTNT,
was discovered in' a room
reservedfor the military at the
railway station in .Astrakhan,

- about 1 300\km south ofMoscow.
July . 25,- Russia: A bomb

explodes on an Astrakhan-
.
Volgograd passenger (rain soon

. after its arrival in Volgograd. The
train was empty at the time of the
explosion, which damaged one
car. It was ’ similar to ' two
Moscow trolleybus bombings,
which injured 33 people, and an
unexploded . powerful ‘ bomb
found atatrain station in the cen-
tral .city ofVoronezh a week ear-

•' Iter.'*
•

.

*

-July 25, Brazil: An 1 1 -year-old
sheet peddler is seriously injured

when a package given him by a
passing couple exploded m bis

hands. The boy was sitting on a
bench in downtown Rio when die
man and tbe woman asked him to

bold- a package; .He fingered a red
button on the side ofthe box and
it exploded.

July 24; Sri Lanka: Thmil Tiger
terrorists bomb a -Sri Lankan
commuter tram and kill 63 peo-
ple. Two bombs exploded within

secondsof each other oil two-cars
of the commuter train, wounding
350 people. A third bomb was
discovered and defused.

July 22,. USA: The office of
Nicaragua’s Sandinista Front in

Miami isfire-bombed. The bond)
was thrown at the office, burning
the main door and walls but injur-

ing no one.

July 17, USA: A Boeing 747,
TWA Flight 800, bursts into a
fireball over the Atlantic killing

all :230 aboard in the second
worst disaster in US aviation his-

tory. Technicians compared the

split-second sound with; a sound
library of explosions from terror-

ist attacks.
'

July 17; USA: A pipe bomb is

discovered at O’Hare Airport in

Chicago and defused. Another
plane returns to O’Hare after a
telephoned bomb warning which
proved to be a boax.

FBI probes missile

attack possibility
~~Newsagencies
-SMMTOWN, NYV—
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INVESTIGATORS grew more
suspicious yesterday thatabomb
or missile destroyed'TWA Flight

800r after tape from the flight

data recorder showed' the plane

was operating normally just

before it exploded.

'

New radar records also indi-

cate that after the cataclysmic
event that doomed the July 17
flight from New York, the Paris-

bound ' 747 flew forward in a

deep descent for at least 24 sec-

onds before, bursting into a fire-

ball and falling in pieces to the

Atlantic for another 17 seconds.
All 230 people aboard died.

James Kallstrom, die FBI
agent in charge; said. investiga:
tore were -looking closely at the

possibilityOf amissile attackl'

“We do have information that

there was something in' the sky.

A numberof people have seen it

A .
number of people', have

described- it very similarly," he
said, utithout elaborating! on the

desorptions except to' say: “It

was ascending.” •

An investigator who spoke on
condition of anonymity'told the

Los Angeles. Times ..that the

explosion blasted through the

right side pf die plane, rupturing

the fuel tanks, before the wreck-
age felTmto the sea,

" "
- .

'

The position of underwater
debris shows whacb ride of the

plane was cocked by the blast,

the newspaper reported yester-

day.
' ' '

The last sound on the. cockpit

voice recorder of Flight 800 was
an abrupt loud noise,' but wbat
caused it.— bomb, missile or

mechanical failure - is. still a

mystery, other investigators said.

InjwhaL could .eventually bC a

BEIT SHEMESH
(Continued from PageJ.)

the next three years on the previ-

ous government and this is ire bat-

tle against terra, I will tie very
troubled.” Otr said on television.

Labor Party Chairman Shimon
Peres said in a statement that the

attack < proved that' while yon
could freeze the peace process
you could not freeze, terror

attacks, and. that the government
must proceed forcefully and cre-
atively with the diplomatic
process.

“There who oppose the process
are trying to non the diplomatic
processes witl> violence and we
cannot lei this happen," Peres
said.

Peres denied there had been dis-

cussions recently: with National
Infrastructure Minister Ariel

Sharon regardingihe possible for-

mation of a national unity govern-
ment in response to the country’s

securityamieconomic situation.

major lead in the case, two of the

plane’s four engines were dis-

covered under
. 30 meters of

water near the small town
,
of

East Moricbes.
While the search for wreckage

and dues in' -the Atlantic was
continuing, air travelers were
given another scare when a man
hijacked an Iberia Airlines plane

to Miami: The DC-10 was on a
flight from Madrid to Havana,
Cuba. The hijacker surrendered

to authorities and no one was
harmed.
Robert Frauds, vice-chairman

of the' National Transportation

Safety Board (NTSB), which is

spearheading the TWA probe,

told , a news conference in

Smithtown, N.Y., that so far
analysis -of both’ the cockpit

. voice recorder and fee flight data

recorder had. shown no unusual

events or readings before both
machines were knocked out of
actiorL •

“All - recovered' data end
abruptly with no anomalies,” he
said:

“That is to say, there's nothing

to indicate feat anything (hap-

pened) - that an engine stopped

... the aircraft tipped or pitched

up or changed speed,” Francis

saKL .
••

’

‘He said fee jumbo jet was in a

stable climb and engine pressure

was stable.

DELEGATION
(Contin&ed from Page 1)

athlete, coach and delegation

metriber.

Within 15 minutes, all Israelis

were accounted foe. Some were

asleep in fee village. Others were

downtown but Were easily

reached because they complied

with the delegation's notification

rules’. Some were easy to crack

down because they carried cellu-

lar telephones. ' •

All were ordered back to then-

rooms at once: •

Zinger then placed calls to the

team’s family members back

home. Some called first after see-

ing reports on CNN.
Bruch called “everyone,” begin-

ning with his mother Yardena on

Moshav Lachish, to assure them

that all was well because “people

worry.”
No addition®1 measures were

imposed on fee Israelis because

already, “the people in charge of

security were taking all possible

steps” to- protect *e group.

Zinger said.
. .

.

• Israeli officials and survivors of

fee 1972 Munich Olymptes

slaughter were aftbe faome.of a

Jewish CQriununity ’ member

Friday night.-

News agencies

HORRIFIED and outraged by
another deadly terrorist attack,

world leaders yesterday sent their

Condolences for the bombing at

Olympic Park in Atlanta and called

for rougher action against terror-

ism.

Russian President Boris Yeltsin,

French President Jacques Chirac,

German Chancellor Helmut Kohl
and British Prime Minister John
Major woe among heads of gov-
ernment who voiced theircondem-
nation and sympathy in messages
to Clinton.

Representatives of Munich and
the Spanish city of Barcelona,

which staged the last Olympics
four years ago, added their condo-
lences and support to fee people of
Atlanta.

“Our sympathy is with the vic-

tims and their relatives,” said

Bavarian state premier Edmund
Stoiber in Munich.- “Whoever car-

ried out this attack against irrno-
‘ cent people and against, the games
will not succeed in destroying the

peaceful ideal of Olympic compe-
tition.”

Barcelona sent telegrams of
“support and affection” to Atlanta.

“The telegrams also expressed fee

wife feat the peace and harmony
ofthe Olympic ideal would prevail

over terrorist action,” the Spanish

city’s acting mayor, Joan Clos,
said. -

: Chirac sent a message to

President Clinton and Olympic
chief Juan Antonio Samaranch to

“denounce, this cowardly- act of
aggression.”

.

Major, in his message to Clinton,

said the’ British people, “will share

fee anger of fee American people

at this dreadful desecration of fee

Olympic spirit but they will also

share their determination not to be
deterred by this evO acL”

UN Secretary General Boutros

Boutros-Ghali called the bombing
a “repugnant violation of fee spirit

of fee Olympic Games.” Pope
John Paul H spoke of an “act of
senseless violence” and expressed

Security officials cordon offan area near Atlanta’s Olympic centennial Park following yesterday morning's explosion. (fouler)

his “deep sympathy and condo-

lences to’ the families of fee vic-

tims."

The bombing came three days

before France hosts an anti-terror-

ism conference of fee Group of
Seven industrialized countries plus

Russia, which is to bring together

topdiplomatic and security officials.

. Chirac said the international

community “must be unanimous in

its condemnation and its will to

reinforce cooperation against ter-

rorism.”

hi addition to the United States,

other nations attending the confer-

ence have been targeted by recent

terrorist attacks, including Britain,

France and Russia.

Russian President Boris Yeltsin

“believes that fee tragedy in

Atlanta once again shows how
important it is to combine the

efforts of all countries in the fight

against terrorism,” his spokesman
Sergei Medvedev told Interfax.

“It’s high time to take joint com-
prehensive measures against ter-

rorism. Russia is ready for fear.”

said Medvedev.

Japanese Prime Minister Ryutaro

Hash imoto said he was worried the

bombing could be connected in

some way with fee explosion of

fee TWA Flight 800.

"If it was an act of terrorism, we
must beef up security checks” for

outbound flights, he said according

to Kyodo News. He also said he
would call for joint terrorism-fight-

ing efforts at Tuesday’s conference.

Germany's Kohl, in a message
from his holiday home in Austria,

described fee bombing as a cow-
ardly attack showing wanton -disre-

gard for human life. “(It) will pro-

voke horror among all civilized

people," he said.

UN Secretary-Genera! Boutros

Boutros-Ghali deplored fee bomb-
ing as the “repugnant” action of “a

despicable few."

“This repugnant violation of the

spirit of fee Olympic Games must

be denounced around the world."

Boutros-Ghali said in a statement.

"The joy and global brotherhood

engendered by the Olympic
Games can never be vanquished

by fee actions of a despicable few.’

Paris remembers ’95 subway terror blitz
PARIS (Reuter) - Survivors of a

bomb om year ago on Paris’s

underground railway tearfully laid

flowers close to where eight peo-

ple died in fee most deadly of a
series of- attacks blamed on
Algerian Moslem terrorists

Relatives of fee dead and some
of fee' 92 wounded threw white

and red carnations into a fountain

and added wreaths to a growing

pile of flowers outside fee Saint-

Michel metro station, where the

bomb exploded in a crowded
rush-hour, trafe.

The great bell of nearby Notre
Dame cathedral toiled out over

fee city at 530 p.m., the exact

time of die explosion, as Parisian

commuters, tourists and others

paused to lay flowers in bright

summer sunshine.

Interior Minister Jean-Louis
Debre, Transport Minister

Bernard Pons and Paris Mayor
Jean Tiberi also attended the cere-

mony by the fountain, near a

plaque which read'To fee memo-
ry of the victims of fee RER bomb
attack, July 25 1995”.

Fatima Garcia of Cape Verde

islands, her eyes red from rears

for her sister Maria who was one

of the eight killed. sai± “We were
two from our family in France,

now I’m alone. The bomb
changed everything.”

Dozens of police ringed the

fountain and the Saint-Michel sta-

tion. France is keeping up an anti-

terrorism watch, reckoning the

risk of terrorist attacks from
Algeria has not disappeared.

Many of fee survivors said fee

trauma was still vivid.

"I thought it would be a relief ro

be here
-

; but it hasn’t helped
much,” said Maria Nunes, a 30-

year-old Portuguese woman who
was standing on the platform
when the Paris bomb went off.

“I have recurrent nightmares in

which I see fee victims emerging
bloodied and screaming from fee

train," she said

Africans discuss Burundi coup Karadzic won’t leave Pale
RF.l.GRADF (AP) — Fnrmpr Rncnian Serh leader Radovnn K.iradzii

KAMPALA (Reuter) - The man
tasked wife finding a solution to fee

Burundi crisis arrived in Uganda
yesterday for talks wife Ugandan
andTfcnzanian leaders. Former pres-

ident Julius Nyerere of Throania,

heads fee Organization of African

Unity’s effort to end fee crisis.

Months oftension and worsening

ethnic bloodshed resulted in a coup

by Tutsi strongman Major Rene
Buyoya.
Thnzanian president Benjamin

Micapa arrived earlier and began

informal discussions wife Ugandan

President Yoweri Museveni while

they waited for Nyerere.

Yesterday’s meeting, held late

last night, foreshadows an emer-

gency African summit in Tanzania

next week to discuss Burundi.

“It is a planning meeting aimed at

getting a unified position on the

Burundi crisis. It is important that

Tanzania, Uganda and Nyerere

agree on a common position on
Burundi," a Tanzanian government
official told Reuters.

Burundi’s new military ruler is a

close friend of Museveni and

African diplomats said Nyerere

needed to persuade him to accept

tough action to end fee crisis there.

Buyoya. who ruled from 1987

but was defeated in Burundi's firsi

free poll in 1993, ousted Hum pres-

ident Sylvestre Ntibantunganya Iasi

Thursday.

More than 1 50.000 people- most

ofthem civilians - have.been killed

in three years of conflict between

rebels from the Hutu majority and
Tutsis, who control fee army and

much of tire government despite

being in fee minority.

BELGRADE (APj - Former Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic

insists he will not leave Pale, his mountain stronghold outside Sarajevo,

despite strong pressure from Washington and Belgrade, a source close to

fee Bosnian Serb leadership said.

The source, insisting on anonymity, said Karadzic was asked to leave

Bosnia and move to his native Montenegro, fee tiny republic feat

remains in the truncated Yugoslav federation wife Serbia.

Karadzic told a closed session of leaders of fee Bosnian Serbs' ruling

Serbian Democratic Party this week that he will not leave Pale, the

source said.

Montenegro’s President Momir Bulatovic said last month he would
not allow Karadzic into his republic where his mother still lives. But
Bulatovic might accept this if asked by Belgrade and Washington.

The plan to have Karadzic leave for Montenegro was reportedly

agreed to in talks last week between US envoy Richard Holbrooke and
Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic.

POLLARD
(Continued from Page I)

were split on whether applying

forparole would help him.

On Friday, Clinton met with fee

Conference of Presidents of
Major American

.
Jewish

Organizations, but did not dis-

cuss Pollard, who has been in jail

for 1 0 years. Nor did Clinton take

questions from the group.

'

"We were' certainly surprised

by the timing and the substance"

of fee White House armtiunce-

ment, Malcolm Hoenlein, execu-

tive director of the Presidents

Conference, said after the meet-

ing.

Jewish sources said they, were
offended that Clinton' had not

mentioned his decision -during

Friday’s meeting.

Seymour Reich, the head of fee

American Zionist Movement,
was concerned about what
appears to be a pattern. The last

time die Presidents Conference
met wife Clinton was March 24,

1994.

: The day before feat,

Clinton denied Ifoflard’s applica-

tion for commutation.

Tn announcing Clinton’s deci-

sion on Pollard, McCurry told

reporters: “The president agreed

with Attorney General [Janet]

Reno’s judgment feat fee enormi-

ty of' Mr. Pollard’s offenses, his

lack ofremorse, the damage dime

to' our national security and the

need, for general deterrence and
fee continuing- threat to national

security feat he posed made the

'

original life sentence imposed by

fee court warranted:'"

Pollard- has “noravailed him-

self of fee prospects of parole
”

McCurry said. “He became eligi-

ble for parole in' November . of

1995. That .possible remedy has

not been explored by Mr. Poflaid

or his attorneys."
. • \

'

AYYASH
(Continued from Page 1)

first member of Arafat's Fatah

faction of the PLO to be killed.

He died in 1965.

Israel, which long said Ayyash

was behind Islamic militant sui-

cide bombings that killed scores

of Israelis, has refused to confirm

or deny its involvement.

Arafat was incensed feat on
Thursday, Tisha Be’av, Israel

allowed members of fee Temple
Mount Faithful group onto the

mount. He called the move “dan-

gerous.”

In a communique released yes-

terday, his cabinet called it “a

barefaced challenge to Moslem
feelings and an Israeli attempt to

intensify the atmosphere in

Jerusalem."

In yesterday's speech, Arafat

called for a meeting of the

Jerusalem Comm inee of the

Organization of the Islamic

Conference to discuss the matter.

He said UN resolutions enshrin-

ing the principle of trading land

for peace applied to east

Jerusalem. (Agencies!

(Continued from Page 1)

night air.

Johnson said of the two people

who died, Turkish Radio and

Television cameraman Melih

Uzunyol collapsed from a heart

attack while running to cover the

explosion’s aftermath. WSB-TV
quoted journalist Zafer Akyol. a

friend of Uzunyol. as saying he

had a history of heart problems.

The Atlanta Fire Department

identified fee other victim as

Alice Hawthorne, 44, of Albany.

Georgia.

Johnson said 111 people were

injured, including 11 who
required hospitalization. Ail of

those hospitalized were in stable

condition, he said.

"We are dealing with an impro-

vised explosive device, what we
would describe as an anti-person-

nel fragmentation device, a

homemade bomb." Johnson said.

A grim-faced Clinton vowed to

hunt down fee perpetrators.

“We will spare no effort to find

out who was responsible for this

murderous act- We will track

them down. We will bring them to

justice," he said in a statement at

GOOD TIME
(Continued from Page 1)

Army reconnaissance officer

Larry Moore of Indiana was off

duty at Centennial Park when the

blast struck.

;
-“We’ve been checking trucks at

fee arenas," he says. “We pre-

pared for months in advance. We
did a lot of riot- control. To me,

[fee explosion] was too easy.

.

They didn’t put any emphasis

here in the' city [public spaces]

itself”

Dawn .arrives. Ten members of

fee media who happened to be

around and who tried to follow

the story, awake on fee chilled

sidewalk. No clean-up crews

were allowed in, so crushed cans,

newspapers and soda cups litter

fee streets from what was a happy

Friday night.

At the Atlanta Welcome Center

on Peachtree Street, Atlanta resi-

dent Pat Burnside says. “It's

heartbreaking on a personal level.

This puts a damper on everything,

and right , in the middle of [the

Games] when people come in to

see track and field.

“We just really wanted to show
fee world a good time.”

OLYMPIC
fee White House.

As in Munich, when fee

Olympics continued even after

the terrorists killed the Israeli ath-

letes and coaches, officials in

Atlanta said they would not halt

fee games.

“The games will go on." said

Francois Carrard. director-gener-

al of the International Olympic
Committee.
And so they did. beginning wife

a moment of silence and fee low-

ering of flags to half-mast at all

venues on fee day of fee games’
glamor event: the 100-meter

dash.

At Lake Lanier, site of fee row-

ing finals, soldiers carrying

machine guns patrolled fee

grounds. Soldiers - rather than

the usual Olympic security -

manned the security checkpoints.

Athletes as well as spectators

were searched thoroughly.

Centennial Olympic Park can

hold 50.000 and Atlanta Police

Chief Beverly Harvard said it was
crowded when fee bomb went

off.

The explosion could have been

much deadlier had police not

quickly cleared the area after

finding what they believed was a

suspicious package.

There were no immediate
reports of any athletes being
injured. Most competitors have
been living in the athletes' village

about 2 km from the bombing. At

least 10 athletes from Cuba and
Argentina stood near fee blast,

said Sheryl Fillmore, a friend of a

Cuban competitor.

The 21 -acre Centennial

Olympic Park is in fee center of

downtown Atlanta, within walk-

ing distance of three major

Olympic venues. While people

pass through metal detectors at all

Olympic venues, anyone is free to

walk through fee park.

Billy Payne, president of fee

Atlanta Commitiee for the

Olympic Games, said no one had

ever recommended to him feat

security for fee park be tightened.

The justice Department official

said fee call came from a pay tele-

phone about two blocks from the

explosion. The caller spoke “in a

calm voice," fee official said. The

call, apparently from a man. was
received at 1:07 a.m. and fee

caller said only feat a bomb
would explode in Centennial Park

in 30 minutes, a law enforcement

official said. The caller did not

give a name or identify any group

or organization claiming respon-

sibility for fee bombing.
Johnson said authorities believe

the caller was “a white male wife

an indistinguishable accent." He
refused to say if the caller said

why the bomb had been planted.

Investigators at fee scene found

nails and screws feat were part of

fee bomb, a federal law enforce-

ment official said. The official,

said the nails and screws proba-

bly were placed there to produce

shrapnel to harm people.

Officials had hoped to re-open

Centennial Olympic Park yester-

day. But Johnson later said it

would remain closed indefinitely.
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Turkey threatens to

storm prison as 11th

hunger striker dies
THE government has threatened

to storm an Istanbul prison unless

2.000 leftist inmates end their

fasL By midday yesterday, the toll

in a nationwide prisoner hunger

strike stood at 1 1 dead and some

100 critically ill.

Three inmates died within hours

of each other yesterday morning -

two of them in Istanbul prisons,

another in the prison in the west-

ern city of Bursa, the Anatolia

news agency reported. The

inmates were either convicted or

on trial for membership in various

illegal leftist groups.

Meanwhile. Kurdish rebels afire

an rmer-ciry bus in eastern Turkey

after asking the passengers to get

off. Anatolia reported. The rebels

told the passengers their action

was in support of the hunger

strikes.

Kurdish inmates have recently

joined leftist prisoners in the

strike.

Justice Minister Sevket Kazan

accused prisoners at Istanbul’s

Buyrampasa prison on Friday of

organizing the protest He refused

to meet their demands for

improved prison conditions and

rejected calls to negotiate an end

to the strike.

Prisoners, existing on water or

sugared water for 68 days, have

not allowed medical teams inside

the prisons.

“We ll have to storm in if they

YALMAN ONARAN

ANKARA

don’t give up voluntarily,” Kazan

said. A raid, he said, would result

in 50 to 60 deaths in order to save

"just a few lives."

Kazan said prisoners were in

control of 19 wards housing 820

prisoners at Baymmpasa, where

four of the deaths occurred.

Authorities have been unable to

force-feed or remove inmates for

medical care, Kazan said.

He would not say why troops

have been unable to move in to

smaller prisons, where other

deaths have occurred.

Meanwhile, a group of youths

seized a public bus in Istanbul

Friday night, forcing its driver

and passengers off before setting

it on fire with petrol bombs, the

Anatolia news agency reported.

It was unclear if the attack was
linked to the hunger strikes, but

some demonstrators have burned

vehicles in recent days to show
support for the inmates.

Kazan blamed the inmate

deaths on “ringleaders inside

(Bayrampasa) prison who have
handpicked the victims and
ordered them to die." They will be
charged with instigating murder,

he said.

The number of strikers tripled

Friday when 4.000 Kurdish pris-

oners joined the strike in solidarity.

Close to 100 strikers are report-

ed to be in critical condition. The
first death came Sunday in

Istanbul.

The strikers are either on trial or
have been convicted of member-
ship in outlawed leftist groups or

the Kurdish uprising. Some have
been involved in murders or
bombings.

The inmates - and human rights

groups - allege widespread tor-

ture and other abuses, especially
against suspected terrorists and
rebels.

The inmates are demanding bet-
ter access to legal defense and
medical treatment and an end to
transfers and beatings in jails.

They also want previous transfers

reversed.

Kazan repeated his earlier state-

ment that leftist inmates bad
phones, fax machines and even
sufficient medical equipment for

surgery.

He also ruled out reversing the

transfers, saying the inmates'
objective was to have their

recruits back for “terrorist train-

ing."

Amnesty International, the
London-based international

human rights group, said prison-

ers were right to resist transfers.

“Transfers are always brutal and
have been fatal several times in

the recent past,” Amnesty
spokesman Jonathan Sugden said.

Flood toll rises to 1,600 in China
WUHAN (Reuterl - Fierce rains

bartering China have killed more

than 100 people in southwestern

Sichuan province, raising the death

toll nationwide to more than 1,600

after weeks of devastating floods,

officials said yesterday.

In central Hubei province, hun-

dreds of thousands of exhausted

troops, police and volunteers lined

dykes holding in the rain-swollen

waters of the Yangtze near the

provincial capital. Wuhan, on guard

in case Asia's longest river burst its

banks.

Flood control officials in

Chongqing in Sichuan province said

torrential dewnpqursihis weeLhad^
killed al-people and Ieft27 najssihgi

rat$jfig the;.death roll fron^^tono^,

sinoe'mitwube to more tiiaru/M‘-

“There is no expansion of the dis-

aster area and the floods are reced-

ing,” one official said by telephone.

The new report of deaths raised

the toll from devastating floods in

recent weeks across vast swathes of

central and southern China to more
than 1,600.

An official in southeastern Fujian

province said Typhoon Gloria,

which hit the coast early yesterday

after tearing across the Philippines

and southern Taiwan, was unlikely

to cause significant damage or
heavy rains because the storm was
weakening gradually. -

“We are now carrying out safe-

guarding work such as protecting

unsafe houses and barring win-

dows.” he sakL - ,

Officials have warned of further

deaths and damage if more flooding

occurs and as the annual typhoon,

season begins.

Estimates of damage throughout

China have soared to 94.1 billion

yuan (SI 13 billion) in the nine

hardest-hit southern and central

provinces of Anhui, Guizhou.

Zhejiang. Jiangxi. Hubei Hunan,
Jiangsu. Guangxi and Sichuan.

With flood waters receding in

many areas, officials said there chief

task now was to clean up the debris

and to disinfect while preventing

outbreaks of epidemic diseases.

About 4.5 million people stranded

by flood waters in central Hunan
province were extremely short of

food and very hungry, prompting

emergency deliveries oftons of bis-

cuits, rice and mineral water by boat

to victims,cue local official said.

“Some people are close to starv-

ing." be said. “The most important

operation now is to provide flood

victims with tents, food and medi-

cines.”

WORLD NEWS wST"TteWemPoa

A rioter gets closer to a bonfire burning equipment from a government-owned bank in Jakarta yesterday.

Rioting erupts after Indonesian

opposition headquarters stormed
POLICE stormed an opposition party head-

. . GHAFUR FADYL • -eminent, and Suyadi, her would-be replace-

quarters before dawn yesterday, arresting sup- - ,akaqTa •
ment as party leader.

porters of Indonesia's pro-democracy leader
A

“It is obvious that die government supported

and sparking the worst anti-govemment riot- Sukarno’s rule and helped lead to Suharto’s Suryadi and his followers," she told The

ing since 1965. seizure of power. Associated Press.

As many as 10,000 protesters throwing Dozens of people were injured as There were scattered reports of deaths, but

stones attacked police and soldiers who Megawati’s supporters fought die pre-dawn none could be immediately confirmed,

responded with clubs. Fire gutted a seven- takeover of her party headquarters with stones. Both Jakarta military commander Maj. Gen.

story government building, two double-decker bricks and fists, witnesses said. As .many as .. Sutiyoso and police district Chief Abubahar

buses and cars. Other buildings were damaged 200 people were reported detained. Nataprawira denied there were any deaths. A
by fire. About 2,000 activists who arrived after the senior Megawati aide, Sutarjo, denied a news

The violence erupted after police broke up a • raid threw stones and pushed through police report quoting him as saying 48 people were

sit-in at Indonesian Democratic Party head- lines around Democratic Party headquarters, • dead or seriously injured,

quarters by supporters of Megawati but were dispersed' by officers with clubs. One Injured man. on Megawati's lawn, who
Sukarnoputri, who is fighting official efforts to Some were trampled. identified himself only as Jimmy from the

remove her as party leader. Police smashed windows and tore down the
,
eastern province of Irian Jaya, said he saw the

The clashes highlighted President Suharto's steel gates and fence of the one-story party headless body of a teen-ager at the party build-

hard line against growing calls for more polit- headquarters in an elite neighborhood that also ing. .

•

ical freedoms in this vast nation of 200 million is home to.Armed Forces Chief of Staff LL Soldiers began arriving at the party building

people that he has ruled for more than 30 Gen. Suyono. The yard was littered with bro- .. at about now to reinforce the police with

years. ken glass and stones. Posters of .Megawati.
'

troops and armored cars. A helicopter circled

Megawati, 49, is the daughter of the late were tom down. overhead.

President Sukarno, deposed by Suharto in About 100 injured people took refuge Kt the -Polit* blocked surrounding roads, but by

1 966. Although she doesn't pose any immedi- nearby headquarters of the Indonesian. LegaT early afternoon, thousands of people who
ate threat to Suhano’s power, he apparently is Aid .Foundation, a human rights group, arrived after hearing word of the raid pushed

afraid that the support she enjoys, because of . TjfSciaL^of thegroup locked its front gate and .. . their
:
way close to the building,

her father’s enduririg^popularity,^couki«.chaU-^tart3ed th^ddos,^a’)ttng they were afraid, they—... - -When- police attacked, some protesters

lenge his authority.- ... ... .. vrwefe the q^a^getfpr a raid. . jumped over fences into yards of neighboring

The rioting was the first major'anti-oovem-' Megawati was hofed up Tn her house, where homes and buildings, including die Palestinian

ment violence since 1965 protests against dete- some of the injured from the raid were resting diplomatic mission and the headquarters of a

riorating economic conditions that undermined on the lawn. She blamed the attack on the gov- Moslem parly.

UN condemns Cuba for shooting down exiles

UNITED NATIONS (Reuter) -
Thze Security Council has con-
demned the shooting down by
Cuban MiGs last February of two
unarmed light planes flown by
Miami-based Cuban exiles.

The vote was 13 to none with

two abstentions - by China and

Russia.

The US-sponsored resolution

said the Cuban air force’s action

violated- the principle that

weapons must not be used against

civilian aircraft

The council vote was a follow-

up to a report by the Montreal-
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based International Civil Aviation

Organization (ICAO) which
found the two Cessna aircraft

were destroyed by air-to-air mis-

siles nine and 10 nautical miles,

respectively, outside Cuban air-

space and not inside, as Havana
claims.

The planes did not receive prop-

er warning, the ICAO said. The
four flyers were killed.

The aircraft belonged to the

Miami-based organization

Brothers to the Rescue, which
helps Cubans trying to reach the

United States on boats and rafts.

S. Korea slides kill 50
SEOUL (Reuter) - Landslides and floods have killed about 50 people,

mostly soldiers, and left thousands homeless in northern South Korea
after torrential rains over the past two days, government officials said

yesterday.

A Defense Ministry statement said landslides killed at least 22 soldiers

yesterday in addition to 20 troops who were crushed to death while
sleeping in their barracks on Friday.

It said five army divisions had been affected.

Nineteen of yesterday’s victims came from the 15th division, stationed

.

in the Cholwon area in the mountainous eastern province of Kangwon
province, along the tense border with North Korea.
Earlier an army spokesman had reported about 60 buried when a land-

slide bit a 15th division unit near the border, but the figure was later
revised to 26. Of those eight were killed and 15 pulled alive from the
rubble and taken to hospital. Three were still missing.
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3 injured in neo-Nazi violence
BARLEBEN (AP) - TWo vacation-

ers received minor injuries yester-

day in the latest of a series ofclash-

es involving right-wing radicals that

have plagued campsites in eastern

Germany this summer.
One of the group of 15 neo-Nazis,,

who ranged in age from 15 to 24,

also was slighdy injured, police

said. Nine were arrested and police

said they knew the identity of foe

other six. Prosecutors were consid-

ering charges of causing serious

bodily harm, disturbing the peace
and using banned Nazi symbols.
Police said the 15 right-wing

youths chanted fascist slogans dur-

ing die fight with campers at Lake
Barleb near Magdeburg in Saxony-
Anhalt state.

Authorities in eastern Germany
had stepped up patrols of camping
sites after a series of highly publi-

cized attacks by gangs erf neo-Nazi
youths on campers.

The .most serious occurred July

12, when dozens of.drunken skin-

heads rampaged through the camp-
site of a Christian, youth group in

northeastern Mecklenburg-Western
.Pomerania state, injuring six people.

Officials have,blamed the vio-.

fence in part on the area's 15 percent

unemployment rate- almost double
drat erf western Germany - as well

as high rates of alcohol abuse and
die social dislocation caused by
German unification.

But the bead of the Central

Council erfJews ur Germany, Ignatz

Bufais, said be believed. social fac-

tors were not fee main problem. In

thteweekend edition of die Berliner

Zeitung newspaper. Bubis said less

than TO percent of die neo-Nazis

who have committed violent acts in

recent years in Germany were
unemployed. •

; , .

Backpacker killer found guilty

SYDNEY (Reuter) - Australian roadworker Ivan Milar
was sentenced to life in prison yesterday after being
found guilty chi all counts of murdering seven back-

packers, two of them from Britain and three flora

Germany, in a forest near Sydney.
Milat, 51. was also found. guilty - of kidnapping a.

British backpacker near die forest. He had pleaded not

guilty to all charges.

Asked by Justice David Hunt ifhehad anything tosay*

Milat told the court: “Tm not guilty.ofit” .....
Judge Hunt said he agreed with the verdicts, and said

that (he crimes fell into die categoryof die “worst cases

ever.” . v-

-

Milat is not eligible for parole and will spend the rest

of his life in jail.

The 1 [-member jury,, deliberating since Wednesday, ;

took about 20 boras to reach die verdict in die New
South Wales Supreme Court. Members of die victims*

families sitting in die. packed courtroom gasped and
wept as the verdicts were read out
Murdered between December 1989 and April 1992

were Britons Joanne, Vfelflas, 22, and Caroline Clarke,

21; Germans Simone Schmkfl, 2J, Gabor Neugebauer,

21, and Aaja Habschied, 20; arid Australians James
IGHjsoo and DebOrfe Everist, bodi 19.

AITwere stabbed repeatedly or were diet in fee head,

while some had been.gagged or bound when murdered
in the Befenglo State, Forest 100 km southwest of
Sydney.

•-Hahschied was decapitated and her head! is still miss-
ing. . .....

.

.

• Briton -Paul Onions, the prosecution's star witness,
was kidnapped near fee forest in January 1990, but
escaped. ....
Judge Hunt said in hisjudgment that he believed oth-

ers were involved. ...
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Transplants: The ultimate act of generosity
JUDY SIEGEL-ITZKOVICH

A baby's heart is transplanted into another so that the latter

may continue his life just begun. (Mru- krat

HUMAN beings can’t
depend on pigs to save
them - at least for the time

being. Faced with a shortage of
transplant organs and difficulties

in adapting animal organs to
humans, we will have to get used
to the idea that we won’t live for-
ever and that giving life to others
after our death is the right thing to

do.

Prof..Norman Shumway, a pio-

neer in organ transplantation at

Stanford University in California,
says education is the best way to

save the lives of people who need
organs to replace those that have
beep damaged or worn out. The
73-year-old surgeon, who still

performs ' transplants, was in
Jerusalem recently to attend the

Second Internationa] Colloquium
on Medicine, Ethics and Jewish
Law at Shaaie Zedek Hospital.

: Listening to rabbis and Jewish
ethfcists respond *• to doctors’
queries on complicated medical-
ethics

1

issues. (mostly throagfa ear-

phones as he listened to simultane-

ous translations), Shumway found

Jewish law very • “difficult to

understand and mysterious.” But
he was glad to have the opportuni-

ty to hear this religious perspective

on issues thathe has dealt with on
a daily basis for decades.

Even though Halacba regards a

life-saving organ donation as a
great mitzva (some rabbis still

oppose heart transplants because

of the brain-death question), tradi-

tional - and many secular - Jews
are generally reluctant to

bequeath their organs for trans-

plant In New York, for example,
only about 5 percent of Orthodox
Jews donate organs, says
Shumway, who is regarded as the

greatest of all heart-transplant

surgeons. “They behave sociolog-
ically like, lower-class Asians,
Blacks and Hispanics, among
whom only a minority donate
organs."

Shumway was bom In
Kalamazoo, Michigan, in 1923.
He received his medical degree
from Vanderbilt University and
his Ph.D. at the University of
Minnesota. He and

-

his colleagues

launched research cm organ trans-

plants way back in the late Fifties

and he was for years a heart-trans-

plant suigeon. His 600-bed
Stanford University Hospital,

where he is a professor of cardio-

thoracic surgery, carries out some
SO heart transplants a year.

Shumway has received numerous
prestigious awards, including the

American Surgical Association's

medallion for scientific achieve-

ment and die Lister Medal of the

Royal College of Surgeons In

Britain.

He recalls the world’s first

organ transplant in Boston in

1954. Doctors transferred a kid-
ney from one healthy twin to a

sick twin, both in their 20s. "To
make sure they were identical,

they took a skin graft from one
and gave it to the other, and there
was no rejection, so they could go
ahead. Both twins are still alive

today," he says.

But since the first immunosup-
presive drug to fight rejection - 6-

mercaptylpurine - was developed
only in 1959, transplants before
then could involve only identical

twins with the same immunologi-
cal makeup. Additional ami-rejec-
tion drugs were developed, but all

are toxic. “You have to walk a

fine line between rejection and
toxicity," he notes. Less-toxic
drugs are in development, and
these can ease the long-term prob-
lems of oigan recipients.

The next organ to be transplant-

ed was the liver, in Denver and in

Cambridge (England). The first

heart was transplanted (by Dr.

Christiaan Barnard) only in the

late Sixties. The delay was due to

the brain-death issue. "] t had long
been accepted that people died

only when their heart stopped -

but we needed to have the heart

before it stopped beating," says

Shumway. Most Western coun-
tries now accept the death of the

lower-brain as death, but this

debate still continues in some of

them. “Japan, which one regards

as technologically advanced, still

doesn't recognize brain death, and
it was accepted in Sweden only a

few years ago."

Unlike Israel, where for the

time being only a living first-

degree relative may donate a kid-

ney or part of his lung or liver to a

patient who needs it, in the US.
"anyone may donate for altruistic

reasons. But no money may be

involved." Shumway says. ‘This

prevents the commercial sale of
organs that exists in India, the

Philippines and other Third World
countries. There were even
reports of Turks being brought in

to the UK to supply kidneys."

There are 160 heart-transplant

centers in the US. and three in

Israel. "We in the US need only a
third as many, and in Israel you
should have only one. but there is

much pressure on the health

authorities, as it is regarded by

hospitals as a matter of prestige.”

Due to the great shortage of

organs, scientists have been look-

ing for alternatives. Pigs’ hearts

are similar to those of humans,
and since they come in all sizes,

they could be suitable for babies,

children, men and women. But
there is a catch involving all xeno-
graphic (trans-species) trans-

plants: the human body rejects

organs from other species.

In Cambridge, doctors have

taken human genes and inserted
diem into pig ova. The resulting
piglets are bom. and their hearts
are transplanted into baboons. But
the technique does not eliminate
all types of rejection, and the pri-

mates have survived for no more
than a week. "Until they survive
for much longer, they won't be
able to consider trying the proce-
dure out on humans.”

Artificial hearts are also not
ideal for patients who need a

transplant. "They require a heavy
battery that must be carried over

the shoulder, make a lot of noise

and heal and are not convenient.

Artificial hearts can be used to

supplement diseased hearts and
give them time to get stronger, but

only in some patients. Still, there

are a few patients with only an

artificial heart who say they are

grateful. They have no alterna-

tive."

Thus, for the time being, human
organ donation is the only answer.

"I'm in favor of mandated choice
- everyone must have it registered

in his driver’s license, for exam-
ple, if he is willing or unwilling to

donate organs. Another possibility

is that the government assumes a
patient is willing to give if he
doesn't specifically register as
opposing it. This exists in a few
European countries, but would
never be accepted in the US - or
Israel, for that matter.”

Advances in organ transplanta-

tion over the past four decades
have been breathtaking, con-
cludes Shumway. Every organ is

transplanted today - except for

the brain. Even parts of that all-

important organ might be trans-

plantable, such as certain tissue to

cure neurological diseases like

Parkinson's, he says. But no one
contemplates transplanting whole
brains - for obvious reasons.

Shumway: You have to walk a fine line between rejection and
toxicity.

Break it to mom gently:

Exposure to cold doesn’t

cause colds or flu

/
s there any truth to the “old
wives' tale’’ that one should-

n’t go to bed with wet hair?

Ourgrandson’s hoar is washedat
night (he has a lot of it), and it’s

still damp when he goes to sleep.

Can hegeta addfrom thisprac-

tise?JJ., Rehovot
Dr. Amos Yinnon, an expert in

infectious diseases at Jerusalem’s

Shaare ZedekHospital, replies:

I participated in research to find

out if there is any connection

between exposure to cold and
infection with the flu or cold

viruses. We found there was
absolutely no connection.

People are more likely to get the

flu or colds in the winter, but this

is not due to the cold itself. One
explanation is that in winter, the

windows are shut and the air has a

higher concentration of viruses,

so it's' easier to get infected.

Cold has no effect on immune
system. Your grandson won’t get

a cold from sleeping with wet
hair. If his hair is veiy long and
his wet hair is in contact with bis

shoulder, there is some chance he

could get muscle pains, but this

risk too is negligible:

/ am 38 but I haven’t yet

learned to swallow pills. Can any
medication be chopped up into

pieces or ground up into powder
and taken with liquid, jam or

yoghurt? Does this affect the

drug’spatency? SJt, Bnei Brak.
Rivka Shouval. acting deputy

director ofthe division ofpharma-
cy at Hadassah-University
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Hospital
.

m Jerusalem’s Ein

Kerem, comments:
Medications are made accord-

ing to a variety of techniques.

Some are coated and designed to

disintegrate only in the stomach,

in contact with the acids there.

Others are meant to be sustained-

release, giving off their active

ingredients gradually. Other pills

can, however, can be crushed or

chopped up by die patient with no
harm. The problem is that you
won’t know what pQls can be bro-

ken up; you must ask your doctor

or a pharmacist before you do
this.

In tire hospital, many p31s have

to be taken by children who can’t

take pills. For them we make a

syrup with emulsifiers to keep

them in suspension. There are

many prepared medications in

syrup form, but most of them are

in children’s dosages. Some pills

should not be taken with mDk
products, so check first with your

doctor or pharmacist

By the way, you might practise

swallowing pills by using small

coated chocolate candies (like

M&Ms) and getting them down
with water.

Will working out a lot with

weights give women muscles tike

men who compete in the

Olympics? AJt., Tel Aviv.

Dr. Na'ama Constannni, a fam-
ily physician and sports medicine

expert at the Wingate Institutefor
Physical Education, answers:

Working out with weights will

not give women big muscles -
unless they are taking anabolic

steroids that bnild up muscle vol-

ume. Weights, if used during exer-

cise in a gradual manner, are good
for women and can increase their

muscle strength, but muscles will

grow only slightly in size. This is

because they lack large amounts
of testosterone, the male hor-

mone.
Pre-adolescent boys, as well as

girls, can do weight lifting as well

with weights suited to their size,

without increasing the size of
their muscles. In men, however,

the testosterone causes muscles

that are exerted to grow in vol-

ume.
Women seen at body-building

competitions who have a male
physique are taking anabolic

steroids, as weight lifting does not

naturally increase their muscle

volume.

Rx For Readers welcomes
queries from readers about,med-
ical problems. Experts will

answer those we find most inter-

esting, and replies will be printed

in the twice-monthly column on

the Health Page.

Write Rx For Readers, do Judy
Siegel-Itzkovich, The Jerusalem

Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000,

orfax 02-389527, giving your ini-

tials, age and place ofresidence.
Phoned- in queries will not be

accepted.

Viper bites may
precipitate heart attacks

AVIPER bite can - in rare

cases - cause an acute

myocardial infarction

(bean attack) in young patients

who have no risk factors for coro-

nary artery disease, according to

doctors at Rebecca Sieff Hospital

in Safed.

A team from the hospital's car-

diology department reported

recently on a 28-year-old Druse
man who was bitten by a snake as

he sat to rest. wider a tree in the

Golan Heights. He was admitted
to the hospital with severe pain at

die site of the bite on his right

arm, but an electrocardiogram
also showed serious irregularities,

which were confirmed by enzyme
counts in blood tests. The read-
ings returned to normal a week
later and be recovered.
Dr. David Blondheim arid col-

leagues at the government hospi-
tal note in an article, to be pub-
lished in the American Journal of
Cardiology, dial viper bites are

common.iri Israel. Two poisonous
snakes known to -exist in the

North are Vipera.palacstinae and
Yipera bommuelkri (the latter is

rare and appears only m areas

higher than 1,500 meters above
sea level). According to the man’s
description of the snake, he had
apparently been bitten by the first

type of vipen

The doctors said they can only

HEALTH SCAN
POST HEALTH REPORTER

speculate about the mechanism by
which viper venom apparently

causes heart-attack symptoms.
Weizmann Institute researchers

recently reported that two horses

injected with Yipera palaestinae

venom for commercial production

of antibodies had developed

myocarditis, and a postmortem

-exam showed extensive death of

heart-muscle tissue.

BLOODLESS TISSUE-TYPING
An unusual tissue-typing tech-

nique used at the Rabin Medical

Center-Beilinson Campus was
used . recently to determine

whether the aborted fetus of a

raped woman was fathered by die

rapist The test carried out at die

Petah Tikva hospital at die request

of the police, found that the rapist

was not the father.

The technique, developed in the

US, is called high-resolution olig-

otyping. It uses tissue taken from

the ferns to get a sample of its

DNa and compare it with that of

the mother and suspected father.

Until the test was developed, only

blood or semen could be used to

obtain the DNA sample, and the

results are less accurate. The lest

was conducted by Ronit Narinsky,

director of the hospital's molecu-
lar biology unit

SWEET TRAVEL
Insulin-dependent diabetics can

go abroad and function well if

they get good advice on bow to

cope with their condition on die

road, according to Dr. Yosef
Kleinman, head of the metabolic

unit at Jerusalem’s Bikur Holim
Hospital.

Kleinman says many diabetics

come to his unit for advice on how
to manage during an overseas trip.

Kleinman suggests getting from
theft doctor an updated written

report (in English) on their medical

condition and pack an adequate

supply ofmedications and syringes

(in their original packaging so cus-
toms authorities do not become
suspicious). They should also

bring along packaged dried fruit,

fruit juices and sugar tablets.

In a restaurant, the diabetic

should ask that sauces be served

separately so the amount eaten

can be controlled. The diabetic

should order first, so he won't be
tempted by the food ordered by
others at the table. Don’t finish

everything on the .plate if the

amount of carbohydrates is too
great. Kleinman also advises

against diabetics eating too much
fresh fruit, which contains a lot of
Sugar.

Scientists search for the perfect sweetener

This young girl will be pleased to know that, if scientists have
their way, her super-sweet chocolate bar need need not decay
her teeth (when she gets them back). osaiah Kariinskyi

JUDY SIEGEL-ITZKOVICH

Abitter battle is being fought

by giant companies to

make life sweeter for

mankind. We want to have our
cake and eat it too: food that is

sweet and yet low-calorie and
harmless to health. The compa-
nies are trying to develop the per-

fect sweetener to replace sugar.

An international symposium on
this subject was held recently in

Jerusalem, attracting dozens of
doctors, chemists, toxicologists

and other researchers - even a

Thai princess. Prof. Chulabhom
Mahidol, a 39-year-old organic

chemist who has invested much
effort investigating the properties

ofnatural plants indigenous to her

country. With the demand for a

non-fattening, stable, sweet and
safe food additive so great among
the overweight, dental-cavity rid-

den and diabetics of the world, the

company that discovers such a

sweetener will be very rich

indeed.

Attraction to sweet foods is

innate and can even be seen in

newbom babies, says Prof.

Raphael Ikan, who chaired the

symposium and has worked for

early 20 years on sweeteners at

the Hebrew University’s depart-

ment of organic chemistry. The
tongue has taste receptors for

sweetness, bitterness, saltiness

and sourness; as most of the sweet

receptors are at the tip of the

tongue, and the others to the sides

and at the back, just a tick of ice

cream is enough to stimulate the

love of sweetness.

Dr. Bernard Crammer, co-

chairman of the symposium and
an organic chemist who is

deputy superintendent of patent

examiners at the Israel Patent

Office, adds that in nature, poi-

sonous substances are most like-

ly to be bitter. Taste thus proba-

bly serves as a warning mecha-
nism to animals (and humans)
against eating dangerous things

(there are a few exceptions, such

as lead acetate, a poison that is

actually sweet). Sensitivity to

bitter things is much greater than

to sweet things, so the concen-
tration of sweetness must be
considerable for it to be appreci-

ated.

Dean notes that there are various

types of natural sugars: glucose

(grape sugar); fructose (fruit

sugar) and sucrose (cane and beet

sugar), as well as honey, which is

frequently mentioned in the Bible.

The existence of cane sugar was
reported by a disciple of Aristotle

in the third century BCE. Its orig-

inal source was apparently New
Guinea on the shores of the

Pacific Ocean. From there it was
brought to Asia and India and then

to China 200 years later. It

reached Europe only during the

seventh century, and the people of

Portugal cultivated it as a crop in

the Madeira Islands. Until the

middle of the ISih century, sugar
was enjoyed only by kings and
counts, says Ikan. Queen
Elizabeth I had a bad sweet tooth,

carrying candy around in her

pockets, and suffered from serious

cavities.

There are also synthetic sugars,

such as sorbitol and maltitol, and

completely artificial sweeteners,

including saccharine, cyclamate
and aspartame. Each of these has

its benefits .and disadvantages..

Saccharine was discovered by

chance in 1879 by a chemist
named Fahlberg who sensed
sweetness on a piece of bread he
was eating for dinner. The next

day, he identified the source of the

taste from chemicals he had been
working on in the lab that nibbed
off his hands and onto the bread.

Saccharine is between 300 and

550 times sweeter than sucrose

and is still very commonly used
today.

Sodium cyclamate was also

discovered by chance, in 1937. A
chemist named Sveda noticed a

sweet taste on cigarettes he had
been smoking at work; the cycla-

mate too, had rubbed off his

hands on to the tobacco.

Cyclamate is 25 to 140 times
sweeter than sugar. Its use was
prohibited in 1970 when there

were fears that it was carcino-

genic, as mice fed tremendous
amounts of it got cancer. But a

few years later, careful scientific

tests had shown that these suspi-

cions were unfounded in the

amounts normally consumed.
Aspartame is another artificial

sweetener, but eating it would
cause harm in people suffering

from the genetic defect PKU
(phenylketonuria).

Some artificial sweeteners have
an aftertaste: others break down in

cooking or when exposed to

acids. Some have a short shelf

life. Thus none of those currently

used around the world is regarded
as the perfect artificial sweetener
- safe, tasty, no-calorie and with

no nutritive value.

But, say Ikan and Crammer,
there are a number of old/new
sweeteners from natural sources

that may eventually qualify. One
is stevioside, a sweetener extract-

ed from the South American
shrub Stevia rebaudiana. It is the

leaves of the plant, which has

been growing in the region of
Paraguay and Uruguay for a few

thousand years, that contain an

active ingredient 300 times
sweeter than sucrose.

Rebaudioside A, another compo-
nent of Sicvia leaves, exists in

more limited quantities in the

leaf, and it is even better sweet

but without the somewhat bitter

aftertaste of stevioside.

The Paraguay Indians, notes

Crammer, have clean white teeth,

but they use these leaves exten-

sively to sweeten their tea. Thus
the plant's attractive qualities of

being sweet but not causing tooth

decay were apparent
In I9S0. aware of the properties

of the Stevia plant, Ikan and
Crammer obtained seeds of the

plant from Prof. Osamii Tanaka of

Suzugamine Women’s College in

Hiroshima. With cooperation

from Dr. Michael Avishai, direc-

tor of the Hebrew University’s

botanical gardens, the plant was
coaxed into thriving in

Jerusalems climate, even though
it was very different from that of
its native Paraguay. A plot was
planted at Kibbutz Sha’ar

Hanegev as well, supplying two
kilos of the active ingredient

needed to make a white-powdered
sweetener.

Researchers in various parts of
the world have developed
processes to extract this ingredi-

ent; but Ikan and Crammer say

their method is the best they know
for processing. The method was
patented by Yissum, the universi-

ty’s research-and-development
arm.
The two chemists note that

getting approval from the US
Food and Drug Administration
for marketing of stevioside as a

food additive is a long, uphill

battle.

Although stevioside has been
found in extensive tests not to be
carcinogenic or toxic, when it

mixes with acids in the stomach,
its metabolite (called steviol) is

mutagenic (can produce genetic

mutations). But this, says Ikan,

“does not mean it causes cancer.

Coffee and cola, for example,
are mutagenic as well. The
Delaney amendment to the

American Food and Drug Laws
that restricts use of food addi-

tives bars carcinogenic sub-
stances, but hot mutagenic
ones."

The use of Stevia leaves as a

dietary supplement has been
approved for the US market by
the FDA, but not stevioside itself.

This sweetener, which has been

used for many years in South

America and Southeast Asia with

no ill effects, has been approved

for sale by die health authorities

in Japan and other countries in the

Far East
Ikan and Crammer together

with Avishai are planning to intro-

duce a genetically modified plant

that might be especially rich in

Rebaudioside A. ' Bui the two sci-

entists believe that if they suc-

ceed, this substance with the

tongue-twisting name may be the

pot of gold at the end of ihe rain-

bow.
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Marching into darkness

T
HE Olympic myth of a peaceful world

enjoying fun and games just blew up with

a roar in Atlanta. The one-world theme so

beloved of speech makers at the games is a

world none of us lives in any more, if it ever

existed. .

We live in a world being slowly closed in by

security checks, iron gates and fear of flying. A
random survey of the last 10 days of world news

reveals more than a dozen terrorist actions

across the globe and lakes no account of scores

of other terrorist campaigns in progress but tem-

porarily dormant or just being planned.

Terrorism increasingly is the world w ar of our

era. and it is getting worse, moving inexorably

to what experts call “the big one" - the entry of

nuclear or chemical blackmail to the scene.

Tokyo has suffered the world’s first mass chem-

ical terrorism in its subways. France this week-

end commemorated the random bombings of

the Metro a year ago. The United States is siiH

reeling from the second worst-ever aviation dis-

aster which looks increasingly like a mirror

image of the Lockerbie terrorist outrage.

While still inconclusive, the TWA Right 800

bombing raises growing suspicions of Islamic

fundamentalism. The bomb in Atlanta already

has the feel of native, right-wing terrorism.

Without prejudging the investigations, one may
wonder what it means if these conclusions

prove correct There can be little in common
between such polar opposite groups, any more

than there is anything in common between

Ireland's rRA, Spain's ETA, Sri Lanka's Tamil

Tigers or Peru’s Shining Path.

What it does mean is that in an increasingly

fragmenting and confused world, there is a

growing number of angry people who con-

clude that bombing their ideas into the interna-

tional headlines is the only way to get them
noticed. This may seem surprising. Like the

wishfiil thinkers at the Olympics who make
rose-colored speeches about all mankind unit-

ed under the flag of sport, there is another
movement of naive optimists who have been

preaching the global village, the Intemet-and-
media democracy where anyone with a com-
puter or a camcorder can access an audience of
millions.

Less sanguine observers might conclude that

what we are witnessing is not new freedoms but
new license, not global democracy but universal

anarchy, a technological Tower of Babel. More
contact with different people is nor breeding

understanding and tolerance - if anything it is

merely rounding up more faces into which more
bigots can scream fewer coherent opinions.

More technology is not proving liberating, it is

becoming more dangerous.

The FBI has warned that Islamic terrorists,

planning to blow up dozens of American airlin-

ers. were communicating on the Internet using

an unbreakable electronic code which was dis-

tributed freely against government advice by
libertarian advocates of the philosophy that

“information wants to be free.” There again is

that naive belief that good intentions will win
over evil beliefs - what an Israeli might well

call frier (pucker) philosophy.

Ten years after Israel was pilloried for bomb-
ing Saddam Hussein’s nuclear factory, the

world had to rerum in force to finish the job.

After twenty years of disgracefully refusing to

honor the memory of the Munich athletes, the

Olympic Committee is standing to mourn more

victims of Olympic terrorism. That is the reali-

ty of the world we live in, and until the interna-

tional community gets together to say yes', this

is the enemy and it must be destroyed by a joint

effort, the purveyors of false dawns will contin-

ue leading everyone into even darker nights of

terror.

Peace with security

P
RIME Minister Binyamin Netanyahu was .

elected on the slogan “Peace with security.”

The callous drive-by shooting in the early

hours of Friday morning, which killed Uri Munk
and his daughter-in-law Rachel, and left Munk’s
son Ze’ev critically wounded, provides an early

and unwanted first test of the premier’s policies.

The terrorists’ timing - the incident occurred

only days after Foreign Minister David Levy
met with Palestinian Authority leader Yasser

Arafat in Gaza and on the same day US envoy
Dennis Ross briefed policymakers here on
Syria’s stance on future peace talks - cannot

have been coincidental. The vicious gunning
down of an innocent family, inside Green Line
Israel, is a stark reminder that the smiles and the

handshakes of diplomats and leaders have not

eradicated the deep-seated and fanatical opposi-

tion to Israel’s existence among some of this

region’s residents.

Unfortunately, this reminder was not the first

of its kind. Just over a month ago. in almost ihe

same spot. Yaron and Efrat Ungar were mowed
down in a similar drive-by attack, orphaning
their two small children. Security officials

believe a Hebron-based cell belonging to the

Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine,

whose headquarters are in Damascus, is respon-

sible For both these attacks, as well as one in

January in the Hebron area that killed an army

doctor and medic.. ..

At the time of the Ungar killings. Police

Inspector-General Assaf Hefetz said he did not

see the location or method of their deaths as

indicating the start of a trend. This assessment

proved tragically wrong and Internal Security

Minister Avigdor Kahalani would do well to ask

Hefetz, ironically in Atlanta at present, on what
basis he made these remarks.

Kahalani should also examine police deploy-

ment procedure last week with a particularly

critical eye. Whenever a closure ends - and last

week the five-month-old closure that followed

this year's wave suicide bombings was substan-

tially eased - the chances of a terror attack

increase. One hopes last week’s internal police

bickering over Kahalani ’s criticism of the

Jerusalem police force did not divert attention

away from police plans for dealing with the eas-

ing of the closure.

The government, so far. has reamed to the

killings in a similar fashion to its predecessor. A
closure was immediately slapped on Ihe territo-

ries and a demand made of the Palestinian

Authority to step up its fight against Palestinian

terrorism. In his election campaign. Netanyahu

scoffed at such measures, saying they had
proven ineffective. Before more innocent blood

is shed, he must demonstrate that there is more
to his leadership than slogans.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
‘TZIPORI LIVE’

Sir, - We were most appreciative

of Haim Shapiro's coverage of the

"Tzipori Live” living history pro-

duction at Tzipori National Park.

We fund his description accurate

and felt that he captured the spirit of
the program.

However, we want ro corren an
important omission: “Tzipori Live”
is the product of the creative initia-

tive of Jerusalem dramatist and edu-
cator Joyce Klein, who conceived,
wrote and directed (he program. The
project was made possible by grants

from the CRB Foundation and ihe

Jewish Agency.

MARC J. ROSENSTEIN. Director,

Makom ba-Calil Seminar Center

Moshav Shorashim.

SOAP OPERA
Sir, - The nullification of the

PLO Covenant has been the subject

of a running controversy between

Misha Louvish and other readers in

the Letters Column of The Jerusa-

lem Post. This has taken on the

character of a soap opera and there

are probably readers who await each

episode with bated breath. There are

also others who feel that this is pres-

ently an academic question whose
resolution will become apparent in

the course of time.

I respectfully suggest that those

interested in continuing this debate

use the telephone, the mails, or The
Jerusalem Post home page on the

Internet which is quite suitable for

this purpose. In this way, the limited

space of the Letters Column can be
used for more practical and thought-
provoking topics.

Ginot Shomron. JAY SHAPIRO

NIT-PICKING
Sir, - Too many reporters are

simply nit-pickers, constantly harp-

ing and carping at Mr. Netanyahu.
We have a new prime minister who
has been democratically elected.

Why can’t all these “writers” get

behind Mr. Netanyahu and give him
some encouragement and show the

world that we support his new gov-
eminent, even if there are people
who didn't vote for him? He needs
all the help be can get in the “fight
for peace.”

JESSICA FISCHER
MichmoreL

CONTRADICTORY
STATEMENTS

Sir, - In his letter published on
July 19, Misha Louvish points out
that the PLO Covenant was changed
by virtue of Arafat’s statements of
1988 and 1993 and as a result of the
recent PLO decision that nullifies

certain provisions. However, the
proofs which Mr. Louvish brings
contradict his thesis.

If Arafat’s words of 19S8 had
been of any value, why did the Ra-
bin government need a further un-
dertaking in 1993? And if the 1993
statement had meant anything, whv
did Messrs. Rabin and* Peres keep

Sing for the convention which

y met in 1996?

Speaking of which, that conven-
tion mandated a committee to deter-

mine just what they meant. Has it

convened yet? Has it been appointed

yet?

ISRAEL PICKHOLTZ
E13Z3T.

WAGNER’S MUSIC
Sir, - According to your report of

July 16, Zubin Mehta “really wants

to do Tristan and Isolde hoe.”
Surely by now Mr. Mehta must be

aware that Wagner's rabid antisemi-

tism is not the main and only reason

we do not wish to hear his works.

Wagner’s music was the constant

leitmotif of the Nazis and all they

stood for.

As long as one survivor remains

to whom the sound of that music

evokes painful memories of honor,

we willingly deprive ourselves of

Wagner’s strident glorification of

the Herrenvolk. There are enough

works which remain by great com-

posers — antiSemitic or otherwise.

BETTYMlSHEfKER
Jerusalem.

INSENSITIVITY
Sir,-As a North American Israeli

citizen, I am outraged by the manner

in which yon covered the “obscene

advertising in Jerusalem”

Tne *
*F* word, as it is euphemis-

tically referred to, is not acceptable

in any legitimate mainstream news-

paper in North America today. The

Tact thatyou chose to cover the issue

by not only printing Ihe word in full,

but including a photograph of the

sign, reflects a disregard for the ex-

pectations and sensibilities of your

readers - people like me who come
from the cultural background that

finds ihe word extremely offensive.

Your insensitivity is, in my opin-

ion, inexcusable, and disappointing

in the extreme.

NANCY PELED
Hazorea-

OPINION Sunday, July 28, 1996 The JeaisalemPos^

Us and

them
I
ARRYPERFNEfZ

OUR prime minister gives

the TV cameras one of his

best sincere looks and

says: “Anyone who truly *ant
j

tohelp the weaker classes should

support our economic

Many of us - those who are

modem economic thinkers, w

are too wise and mature to rail r

that old liberal silliness anymore

- arc nodding our heads.

After all. what is the govern-

ment to do? It has to cut the

deficit. It can’t tax the million-

aires any more than it does

because they make the economy

go, and if the economy suffers,

the poor suffer the worst, and we

don’t want that to happen.

Newcomers’ needs
NEW immigrants are often

confused about their rights

and responsibilities under
the Law of Return. There are

informational pamphlets and
immigrant counselors, but the

system just isn’t systematic

enough.
Now, for the first time, an active

aliya lobby organization, the

Yisrael Ba ’aliya Party, has been
elected to the Knesset
With thecountry entering an era

of prosperity and advanced
Westernization, the public has
become somewhat estranged from
its Zionist purpose.

And so the new aliya lobby
must garner the) best available

experts to form a task force to

address the solid issues faced by
new immigrants, and an immi-
grant protection authority mod-
eled on a combination of die State

Comptroller's Office, the

Consumer Protection Authority

and the Citizens' Information
Bureau.

The new authority would have
the power to act as ultimate

ombudsman and advocate outside

the immigrant absorption system.

It would be granted the power to

clarify the discrepancies and con-
fusion that all too often character-

ize the absorption system.

That system is reminiscent of
the social welfare system of 25
years ago, before it was reformed
and reorganized. Reform involved

a separation of responsibilities

between the welfare system and
the National Insurance Institute.

For more than 20 years now, the

Nil has provided computer print-

outs that describe the' citizen's

rights and responsibilities as

regards pension, disability, unem-
ployment compensation and other

similar areas.

This is precisely the kind of sys-

tematic response new immigrants
must receive - and in their native

language. Computer print-outs

could be distributed and updated
every few months, then explained

in public meetings throughout the

country. There is a legal require-

ment that immigrants receive ail

Jewish Agency or Absorption
Ministry-related contracts or
information in their native lan-

guage, but it is often ignored.

There is no question that immi-
grants are in urgent need of legal

assistance and systematic civics

lessons, on consumer protection

laws for example.

DAVID BEDEIN

During their first years here

immigrants can lose tremendous
amounts of money because of

their misunderstanding of the

Israeli system. And it is common
for unscrupulous firms to steal

from new immigrants. The
answer to this is a special police

department to protect new immi-
grants.

An immigrant
.

protection-

authority would also play an
advocacy role beginning with

hospitality services in every com-
munity, youth movement, school,

labor union and women's organi-

zation. It would, in addition,

advocate a wide-ranging curricu-

lum designed to reacquaint the

school system with Zionism,
aliya, and the challenges facing

An immigrant

protection authority

could do wonders
for immigrants and

for Zionism

new immigrants. Aliya and
Zionism must not become mean-
ingless terms.

THERE IS no aspect of the

Zionist stoiy that doesn’t lend

itself to drama. An immigrant-

protection authority would weave
a positive approach to immigra-
tion into the programming of the

Israel Broadcasting Authority.

Imagine a TV schedule filled

with heartfelt dramas, human-
interest stories and real-life

accounts of what it was like to

experience illegal immigration,
imprisonment as a result of Zionist

activity, espionage behind Arab
lines, or life in the transit camps in

Cyprus or on a fledgling kibbutz.

Suppose the ZBA were to run a

series based on Amos Elon’s The
Israelis: Founders and Sons or on
exciting episodes from the autobi-

ographies of David Ben-Gurion,
Golda Meir, Moshe Dayan,
Yitzhak Rabin, Menachem Begin
or Rabbi Aryeh Levin.

It would be the responsibility of
the immigrant protection authori-

ty to substitute programs with
Zionist content for soap operas

and other programs that encour-

age affinity for foreign cultures

that should have little to do with

the Zionist ethos. The authority

would also monitor Israel radio

and TV for snide, nasty or stereo-

typical comments about immi-
grants.

An immigrant protection

authority would also advocate
that the remaining US loan guar-

antees be allocated to direct pro-

grams providing job training pro-

grams and employment/busmess
opportunities, along with afford-

able housing, for new immigrants.

That was the original purpose of
the loan guarantees, as defined by
the US Congress and as requested

by the Israeli government in 1990.

The authority coukl also turn its

attention to die issues of aliya

advocacy abroad, especially in the

US, where the Ben-
Gurion-Blaustein agreement is

still functionally operable.

That agreement, reached in

1950 between prime minister
David Ben-Gurion and Jacob
Blausoein, die titular leader of
American Jewish organizations,

limited aliya advocacy to the

Zionist youth movements. To this

day. Israeli speakers for UJA,.
Israel Bonds and the Jewish fed-

erations are asked to play down
aliya.

An - immigrant • protection

authority could end that rule and
pioneer new ways to bring
American Jewish energy to Israel.

One great hurdle thwarting the

immigration of young Americans
is their need to repay student

loans. The authority could turn to
Israel Bonds, UJA, and the loan
guarantee fund to repay those
loans in exchange for a minimum
of five years’ residency in Israel

that would include two years of
IDF duty or national service.

It seems that Yisrael Ba’aliya will

fight to protect new immigrants. At
his victory celebration, Natan
Sharansky declared that the new
government must place the immi-
gration ofa millioa Jews to Israel as
its priority for the years to come.
The way for Israel to be ready

for such a challenge is to prepare
the nation by means of a strong
immigrant protection authority.

The writer, now director of
Israel Resource, worked as a
community organization social

worker in direct immigrant
absorption 1973-86.

Russian Orthodox believers crawl under the roots of an old tree during their pilgrimage to the
River Velikaya. (Reuters)

POSTSCRIPTS
WARS, REVOLUTIONS,
mobs, floods, air crashes, crimi-

nal conspiracies. All make news.

And sometimes they kill the news
people covering; them.

In recent years, that has hap-

pened somewhere in the world
nearly once a week - 456 times in

the last decade.

A ceremony was held recently

in Arlington, Virginia, dedicating

a monument to all journalists Alferyev, a crime reporter for

who died cowering the news. The Glory of Sevastopol, a CJkrai-

Engraved within glass panels nian paper. He was beaten to

will be the names of 934 journal, death in 1995 at die entrance to

iris who died in the line of duty/ his apartment building.

The first name on the list is Not yet listed are. reporters

James Lingan, part owner of a who died this year, including Na-
Baltimore newspaper. - He was ttiamri' Nash of The New York
trampled to death in 1812 by a .

Junes who was aboard the plan*

mob unhappy with the newspa- ,
carrying Commerce Secretary

peris content No. 934 is Vadim Ron Brown,...

to help them out with their pay-

roll taxes, either.

That would hurt business, and

business would fire workers and

cut their salaries, and we want to

protect workers.
This is the tender heart of sup-

ply-side, trickle-dcwn econom-
ics. This is the humanitarian

impulse behind US Republican

policy, and behind the policy of

the Republicans’ fevorite foreign

leader.

Since somebody has to pay to

keep this country running, and

we can't, in all decency, hit up
die rich, who do we hit up if we
really want to help the weaker

classes? Naturally, the weaker
classes.

Charge them a bit more for

doctor's and hospital visits, even

though for the poor and especial-

ly for the elderly poor it’s just

one more expense they can't

afford. Best of all, it lays down a

precedent for charging them
more in the future.

And don’t forget to boost the

(nice of medicines.

Raise the basic bus fare to a

reasonable N1S 3.75. If people

don't like it, let them take cabs,

buy cans or walk.

And what we need most of all,

“as we- enter the 21st century,” is

to make fee school day shorter.

Let' the little monsters come
home at noon again.

Anybody who really cares

about their children’s education

will pay for afterschool “enrich-

ment” classes1

, won’t they?
And fee rest? Well, we’re going

We’re catching up
with America, that

socioeconomic

atrocity

to need a lot of dummies to take

fee place of all these foreign
workers someday.

THIS IS the kind of social and
economic policy the US has been
running ever since Ronald
Reagan came into office. It plays
very well with fee American mid-
dle class, not to mention fee rich.
It is the policy of choice among
ambitious, hard-charging people
everywhere, including Israel.

Whar these people don’t want
to admit, though, is that supply-
side, trickle-down economics has
devastated America.
There are millions of homeless

people on the streets of that coun-
try - a lot of bums, some psy-
chopaths, but mainly functional
people who are literally begging
to work. Until the 1980s, they at
least had homes.
Among the developed nations

of the world, the US is in a class
by itself in homelessness, pover-
ty, crime and drug addiction. It is
a socioeconomic atrocity.

And the more unmanageable
that country becomes, the less
Americans want to invest in man-
aging it. Nobody wants to pay
taxes and nobody wants to help
anyone. It can hardly be called a
society at all.

But that’s America — where the
individual is asked little and
given little, where he can rise as
high or fall aslow as he may, and
no one will stop him- at either
end.

'

out for one anc«,w.
supposed to take from ,A great deal is asked c
rate in this country, m
feey spend much of (
defending it. ButNetam
wants to slash away at"
demobilized soldiers.
Our prime minister is

for Patriotism, for Israe
}iy, for keeping feat sen:
in our minds. But he nr
economics that achi,
opposite.

worW’s 25 or
toaireed nations, Israel

^ond-wides
gap between rich and p<Only America’s is wwe re catching up.

The writer is
tit Tel Aviv.

a journalist living
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Sacred Cow
Lamm’s ‘no B . S .

’ Social Security agenda

ByJohn Judis

U.S. Reform Party candidate Richard

Lamm has won high marksfrom editori-

alists for going after “sacred cows..
5" But

candor and boldness are next always useful attrib-

utes in a politician. It depends on what the issue

is, and whether the politician is righror wrong

about it. Winston Churchill on the Nazi peril

was one thing. Richard Lamm on the U.S. Social

Security is quite another.

• For the last decade, Lamm has warned that

Social Security in the U.S. is “heading for bank-

ruptcy.* “Soda! Security will create insecurity for

America’s children,” Lamm declared July 9 when

he announced his U.S. presidential candidacy.

Social Security For Americans "will be broke when

my children retire,” he intoned last June. Lamm
also frames the issue as one of“inrergenerariona!

equity* “Public policy,” he maintains, “should not

blindly transfer money from the young to the old.”

I.afnm says he is offering a “no B.S. agenda

to the American people,” but his pronounce-

ments on Social Security— like those of other

doom savers— are almost entirely B.S. Is the

U:S; Social Security going bankrupt? According

to the U.S. Social Security Administration, the

program will run a surplus for the next two

decades, which will reach $3.1 trillion in 2015.

The American baby-boomers retiring will then

force it to draw on that surplus to meet annual

expenses. If nothing is done ro raise revenue or

reduce benefits, social security will incut a deficit

in 2030. Thats thirty-four years from now! And

ifAmerican’s sit on their hands for seventy-four

years, the program will incur a deficit of 2.2 per-

cenrof payroll per year. Sure, that’s a problem.

But compared co, say, the-solvency of the

Medicare fund, it’s a manageable one.

The evennial deficit could be met, as for-

mer U.S. Social Security Commissioner Robert

Bail has proposed, by increasing the Social

Security rax 2 percent (1 percent each on employ-

ees and employers) in the year 2050 and by allo-

cating 40 percent of the trust fond to equity pur-

chases rather than co lower-interest Treasury bills.

Or it could be met now by raising the payroll tax

on employees and employers ) .1 percent each. If
.

all the problems were this dire, the U.S: Congress

would only have to meet several" months a year.

Is"Lamb right chat Social Security unfairly

transfers wealth from young to old in America?

That an unconscionable act of intetgenerational

inequity is taking place? Look at its origins. In the

nineteenth century, most Americans lived on or

near forms in large, extended families where costs

were shared among generations. As they got older,

they worked less rather than retired. By die 1930s,

Americans were living longer, living in smaller

families in cities and working in other people's

factories and offices until, if they survived past 65,

they were forced to retire. Unable to count on

their extended families, they sometimes became

victims of poverty and of the poweriessness borne

out of physical and mental deterioration.

The U.S. adoption of the Social Security

Act in 1935, and its subsequent amendment,

didn’t just dramatically improve the lot of older

Americans. It also improved the lives of their

children by freeing them from the financial and

emotional responsibility for taking care of their

parents when they became unable to work. If

anything. Social Security places undue burden

not on the younger generation, but on their par-

ents, who become responsible not only for bring-

ing up their own children (an unfunded liabili-

ty!), bur also for funding their own retirement

through Social Security taxes.

Lamm may be attempting to

slay sacred cows, but bis

immediate target is old peo-

ple in wheelchairs.

Lamm argues that Social Security recipients

in America are making out like bandits. “The rate

of return earned by today's retirees would make a

loanshark blush," Lamm wrote in 1987- “The

average retiree gets back his or her payroll taxes,

plus tax-free interest, four times over from Social

Security, and ten rimes over from Medicare.”

Thar’s nonsense. The first generations of Social

Security recipients naturally received more in

benefits than they put in, bur subsequent genera-

tions have increasingly put in about what they

have drawn out.

Lamm and other critics ofSocial Security

cook the figures by leaving out employer contri-

butions and not counting what retirees would

have received if they had kept their money in

interest-bearing accounts. Assuming a 3 percent

annual tare of return. Dean Baker of the

Economic Policy Institute calculated that when

an American who worked for forty-five years at

average wage retired in 1994. he and his employ-

er would contribute sixteen years to his income

under Social Security. That’s about how long he is

expected to live, .

Lamm also argues that Social Security trans-

fers money from the young to the “rich elderly.”

He's on only slightly firmer ground here. As

Joseph Quinn and Olivia Mitchell of rhe U.S.

Social Security Advisory Commission write in

TheAmerican Prospect, Social Security “deliber-

ately transfers resources from those with high life-

time earnings ro those with low lifetime earn-

ings.” In 1996. Americans monthly earnings up

to S437 translated into 90 cenrs of monthly ben-

efits for each dollar. Earnings between $437 and

$2,635 yielded only 32 cents for every dollar, and

earnings above that only 1 5 cents.

Lamm, ofcourse, is nor the only person

warning that the U.S. Social Security sysrem is

about to collapse or chat the young are being

robbed. He is joined by other American chink-

ranks and lobbies funded by rhe Investment

Company Institute, the Securities Industries

Association and other trade associations eager to

make a killing from the sysrems privatization.

But Lamms hysteria is different from either the

profiteers or from his fellow worry-wonks. He
seems co resent the money and artention old peo-

ple are receiving.

Lamm has repeatedly displayed a wanron cal-

lousness in his remarks about old people that he

hasn't shown toward any other group. He became

notorious in 1 984 for saying old people have “a

duty to die and get out of the way with ail ofour

machines and artificial hearts and let the other

society, our kids, build a reasonable life.” He
claimed later he was quoted out ofcontext, but his

writings are rife with similar statements, often

involving malicious exaggeration. In 1990, he

lamented that “thousands of times a day some ter-

minally ill person Ls brought back ro life so that he

or she can die tomorrow at great cost to the

American taxpayer." Lamm also betrays a lack of

compassion for the elderly poor, complaining that

“programs designed specifically for the poor are

being slanted toward the elderly.” The U.S.

Medicaids funding of nursing home care is “sym-

bolic ofhow our limired resources are being taken

away from the majority of the population.” Would

he prefer to toss the elderly poor our on street?

Lamm is not a stupid man. Many of his pol-

icy pronouncements— on trade, immigration,

even on aspects of health care spending— are

worth considering. His views on the aged, howev-

er, are not simply ill-founded but unfeeling. He
may be attempting to slay sacred cows, but his

immediate target is old people in wheelchairs. His

candor should not be applauded but jeered.

John Judis is a senior editor ofThe New Republic,

in which this articlefirst appeared.

© 1996, The New Republic

Clear choice for

Dole V.P. emerges

By Robert Novak

I
t is not known precisely what U.S. Republican presidential candi-

date Bob Dole thinks abour Pennsylvania Governor Thomas
Ridge as his running mate, but he has become rhe clear choice for

vice presidenr by Doles sraffi

One top Dole campaign official is purring out the word that

Ridge has emerged from nowhere to reach the top of the VP list, and

for now, chere is not even a close second. Ridge is being pushed by

Don Sipple, Dole’s top media expert, and Jill Hanson, political direc-

tor for the campaign. The candidate's schedule has been crafted lately

to make sure he was seen in public wirh Ridge.

Ridge, an obscure 12-year congressman before being elected

governor in 1994, is the least well-known among Republicans around

the country of all rhe vice presidential prospects. Once rhe party's

conservative activists focus on his pro-choice abortion position and

his frequent congressional votes against former President Ronald

Reagan's policies, his selection could generate trouble.

CUNTON’S TEST

Whether Presidenr Clinton signs the Republican-drafted welfare

reform bill will be a test of influence by campaign strategist Dick

Morris, who wants to preempt the most popular GOP positions.

Democratic Party leaders, both in Congress and around the

country, are appalled that Clinton would even contemplate approving

a measure that ends welfare as an entitlement. Passage in the House

Thursday drew only 25 Democratic members.

With Clinton well ahead in the presidential polls, old-line

Democrats are not protesting publicly. But they have conveyed word

to the White House that the president should avoid abandoning the

panyV base in following Morris' designs.
:C‘\ ‘

Where was Rummy?

With Dole's campaign in the dumps, policy co-director Donald

Rumsfeld went co New Mexico for a wecldong vacation recently, irri-

tating Dole insiders.

A former U.S. Congressman, White House chief of staff"and

secretary of defense, Rumsfeld emerged from some eight years of

political silence to become a foil-time adviser to Dole. While keeping

a low public profile, he has been prodding Dole coward an aggressive

economic policy behind the scenes.

Consequently, when Rumsfeld took off for New Mexico, it was

a signal around Washington chat the Dole campaign still has not

reached a scare of urgency.

Indict Lindsey?

Expert counroom observers in Little Roek see the line of ques-

tioning taken Tuesday by federal prosecurors ns an arrempr ro rrap

White House Counsel Bruce Lindsey into committing perjury in the

second Whitewater trial.

Lindsey, one of President Clinton’s oldest and closest political

confidants, has been listed as an “unindicted co-conspirator' in the

trial. But there has been speculation that Whitewarer Independent

Counsel Kenneth Starr might larer seek an indictment of him.

Prosecutor W. Hickman Ewing appeared to be maneuvering Lindsey

ro contradict himself under oath about the alleged conspiracy to

finance Clinton's 1990 campaign for governor of Arkansas.

The opinion of trial-watchers was char while Lindsey did not

hurt himself wirh the testimony, he did nothing to help Arkansas

bankers Herbert Branscum and Rohert Hill, the defendants in rhe

conspiracy trial.

Disappointing Lott

Conservatives who had expected happy days when U.S.

Senator Trent Lott replaced Bob Dole as Senate majority leader were

badly disappointed when he called up the chemical weapons treaty

for ratification.

Lott shares the right wing’s belief that the treaty’s provisions can-

not be verified and represent a disaster for U.S. national defense. Lott

now is hoping that 34 senarors. will vote no to block the two-third*

vote needed for ratification of che treaty. 3 result he could ha\e had if

he simply refused to bring up the issue.

Lotr called up the treaty in order to get Democratic senarors to

srop blocking the Defense Department's authorization. Nobody is

really interested in rhar bill except Senate Armed Services Committee
Chairman Strom Thurmond, who wants to rake credit for its passage

to help his tough campaign for re-election in South Carolina.

Thurmond asked Lore, and rhe new majority leader said yes.

Robert Norak is a nationally syndicated columnist ofthe Chicago

Sun-Times.

© 1996, Creators Syndicate
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U.S. Correct to

Canada’s Cuban

By Charles Lane

I
an Delaney’s kids won’t be

going to Disney World this

year. Dad’s company, the

Canadian metals firm Sherritt

International, runs a nickel mine

and processing plant in Moa Bay,

Cuba, that belonged to Americans

before fidel Castro nationalized it.

Under the new Helms-Burron law,

Delaney is considered to be traf-

ficking in stolen U.S. property. As

punishment, he can’t cross the bor-

der. Nor can his wife and children.

Should we feel bad about

this? Yes, say TheNew York Times -

and other high-minded critics of

Helins-Burtom The new law, the

paper laments, runs “counter to

normalAmerican standards of con-

duct” and “offend[s] the sovereignty

ofAmericas closest allies.” Canada,

Mexico and Europe are crying fold,

threatening retaliatory sanctions of

their own. American trading part-

ners, along with American foes of

Helms-Burron, also contend the

law (like the U.S. trade embargo

itself) deprives Cuba ofliberalizing

contact with the outside world. If

you want democracy, they say, start

with capitalism.

But Sherritts example, and

that of other Canadianswho do

business in Cuba, shows that these

foreign operations in Cuba are a

caricature ofcompetitive capital- .

ism. Their impact is anything but
^

subversive. RatH^^^raAfijrce, jT

C^cro’sgripbn'po^r as

American banana companies once

bolstered the comprador dices of

Central America. What’s really

offensive is the moral obtuseness

with which the political and busi-

ness elites of Europe and Canada

view Castro’s dictatorship, and the

sanctimony with which they

exploit Helms-Burron to vent

cheap anti-American sentiment.

When Canadian investors

come to Havana, they don’t shop

around for partners among the

Cuban populace at large; the aver-

age Cuban can’t own private prop-

erty, much less engage in ventures

with foreigners. All deals are nego-

tiated with the government, often,

with Fidel personally. No competi-

tive bids, no international tender

offers in The Economist, just a nod
from the man in charge— much
as Fulgencio Battista used to cut

backroom deals with U.S. Sugar in

the Havana of the 1950s.

The Canadian government

sometimes discreetly greases the

wheels. Take the case ofYotk

Medical, Inc., an Ontario-based firm

established recently for the express

purpose ofmarketing Cuban-made
drugs and medical equipment. Last

year, Canadas foreign-aid agency

paid travel and other costs for a rep-

resentative ofthe firm to meet in

Havana with Cuban biotechnology

officials. The trip included a meeting

with Castro at the Canadian -

Embassy arranged by former Prime

Minister Pierre ElliottTrudeau

—

an “advisor” to fork Medical whose

relationship with Castro dates to the

Trudeau government's opposition to

U.S. Cubapolicy. Saskatchewan's

government invested almost

$250,000 in York Medical and fur-

ther subsidizes it by testing Cuban

diagnostic equipment in a provincial

public hospital.

Cuba’s Foreign Investment

Law forbids Cubans from going to .

any foreign-owned mine or hotel

to ask for a job- Nor, ofcourse, are

there free Cuban labor unions to -

bargain for the workforce collec-

tively. Rather, Canadian companies

agree in advance to hife their -
.

Cuban workers througbthe Cuban

national employment agency,

which is controlled by the

Gtmmunistfhirty;:— and vets
-

workers forpoliricalloyalty. Simon

Cooper, a Canadian hotelier on the

island, cold The GlobeandMail

that he makes sure-hot to be “per-

ceived as contracting direedy with

individuals fori encouraging a free

market in any way.” •

So much for liberalizing con-

tact. What’s more, Canadian firms

don’t pay Cuban workers directly.'

They give the employment agency a

per-worker fee— in U.5. dollars

—

ofwhich die vast majority is pock-

eted by the Castro regime. The

Cuban sraie-run Geominerca enter-

prise, for example, gets $2,700 per

month for each Cuban geologist *

employed by Canada’s MacDonald

Mines. (MacDonald is developing

gold deposits from,which the

Cuban government could realize

halfof all profits.) The geologists

get 350 Cuban pesos from the gov-

ernment—

t

less than $10 at black

market exchange rates. Foreign

firms must set aside a modest num-

ber ofdollars for “incentive” pay-

mentsjo workers but this doesn’t

nearly make up die difference.
'

' Delaney, the Uigesr Canadian

investor in Cuba, may be the most

egregious beneficiary of this cozy -

system. In September 1990, he .

engineered a hostile takeoverof

Sherritt and its shuttered Alberta

*'hjckej ifefinery* The plane had gdsemsllor liekfofa cheap sourcelif: -

raw material. Meanwhile, the

Soviets were pulling out ofCuba,

and Castro was stuckwith his own
moribund nickel ore mine: Moa •

Bay, which the U.S, firm Freeport

Sulfur built for $75 million; only

to have it nationalized in 1959 and

run into the ground by Soviet arid

Czech advisers. In January 1991,

Delaney flew bis corporate jet to

Havana and cut a deal on the mine

with the comandante eri jefe.

Along with millions in working

capital, Delaney brought a certain

appropriate political sensibility to

the table. OfCastrO, he has said:

“You don’t keep his job by bdng a

repressive dictator. You keep his job

because you have a deeply felt sense

ofnational pride and unity. He’s

charismatic, charming a terrific lis-

tenerwhose depth of'knowledge is

very good.”
*

Sherritts investments have

brought Moa Bay back up to due

level ofproduction Freeport once

envisioned. Cuban nickel output

climbed from 26,000 tons in 1994
to 44,000 tons in 1995- Casino’s

regime profits from its sharebf the
$16 million annual'payroll

:

at Moa
Bay. It also gets halfthe earnings— $26.6 million inl995—from
sales of finished mdrel-made by
Sherritts refinery in Alberta! Before
his U.S. visa was revoked, Delaney
said he planned to invest $165 mil-

lion more inCuba over die next
five years. He isBuying into hbeds
and recently paid Castro $J0’ mil-
lion for oil deposits claifo^d

. bya
U.S. firm. ... * r' -

. Cuban woifeas at Canadian
firms are, to be sure,-treated a,bic

better chan those who. dmdgfraway-
ui the domesticCuban economy
Sherritt gave mirieiywith iwialk
bard hats, steel-toed boots andnew
washrooms. The companyalso r

claims to beinvesting in an environ-
'

mental cleanup ofthe Mba Bay ' •

operation, though residentshave

told the Canadian pressofstinging'. - _

rust-coloredsmoke pouringfrom

. the plant’schimneys and nStaWaced
mine run-offflowing into the bay.

Nevertheless, Canadian

investors in Cuba sound defensive

about their pamaparioft in a labor

system rio Canadian worker would

rolerate for five minutes. Just as

GastroVapologists cite Cuba’s

allegedly bountiful social services

to mirigare Castro’s political

repression, so Canadian business-

men invoke Cuban welfarism to

rationalize .their exploitation of

cheap, government-supplied

Cuban labor. Cooper, for one, told

The Globe andMail chat Cuba is “a

cradle to. grave socialist country

that takes [care] to one degree or

another of all the needs of its peo-

ple. I Wouldn’t presume to judge

the degree to which the population

is or isn’t exploited.”

• Delaney, too, poses as a pro-

tector ofCubas egalitarian status

quo. “Ifwe were paying them

. direedy would ic be better?" he

• mused to The Globe andMail

“You can have a long, long social

debate about that- ifwe went in

and put ail the employees on a dol-

lar wage, it would destroy the social

fabric ofMoaBay. You would have

-. a wo-rier society and that’s not in

our interest.” lari Delaney is not

one for long, long .social debates.

As- the Toronto Star put it, “doing

business with a dictator has been a

rewarding personal and business

experience.” “I only have two

responsibilities,” he ibid the paper.

“That is to keep the balance sheet

.
solvent, and get the strategy right-"

ie- ‘ Trying roCbriiam the ire of ;

VCanada arid otherWestwS govern-

ments, the Clinton adrrunistrarion

hasrsaid rt will postponeimplemen-

tation ofsome Helms-Burron provi-

sions, pendinga campaign to con-

- vert the allies to its cause. One idea

• is to apply to Cuba a version ofthe

Sullivan Principles, the code of

humane conduct U.S. businesses

adhered to in South Africa during

. apartheid. Its hard to see how any

democratic government could object

to this, though they
7
!! probably try.

/ President Clinton got tough

oj? 'Western subsidization ofCastro

only after die Cuban air force shot

down two Cuban-American civil-

ian planes in international waters

last February, threatening to make
Cuba an Section issue in 1 996.

But Clirirons lonely stand is the

right one, whether he Himself

believes In it or hot. Helms-Burron

may not be the most surgical

instrument. Certainiyits not the

most diplomatic. But throwing

.Cuba open to Ian Delaney and his

3k is no solution, either. When it

comes to dealing with Castro, it is

the U.'S. s northern neighbors who
• occupy the moral low ground.

ChorUstahe is a senior editor ofThe
Neu/ Republic

.
; in which this article

first appeared.-.

©1996,The Ncw'Republic
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48 Pigeon-—
49 inespansva

51 JmpfcdW
unspoken

55Expea
SSTookcamol

dwbOs
57 Gw. VWiftman's

ui|ihl

59 Tate on cargo

60 Uon's pnde

Si Farm bufldng

65 Through

66 "Exodus' hero

69 New York.

New York

71 Lunar

73 Donate

7E Infant

77 Labyrinth

78— orcspoB .

79 South Amencan
monkey

80 Purple shade
82 Burrowing attend
83 Historian's concern

' 84 Reianticnol
tensions

87Take turns

89 Assistant

90 Barrett or Jaffa

SI Female bed
92 Decompose
93 Commotion
94 Swiss paantor

95 Kind
96PaMtoyar
97 Privy to

99SaBor
101 Molecule part

10B Orfneiy language
103 Actress Moonhead
105 French wine

106 Utah cdy
l07waam Pem

fotewer
l08Udde—
1 10 Homing moisture

111 Journey

1 12German dy
113 Deer to the heart

1

17

Tennis pro Gtison

1 19 Chicago srea

T21 Cubans Guevara

124 Guido's note

1 25 Actress Barbara—
lZ7An*aw5aaifcwn
128 Penny
12SWhcede
130 One hi a

gubonfnate

poafton

1 33 Narrow escape

T35 Turn inside pul

135 Mystery

137Curee

138 Western: dang

139Shded beer

140 iterate

i/U-Ourrbkw.bk?*-. w

DOWN

1 Bring about
2CMI con—
3 Another tfrae

4 Departed

5 Sandy's comment
6 Stab* base
7 Style of cooking
BPequod stripper

9 Hard Squor

lOCtergymen
Cotton—

11 Greekmum
12 Furnished food

13 Lodge
14 Desha's mother

.

15 Writer— Rogers
St. Johns

16 Showy cSspiay

17Arabbshar
16 Removed (text)

19 Right-fund page
20 ActorHawke
ZBCake topping

28Judge's garment
31 Storage buOdtog

35 Booty
36— off: started a

god game
37 ViSuaBzsd

30 Actress Patricia—

40MS.KOMCS
41 cut cf meat
43 Compstithm nsh
45 Tnsnarfs bbthpiacB
46 Cognizant

47 ProasMe in a
real emergency

46 Scartets‘5 home
49 Harvest

SOIntSanefly

5a Te*fPxrr
character

53 Petted
54 Laed-tin altoy

56Natbri^tt

57 Heavy reading

matter

56 Utowae degree

61 Industrious

62 Own _

67 PoBWan Humphrey
68One— ffteari

69 Catchersfan
70Head Fr.

72Bathe
73 Strong wind
74 BnArie Kata Moss
77 Drove (a car)

76 Mtorafs county

79 Canvas shatter

SO Ms. Shrtver

81 LangBiwtxe
82’CaHMs—

*

83 Wharf
64 Col. residence

65 Make find
BB Penetrate
68— deplume
BSBWdtwnor

Guinness
80 Hotel isrit

94 Learning

95 Phase
96 Stuff

98 Jules Verna
diameter

too Brainstorm

101 Dive's acid

102 PapewnB tedder

104LXX
tOBChoootetacookte
107 SUb (a price)

109 ActorFan
in Menses
113 Attack on B0 aktec

114 French student

Its -Had (shoes)

11$ Postpone

118 Actress Hopkins

119 Ms. Hofcnatey

120 Beginning

121 Raccoon's cousfci

122 Refuge

123 Put ierth (afloit)

126 Number <2

cel's Ives

128 Talon

129 Informal tafc

131 CaNfamm fait

138 Short ewim

133 Rival rri ffflC

134HoM

*
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Gulf War:
Threaten

Why Class Divisions

Democracy
By Michael Walzer
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or much of thelast decade; academic and

public debate has focused intensely on

whether multiculturalism — sometimes

interpreted as healthy pluralism, sometimes as

frightening division— is leading, in Arthur

Schlesinger s words, to the “The Disuniting of

America." But lost in the arguments over race,

gender and immigration is the threat to

American culture posed by a different division:

the one between rich and poor. A recent U.S.

Census Bureau report reveals that in 1 994, the

last year tor which complete dara are available,

the richest 20 percent ofAmericans earned

close to 50 percent of the country’s total

income while the poorest 20 percent earned

only a little more than S percent.

Though we've come to treat such news as

inevitable, it isn't. The free movement of capi-

tal, labor and commodities obviously makes for

inequality, but not for the gulf we now see in

the U.S. While inequality has been increasing

for the past twenty-five years, before that it

declined for several decades. And the reasons

for both the recenr increase and for the previ-

ous decline are more political than economic.

The modestly increasing egalitarianism of
American society in the 1940s and ‘50s depend-
ed on what John Kenneth Galbraith called

“countervailing power." A key example was the

power of the labor movement to counter corpo-

rate Americas search for profits. The develop-

ment of this balance, Galbraith wrote forty-four

years ago in American Capitalism, is a “normal
economic process." But Galbraith recognized

that, to succeed, countervailing power requires

the intervention of the state. Workers organize

naturally to strengthen their market position,

but they will just as naturally be repressed by
owners and managers unless they receive politi-

cal protection.

Today’s income inequality in the U.S.

stems from a dramatic loss of such protection.

Despire a recent spate ofgood publicity stem-

ming from the AFL-ClOs effective attacks on
Republican congressional candidates, labors

influence remains in deep decline. Former U.S.

President Ronald Reagans 1981 replacement of

striking air traffic controllers crippled the effec-

tiveness of strikes, and their frequency has

declined substantially in recent years. U.S.

President Clintons unfulfilled 1992 campaign

promise ro outlaw the hiring of replacement

workers notwithstanding, rhe federal govern-

ment remains indifferent to labors plight.

Laboris weakness has made possible a series of

aggressive campaigns — firsr by the Reagan

administration, and now by the Gingrich

Congress— on behalfofgreater inequality.

These campaigns— which combine a celebra-

tion of the free market with attacks on govern-

ment regulation, federal welfare entitlements

and the progressive income tax— combine

theory and practice in ways that would have

made the old left envious.

American business's need to remain glob-

ally competitive is part of the reason for these

campaigns, but, more importantly, it is the

rationale. No doubt, the new global economy

poses a hard, question: How much room to

maneuver do national governments have in reg-

ulating their economies and providing welfare

services? But the example ofour European and

Asian competitors, who face the same pressures

to cut public spending, suggests there is, given

the political will, at least room enough to avoid

the kinds of inequality now developing in the

U.S. Third World standards (sweat shops,

unenforced safety rules, intensified discipline

on the shop floor, loss of health insurance,

lower wages, and so on) are not being imposed

on American workers to “save” their jobs. The

imposition has at least something to do with

the prospect ofThird World fortunes for

The stigmatizing of “welfare

mothers/7

the challenge to

universal entitlements like

Medicare and Social

Security, the drift toward

means-tested, welfare pro-

grams— these are early

examples ofsocial tyranny.

American owners and managers.

Galbraith describes countervailing power

as a feature ofAmerican capitalism. It is better

described, ic seems co me, as a feature ofliberal

democracy, a political order that systematically

limits the use of power. The limits work in the

marker only if they work in scare and society as

well. They depend upon civic responsibility and

popular liveliness as much as upon entrepre-

neurial invention.

The kind of inequality toward which
America is drifting will make it harder to sus-

tain A responsible and lively public With rare
*

exceptions, men and women do not enter the

political arena as individuals, on their own.

They come in paroes and movements, orga-

nized for a purpose, defending their interests

and ideals. There are still groups like that: femi-

nists, environmentalists, Christian rightists, and.

so on. But the media’s homogenization of

American-

life, and the resdahg;declme ofdi$-
1

.

,

- tmeave working class cultures*means that . „ •tnm

material interms and egalitarian ideals are diffi-

cult to defend today, difficult even to represent

coherently. Hence the general decline in politi-

cal participation in the U.S., especially at lower

educational and income levels.

What follows from this decline is uncer-

tain, but one possibility is populism ofa kind

that has long been absentfrom American life: a

frightened, angry and disorganized mass peri-

odically mobilized by demagogues, cult figures

and tinhorn charismarics. This kind of pop-

ulism, perhaps foreshadowed by fot Buchanan,

Ross Perot and Louis Farrakhan, is the product

of a certain sort of inequality: where die differ-

ences are radical, where they are not mediated

by strong middling groups, where the “lower

orders* are without their own institutions or

habits of collective action.

So inequality is dangerous for liberal

democracy. And the dangers are cumulative:

disparities of wealth make it difficult co orga-

nize countervailing powers, and the absence of

countervailing powers makes for mcrearingiy

radical disparities. The long-term effect of this

process, the charaoeristic product of radical

inequality is tyranny in everyday life: the arro-

gance of the wealthy, the humbling of the poor.

America is not there yet, but the stigmatizing of

“welfare mothers,” the challenge to universal

entitlements like Medicare and Social Security,

the drift toward means-tested, welfare programs

— these are early examples of social tyranny.

That there is so little resistance to these trends

suggests chat Americans are already feeling the

cumulative impact of inequality.

.

Democracy is at risk when the fellowship

of citizens resonates so weakly, when we arc so

unready to come to each other’s aid. Yet the

U.S. soil has a fairly strong economy, a multi-

tude of voluntary associations and social move-

ments, large numbers ofpolitically competent

men and women, a basically liberal srarc with

constitutional protections for dissent and

protest. There is still fundamentally decent pol-

itics. What the U.S. Census Bureau report

means is that all of it Is at risk. And there is a

general paralysis in the American political sys-

tem when ir comes to addressing ir. I am nor

sure about specific policies, but it might begin

by reviving the theory and practice ofcounter-

vailing power.

Michael Walzerfrequently writesfir The New
Republic, in which thisarticlefirst appeared.

© 1 996, The New Republic- .

Jews Deed not fear

conversion efforts

By Alan Dershowitz

en the. U.S. Southern Baptist convention recently

adopted a resolution calling for a major campaign to

convert the Jews, the frightened reaction of some Jews

made me think 1 was in Spain at the rime of the Inquisition. As a

committed Jew, my response ro the Baptist announcement was go

ahead and try.” I have no fear of conversion efforts by any church

— so long as they do not have the power of the state behind chem.

TheJewish fear of conversion campaigns is understandable,

in light of the long history of forced conversions by churches

which had the power of the state, the law and the army behind

them. The state must remain entirely neutral in the battle for souls.

Even when threats of physical, violence were not used, laws

which discriminated against Jews were often the impetus behind

conversion. Benjamin Disraeli could nor have become the prime

minister ofEngland if he had remained a jew, since the law of

England required officials to be Christian. This process of conver-

sion for career advancement was best exemplified by a story involv-

ing a famous Russian professor named Chwolson, who was asked

why he converted from Judaism to Russian .Orthodoxy. He

. responded “out of conviction.” “What conviction?” he was asked.

He answered, “our of the conviction char ir was better to be a pro-

fessor in St Petersburg than a Hebrew teacher in ShkJop."

Today in America, there are no state-imposed reasons for

conversion. U.S. law bars discrimination on the basis of religion.

The High wall of separation between church and state prohibits the

state from helping any church to secure converts.

So what do Jews have to fear? We can just say no. If a Baptist

can persuade aJew that his salvation is in Jesus, so be it If a Jew can

• persuade a Baptist to convert to Judaism, so be it. That is the

American way. Are we* as Jews, so insecure in the power ofpur ideas,

our faith-and our God that we are afraid ofa little healthy Competi-

tion?To die contrary, there is probably nothing better than a good

fire and brimstone sermon from a born-again Baptist to solidify the

determination ofa waveringJtew to return to his or her cradition.

Jews today do have a problem, hut it does not come from

ocher religions trying to-convert us. It comes instead from our chil-

dren choosing to abandon,thor not in frvpr^f

region*, feo&f
l*feiledk» educate ourchSdren?nvappret^d heritage, ©ailIne^:

mies sire hoc Christians seeking to convert us, but rather ourown
lethargy. The Baptist resolution may, in an ironic.twist, help keep

moreJews Jewish. / ....
" ......

So let the contest, begin. Historically, fewJews have ever been

won over to Chrisrianity by pure argumentation and without coer-

cion. We are a sriffiriccked people, as those who have tried to con-

vert usin the past have learned. Thrir time^nd money would be

better spent on educating their own members tin the positive con-

tributions Jews have, made.to their lives arid how much poorer a

world we would all live in without the diversity of religious views

reflected in -such a great countty as the U-S., where all are equal

before the law. . . •; •
. .

•

'

The announcement of the Baptist efforts co convert me and

my co-rchgionists made me once again appreciate the importance

of the separation of church and state. Ifan established church in a

country with- ho wall ofseparation had announced a campaign of

conversion, then there would be cause for concern. But in America

there is ho need to worry, precisely because we have a high wall of

separation between government and religion. Here in the U.S. we
arefiee co educate our children Jewishly, to teach chem how to

resist the impbmmings of other religions,
,
and to choose for our-

selves— without any pressure •— whar to believe. Every American— whether Christian, Jewish, Muslim, Buddhist, agnostic or athe-

ist— benefits from the high wali-of separation. No religion which
is confident in die truth of its message should need the state to

promore its Gospel.' Let the marketplace ofideas and friths remain
open and let the state stay out entirely ofthe business ofcompet-
ing for souls. ' .

•

Alan M. Dershowitz is a professor oflaw atHarvard University. His
newest book is “Reasonable Doubts ** (Simon dr Schuster).

© 1 996, United Feature Syndicate, Inc
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0,0-Q 10 Commandments (part II)

ON CAMERA
DAVID BRAUNER

Continuing with ihe 1 0 Commandments of
Photography:

*zoa,*'£<v@9C

That time of life, when the kids

still have a foot in the door...

S
OMEWHERE in between
mid-life crisis, the 20ryear
itch and the empty-nest syn-

drome. I have discovered a new
stage in life which I would .

respectfully suggest be named
“The . Diminishing Family
Phenomenon.”
The DFP is not really a modem

development, but like the recently

discovered galaxies, has always
been out there. It is especially

characteristic of large families

going through the metamorphosis
of becoming a small or a normal-

sized family.
’

Say your first eight, nine kids

are grown upf in the army/ away
at school/ abroad. Nevertheless,

with one or two kids still around,

it is characteristic of those dis-

playing the syndrome to continue

cooking in eight-liter pots (and
having the soup around for die

entire month).

The Master of the House will

stilT shlep home basket loads of
groceries from the market,

because “you never know when
someone will drop by.”

And indeed when the said off-

spring comer-home for a weekend
from their own homes/ the array/

university/ camp - usually -with

accompaniment - they do indeed

eat you out of house, and home.
The place fills up. the noise Tevel

is backHb normal andffte pfnfoso-^
phy ofkeeping the fridge full and
the big pots at hand is justified.

But for die larger part of the

week, the household is dry. empty

LEAH ABRAMOWITZ

and abandoned.
The Diminishing Family

Phenomenon manifests itself in

other aspects. Where once the

washing machine did overtime
two or three loads a day. the laun-

dry is now reduced to two or
three loads a week. The second
phone that was installed when the

teenagers were ax their peak talk

level now rings only fix- a wrong
number, or when a kid wants to

know. “When is Naftali coming
home?"
The house is depressingly clean

and neat, like an old-age home.
On trips, the parents undergoing
withdrawal symptoms will still

excitedly point out a passing
camel or tractor, much to the
amusement of the grown-ups
sharing the car.

At the book fair you’ll still see
them browsing through the chil-

dren’s literature tables, even
though their youngest child is

reading A.B. Yehoshua and their

oldest grandchild is already four
months old. The younger children
in diminishing families are in

unique positions. On the one hand
they are brought up by many par-

ents, their older siblings taking the

responsibility to “educate them
property.”

- ; On the otherhand they grow up n

almost- -as if they were an only. !'

child, with all the difficulties

attendant to that distinguished

role. The irony pf the situation is

constantly being brought home to

the aging parents as they are told,

“You’re spoiling him", “You
never let us get away with that

kind of behavior,” or (the absolute

limit), “You don’t know how to

raise children anymore.”
But just wait, who do they con-

sult at 2 In tire morning when their

pride and joy has whooping
cough?
The grown-up children do

return to thpir roots, even when
they're sated, and especially in

times of crisis and loss. You’ll get

a telephone call out of the blue

from Ayelet in National Service

to ask solicitously, “How ’re yon
mom? How’s dad? Say are there

any extra dubonim in the bouse? I

must have forgotten my coat on
the bus yesterday... Would it be
too much trouble to send that blue

one that's got a tom pocket?
.

Thanks a ton-..”

Or the son who comes home
from the army, war weary and
exhausted. He sleeps for 15 hours,

eats for three and disappears with

his friends for the balance of the

weekend. “Great Shabbat! Great
Shabbati” and he’s off until the

next time.

The DFP situation, mind you,

has many advantages: Chocolate
bars left overnight are still there

in thfe morning^ PTA:.meetings
Hire nbt weekly'tfvepts.

1

The -den^
’

> -fist’s* mortgagees'
financed solely by one family,

and there’s time to talk to one
another again.

5. Honor thy negatives and thy prints, that
their days may be long.

Recently I interviewed a lovely gentleman
concerning a photographer relative. When it

came time for him to show me a picture of his

late brother, he produced a disorganized collec-

tion of envelopes with unmatched prints and
negatives, and slides held together by rubber
bands.

Clearly, oiganizing a lifetime of family snap-

shots and holiday pictures requires precious time

and effort So, busy folk look at newly processed

pictures once, perhaps send one or two to friends

or relatives, and then relegate the envelope to a
drawer.

But at certain quiet times in our lives - for

instance, during extended holidays or over a

rare long weekend with nothing on TV but

sports and old movies - organizing stacks ofold

photos can be a pleasing, even comforting pas-

time.

Prepare for this link: by at least writing the

date and a few details (names of people, ages,

places, occasions) on the envelope you eeL back

from the photo finisher. Number the envelopes

for easy reference. Keep two or three empty
photo albums in stock.

Consider sorting your collection in ways other

than strictly chronological. You might try sub-

jects - a separate album for dose family, anoth-

er for relatives and friends, and yet others for

places, events, pets, and so forth.

Choose only the best pictures, in the sense

meaningful to you. for preservation in your

albums. Note the negative’s envelope number on
the back ofeach picture so you can find the neg-

ative if necessary. And last but not least, enjoy

looking at your album once in a while. The plea-

sure is yours.

6. Thou shah not use thy camera indiscreet-

ly-

The camera is an invasive, indeed, intimidat-

ing tool. Many people simply do not like having

their picture taken. Children and even animals

can easily be upset by someone pointing a cam-

era at them.

Veteran photo reporter Dr. Nahum “Tim”
Gidal, now 86, recalled photographing a

Hassidic wedding in Jerusalem 66 years ago.

“I knew die rabbi wasn’t happy about my
being there, but our eyes met and he understood

that I was just doing my job,” he said. “I saw the

twinkle in his eye as the signal to go ahead.”

The most important skill of the photographer's

is “his ability to communicate," Gidal elaborat-

ed.

Equally important is discretion.

“Never molest anyone with a camera, and they

won’t molest you.” he said.

7. Thou shah not be satisfied with all thypic-

tures.

“Thirty-six satisfactory exposures on a roll

means a., photographer i* not t^iog, anything

heW, accor^ng" to Freeman Patterson, a

CahMdlahiboih
" r

nature
'' 7 photogW£h'ePh hnd

philosopher.

8. Thou shah not cease to observe.
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The best equipment is a good eye: Symmetry in southern France. IDavid Bniunen

The camera is an instrument that teaches peo-

ple to see, and appreciate, life. Even without a

camera in my hand. 1 see pictures. I observe fine

details of facial expressions: I appreciate

lessons of humor and pathos woven into the

tapestry of everyday behavior that is all around
us.

Observation leaches the photographer to recog-

nize simplicity. Separating die one or two impor-

tant elements from among the constant flow of
visual stimuli is what makes a good picture.

Not long ago. a photograph in an open exhibi-

tion on Jerusalem's breezy Ben-Yehuda Street

captivated my eye. The picture, taken by

,R9jnamian*bQro art .
photographer Dinu

Mendretu 'depicted a wheelchair and a baby’s

sUbffe^ ' both eihpty.' standing against ' the

Western Wall. The poignant juxtaposition of

youth and aging against the symbol of eternity

summed up the nature of life as no words could.

9. Thou shah not cease touse thy imagination.

How many times have the Pyramids, the Eiffel

Tower and the Taj Mahal been photographed?

And yet the amazing thing is some photograph-

er always comes up with a new wrinkle - a dif-

ferent angle, an unusual bit of foreground inter-

est or an atypical effect produced by a filter or

artistic darkroom technique. There are no limits

to imagination.

10. Thou shah not covet thy neighbor's cam-
era, or thy neighbor’s equipment, or any pic-

tures that are thv neighbor's.

The best equipment is a good eye. Leam to

admire rather than be envious of another pho-
tographer’s work-.The good photographers leam
from everyoiie arid copy no one.

And one last element, most essential for every

photographer- not a commandment, but a wish

-Good Luck.

How the top of the pops
stumbled into being

Make your iguana feel at home

TAYIN’ Alive” woundm m
a roundabout route

from Robin Gibb’s pen
to America’s ears - from London
to Miami,, in a rough draft

.scrawled -car an airplane ticket’s

margins. And. but for the Bee
Gees’ change of heart, it might
have been called “Buried Alive.”

These are just two of the irre-

sistible pop music tidbits that

emerge in Songs In The Rough, a

collection of more than 70 rough
drafts of pop songs, usually hand-
written, culled by singer-song-

writer Stephen Bishop.. .

It’s. an odd glimpse into a cre-

ative process, rarely seen outside

its industry, that gave birth to

some of the century’s popular

songs.

“flu's Land is Your Land,” for

example, was originally titled

“God Blessed America” and writ-

ten on three-ring notebook paper-

in Woody Guthrie’s meticulous

scripL And Paul Williams’s song

for the Carpenters, “We’ve Only.

Just Begun,” was only Just begun

on the back of atom envelope.-

.

“These drafts connectyou with

the artists - their thought prodess1

es, how songs evolved,” Bishop

says. “Most people, when they’re

writing, don’t think it's impor-

tant.

“When the Magna Carta was
being signed, they knew it was
going to last. But most of what’s

written today, you don’t think it’ll

be permanent, when you're writ-

ing it. So I.wanted to make sure

these were preserved.”

Bishop undertook the project in

1992 when, his arm in a cast, he
was unable to play guitar for two
months. “I just decided itmust be
fete," he says. He began calling

friends and acquaintances look-
ing for what he calls “the little

acorns from which the tall oak
trees would grow.”

Hip includes rare of his own
drafts in the book - “On and On,”
perhaps his best-known song. The
first tine goes “Down in Jamaica
they got lots of pretty women.
Steal yourmoney, then they break
your bean.” ...

The original went: “Feed you
mangoes,

-

then they break your
heart”

“I think h was the right move to

change that" Bishop says dryly.

The variety of the songs includ-

ed in the book underscore what a

chore he undertook, and each
draft's crossed-out, rejected parts

and the margin notes are endless-

ly intriguing.

Elvis Presley’s “Heartbreak
Hotel,” written by Mae Boren
Axton and Tommy Durden,
comes complete wife a heart-

shaped hotel doodled in the mar-
gin. An early Lermon-McCaitney
draft of “Lucy in the Sky With
Diamonds" includes a sketch of
what would become the Sgt.

Pepper's album cover. And David
Cassidy’s “I Think I Love You”
was written on an Italian store

receipt.

Bishop also interviewed each
songwriter - or, in some cases,

writers’ friends and family mem-
bers - to tell the stories behind
the songs.

Jefferson Airplane’s Darby
Slick remembers writing

“Somebody to Love," initially

titled “Mh\d Full of Bread,”while

.

coming down from an LSD trip

and reflecting on a crumbling
relationship, with a woman named
Leslie.

Guthrie's daughter, Nora,
owner of her father’s collection

of papers, still loves looking at

his bandwriting.

“He seemed to have a ton of
fun, like a young guy putting

together these songbooks of his,"

she told Bishop. “He would write

all the lyrics of all the songs that

he had ever written, and then he’d

take traditional tunes and scratch

out tire lyrics and write his own."
Bishop describes himself as a

pack rat who has kept his rough
drafts since he was a teenager. He
never uses a computer, which he
says could eliminate future rough
drafts from being available for

posterity. “I always write the old-

fashioned way - soul to pen," he
says.

The physical act of writing and
the drafts themselves, Bishop
says*connect people to songwrit-

ers in a way a polished, multi-

tracked final version couldn’t -

offering an essence of the song
available nowhere else. .

“It brings right to the surface

what was going on in the mind of

the creator," he says. “These
things went through so many dif-

ferent transformations, but they

became something permanent.
This kind of stuff is really pieces

of.history - the beginning of
something big.”

(AP)

I
GUANAS, those lovely

large lizards that originate in

Mexico and in South
America, have become very

popular pets in recent months.
Unfortunately an awful lot of
them are suffering and dying
from improper care. Staff at the

Jerusalem zoo report seeing

numerous half-dead iguanas,

and responding to their owners'
pleas for help.

Iguanas are not as difficult to

keep as some other exotics but

they do require specialized care

because they have some very
specific requirements.

Since most iguanas are sold

while still hatchlings (or at most
a few months old), most people

put them in a terrarium that is

far too small. A well-kept iguana
will-, by the age of two to three

years, grow to a length of two
meters, including tail. So, right

from the start, living quarters

adequate for a full-size iguana
are needed.
The terrarium should be long

enough to accommodate a 2m.
lizard with enough width to

allow it to turn around comfort-
ably. It is also a good idea to put

the terrarium on wheels so it can
be taken out to a balcony for the

iguana to sunbathe. The bottom
of the terrarium should be lined

with newspaper, or preferably
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with rabbit-food pellets. It can
be spot-cleaned - if a bit of pel-

let sticks to the food and gets

eaten, it's not harmful, but just

more digestible vegetable mat-
ter. But cat litter and the like are

not digestible.

Other than that iguanas have

only three basic needs. The first

is temperature. The terrarium
should be kept at a constant tem-

perature of 30° to 32° by day
and 24° to 27° at night. One also

needs a heat lamp at one end
(outside the terrarium) for bask-
ing. and a large smooth stone

under it is a good idea. The lamp
can be turned off at night.

An iguana needs 10 hours of

darkness so be sure your heat

source doesn’t give off lighL An
electric heating pad under the

terrarium is a good source.

Iguanas must have this heat and
basking area to digest their food,

so be sure they get it, and use a

thermometer.
Iguanas also need sunlight that

is not filtered through glass. But
the temperature must not rise

above 32°. so provide a shaded
area at one end of the tank. If it

is not possible to provide direct

sunlight then a full-spectrum
lamp should be provided for

basking - a simple ultra-violet

lamp is not adequate. Otherwise
the iguana's bones will not grow
properly.

The only other consideration

is diet. The iguana should get a

daily salad of lettuce, Swiss
chard and parsley. Be sparing

with spinach as it interferes with

calcium metabolism. In addition

bite-size (according to the size

of the lizardj pieces of carrot,

sweet potato, apple, banana,
orange, red peppers such as

gamba, cucumbers, grapes, mel-

ons and unsprayed red rose

petals may be given to it. Do not

give it cabbage or any of the

cabbage-family vegetables such
as broccoli or cauliflower.

About 5-10 percent of the dier

should be protein. This can be
kibble dog food soaked until

soft, chopped hard-boiled egg or
boiled, skinned chicken.

With proper care, the iguana

should grow to be a majestic

crearure that will live 12 years

or so.
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Pakistan leads

England by 217
LONDON (AP) - A 136-nin

opening partnership between

Saeed Anwar and Snadab KabirSaeed Anwar and Snadab Kabir

yesterday helped Pakistan take

command of the first Test against

England at Lord's.

After a first innings 340, the

tourists finished the third day on

1 62 for three with an overall lead

of 217. having dismissed

England for 285 in the second

session.

Anwar (88), Kabir (33) and

niehtwatchman Mushtaq Ahmed

(5) were dismissed in the last 45

minutes of play as England fin-

ished the day fighting.

England began the day with an

80-run fifth "wicket partnership

between Graham Thorpe and Jack

Russell which clawed the home

side back into the match after

being 200 for five at the end of the

second day.

But in the last 16 balls before

lunch England lost four wickets

for nine runs to be 269 for nine.

Thorpe, who brought up his

1 9th half-century in Tests with his

fifth boundary off Waqar Younis.

was dismissed on 77 after edging

a rising Ata-ur-Rehman delivery

onto his stumps, making it 260 for

six.

In Rehman’s next over. Dominic

Cork edged the Pakistani seamer

to Anwar at third slip and then

Waqar bowled a trademark swing-

ing yorker to trap Ian Salisbury

Ibw in the next over.

That made it 269 for eight, and

on the last ball before lunch, with-

out addition to the total, Waqar

bowled Alan Mullally with a sim-

ilar full-length in-swinger.

Rehtnan bowled Brown soon

after lunch to finish with figures

of four for 50 while Waqar had

four for 69. Russell was the not

out batsman on 41.

US ends

swimming
section

with a

bang
FRIDAY OLYMPIC ROUNDUP

Pakistan first Innings 340
(Inzamam-ul-Haq 148,

Saeed Anwar 74)

England first innings
(overnight 200-5)

N.Knight Ibw b Waqar 51

MAtherton Ibw b Wasim Akram 12
A.Stewart Ibw b Mushtaq Ahmed .33

G Thorpe b Rehman 77
G.Hick b Waqar A
M.Ealham c Laiif b Rehman . . . .25

J.RusseH not out 41

D Cork c Saaed Anwar b Rehman . .3

I Salisbury Ibw b Waqar 5

A.Mulially b waqar 0

S.Brown b Rehman 1

Extras (b-9 8b- 1 3 w-1 nb-4) 27
Total -285

Fall of wickets: 1-27 2-107 3-107 4-

116 5-180 6-260 7-264 8-269 9-269

Bowling: Wasim Akram 22-4-49-1.

Waqar 24-6-59-4, Mushtaq Ahmed 38-

5-92-1. Rehman 15.4-3-50-4, Sohafl 3-

1-3-0.

Pakistan second Innings

Saeed Anwar c Russell b Mullally .88

Shadab Kabir c Russell b Cork . . .33

liaz Ahmed not out -20

Mushtaq Ahmed c Thorpe b Brown .5

Inzamam-ul-Haq not out 0
Extras (b-4 lb-11 nb-1) 16
Total (for three wickets) 162
Fall of wickets: 1-136 2-136 3-161

Bowling (lo date): Cork 10-2-33-1,

Brown 7-2-24-1, Salisbury 10-2-24-0,

Mullally 14-4-34-1. Hick 7-2-16-0,

Eafham 9-2-16-0.

BASEBALL STANDINGS
NATIONAL LEAGUE

East Division

Atlanta 64 38 .6

Montreal 55 46 .5

Florida 48 54 .4

New York 47 55 .4

Philadelphia 41 62 .3

Central Division

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division'

Houston
Sl Louis

Cincinnati

Chicago
Pittsburgh

West Division

San Diego 55 49
Colorado 53 49
Los Angeles 54 50

.627 Now York 61 40 .604 -

.545 B# Baltimore 50 51 .495 11

.471 16 Toronto 46 57 .447 16

.461 17 Boston 45 56 .446 16

.398 2314 Detroit 32 71 511 30
Central Division

.529 _ Cleveland 63 40 .612 -

.524 A Chicago 56 47 .544 7

.500 3 Milwaukee 50 52 .490 12H

.480 5 Minnesota 50 52 .490 12%

.465 6K Kansas City 47 57 .452 16&
West Division

.529 _ Texas 58 45 563 —

.520 1 Seattle 55 46 545 2

.519 1 Oakland 54 50 519 4Jf

.431 10 California 50 53 .485 8

FRIDAY'S NL RESULTS:
Cincinnati 7, New York 4
Pittsburgh 7, Philadelphia 4

Houston 4. Los Angeles 3
San Diego 3, Florida 0 (II)

Montreal 5, SL Louis 1

Chicago 17, Colorado 4
Atlanta 2, San Francisco I

FRIDAY'S AL RESULTS:
New York 15, Kansas City 1

Oakland 5, Toronto 3

Chicago 6, Texas 2

Minnesota 5, Boston 1

Cleveland 14, Baltimore 9
California 6. Milwaukee 5
Seattle 6, Detroit 4

THURSDAY'S NL RESULTS:
Los Angeles 6, Florida 3

Pittsburgh 6, Philadelphia 4
Montreal 4, SL Louis 2
San Francisco 4, Atlanta 3
Chicago 10, Colorado 8

THURSDAY'S AL RESULTS:
Toronto 4, Oakland 3
Kansas City 7, New York 0
Minnesota Id, Boston 6
Cleveland 10, Baltimore 7

Texas 4, Chicago 3 (12)

California 5, Milwaukee 4.

Detroit 7. Seattle 4 (10)

The plight of Jewish
athletes in 1936

American Jewish track star recounts how
Germans weren’t the only antisemites around

SIXTY years ago, during Adolf
Hiller’s showcase Olympics in

Berlin, the coaches assembled the

US track team and announced that

two athletes would be dropped
from the 400-meter relay team
that day.

A preposterous reason was
offered. The American team was
the heavy favorite, but the coach-

es said it had to be strengthened

even more because there were
rumors that the Germans had
some powerful sprinters in hiding.

This argument sounded lame and

phony, however, for the two run-

ners dropped were the only Jews
on the US track team: Marty
Glickman and Sam Stoller.

Glickman, now 78. told his story’

at a seminar earlier this month
that served as a prelude to a spe-

cial exhibition at the US
Holocaust Memorial Museum on
the 1936 Olympics. The exhibi-

tion opened last Friday, coincid-

ing with the opening in Atlanta of

the 1996 Olympics.

According to Glickman, who
became a renowned sponscaster

years later, black American track

star Jesse Owens did not want to

take the place of any of the

dropped runners in 1 936.

“Coach, I’ve won my three gold

medals," Owens pleaded “I’m
tired. I’ve had it. Let Many and

Sam run. They deserve it."

But, said Glickman, assistant

coach Dean Cromwell admon-
ished Owens: “You’ll do as you’re

told.” The Germans never pro-

duced any secret weapons. Owens
won his fourth gold medal, lead-

ing the relay team in a world

record lime that lasted 20 years.

But there is no doubt in

Glickman's mind that the original

relay team could have won the

gold medal.

Glickman, speaking to a packed

audience, said the decision to pull

him and Stoller off the relay team

had been made by Avery

Brundage. who ran the US
Olympic Committee and then the

International Olympic Committee

for many years.

"He was an American Nazi,”

said Glickman, “and he wanted to

spare Hitler and his entourage the

humiliation of seeing Jews
(receiving medals) on the podi-

um."
The exhibition makes clear that

much of the pageantry of the

STANLEY MEISLER

WASHINGTON
Olympics these days had its origin

in the Berlin Games, Hitler and
his propaganda chief, Joseph
Goebbels, wanted to associate

Germans with the classical ath-

letes of ancient Greece, and the

Nazis originated the idea of ath-

letes carrying the Olympic torch

in relays until it finally reaches

the Olympic Stadium.
The International Olympic

Committee had awarded the

games to Berlin in 1931, two
years before the Nazis took over

Germany. When Hitler came to

power, he was lukewarm about
the Olympics until Goebbels con-
vinced him that the event could be
turned into a propaganda triumph
for Nazi Germany. The govern-

ment spent S8 million on the

Berlin Games, setting the pattern

for lavish outlays by host cities.

Some groups tried to organize a

boycott of the 1936 Olympics. A
few Jewish athletes, such as
sprinter Herman Neugass of

Tulane University and" hurdler

Milton Green of Harvard
University, decided not to go. The
Long Island University basketball

team, heavily Jewish, turned its

back on the Olympic trials. But
Brundage, in a narrow vote, man-
aged to persuade the US Olympic
Committee not to boycott Berlin.

Germany did win the most
medals at the Games, but the IS

blacks on The US team caused the

most sensation, winning eight

gold, four silver and two bronze

medals - almost a quarter of the

total American haul.A Nazi news-

paper. according to the exhibition,

denounced these Americans as

"black auxiliaries.” implying their

victories should not be counted in

the US total.

Stories have circulated that

Hitler refused to shake hands with

black athletes w'ho won gold

medals. In fact for whatever rea-

son, Hitler did not shake hands

with any of the medalists. A
Willard Mullin cartoon m the old

jVt’w York World-Telegram shows

Hitler muttering, “Ach, maybe iss

gute t’ing I keep mine han's in der

pockets," while a graceful Jesse

Owens races off with four gold

medals.

Hitler decided that Germany
must be on its best behavior, and

numerous anrisemitic street signs

were removed for the duration of

the Games. John Woodruff, the

black American who won a gold

medal in the 800-meter run. said

that he encountered no discrimi-

nation in Berlin.

His problems occurred after-

ward. While his University of
Pittsburgh track team prepared for

a meet with the Naval Academy in

Annapolis, Maryland, in 1937. the

Navy coach told the Pin coach
that his players would not com-
pere against blacks. So the Pitt

coach ordered Woodruff, the

Olympic gold medalist, to stay

home in Pittsburgh.

“That lei me know what the sit-

uation was," Woodruff says on a

videotape in the exhibition.

“Things hadn’t changed. Things
hadn't changed."

The Americans said that they

did not understand the enormity

of Nazism while they were in

Berlin. When they marched
around the stadium and set eyes

on Hitler for the first time.

Glickman said, many of the US
athletes had (he same thought:

“He looks just like Charlie

Chaplin." Glickman said that the

athletes saw Hitler as a comic fig-

ure who would not last very long,

“just like the tin-pot dictators of
South America."

A different view of the 1936

Olympics came from Margaret

Lambert, a German Jewish high

jumper who was known as Gretel

Bergmann in those days. The
Nazis ordered her to train for the

Olympics, she said, because they

wanted to convince the Americans
that they were not discriminating

against anyone. Once the

American athletes set sail for

Europe and there was no longer

any chance of a boycott, the Nazi

government dispatched a letter to

Lambert.

Although she had equaled the

German record in the high jump,

the letter insisted that she was not

doing well and would be dropped

from the ream. This official noti-

fication closed with a "Heil

Hitler!"

Museum officials said that the

exhibition would be on display in

Washington for a year and then

would go on a worldwide tour,

ending in Melbourne. Australia,

for the 2000 Olympics.

(The Los Angeles Times)
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AMERICA’S swimmers grabbed

a world record and the last gold in

the pool on Friday with a thunder-

ing men's 4x100 meters medley
victory that gave the US a clean

sweep of the Olympic relay titles.

Ensuring the spotlight stayed

on the Georgia Tech Aquatic
Center until the last moment, the

US medley quartet touched in

three minutes 34.84 seconds,
beating the world mark of
3:36.93 that the Americans set at

the 1988 Seoul Olympics.
The hosts won all six Atlanta

relay titles and 13 swimming
golds overall, helping to put them
at the top of the medals table

ahead of Russia.

To add to the excitement, US
swimmer Amy van Dyken
beatChinese world champion Le
Jingyi to the women's 50 meters
freestyle and won her fourth
gold. Australia's Kieren Perkins
retained his 2,500 meters title

with an outstanding performance
after only just qualifying for the

final.

In other action. North Korean
teenager Kye Sun, muscled in on
the action with a sensational win
over Japan's seemingly unstop-

pable Ryoko Tamura to take

Olympic gold in the extra-light-

weight event on the last day of

the judo.

In the opening athletics event.

Ecuador secured its first

Olympics medal of any kind
when Jefferson Perez won the

men’s 20-km walk. Randy
Barnes, who missed Barcelona

because of a doping ban. won the

men's shot for die US.
Elsewhere, weightlifter Pyrros

Dimas of Greece was ecstatic.

The Albanian immigrant

destroyed his rivals with three

world records to win the light-

heavyweight class.

One of only 13 lifters to have

won two Olympic golds and a

rare showman in the sport, he
whipped the audience into carni-

val mood with his antics after

realizing with his first lift he was
going to retain his 1992 title.

Li Duihoqg won China's first

shooting gold of the-Games ia;thc__
t . y*4.i „ .«

EASY DOES IT - Pyrros Dimas of Greece yells for joy as he sets a'new world record of 180-kflograms in the snatch portion of

weightlifting. (AP|

women's 25-meter .sport pistol.

Compatriot Yang Ling then took

the men's 1 0-meter running tar-

get title.

The three-day equestrian event

came to a memorable climax.

Reserve horse Ready Teddy,

with do experience at interna-

tional level, produced a clear

final round to win gold for New..

Zealand's world champion Blyth

Tail— himself a late replacement

for compatriot and Olympic
champion Mark Todd.

FRIDAY’S OLYMPIC RESULTS: OLYMPIC MEDALS TABLE

BASKETBALL (Men)
Australia 101, Puerto Rico 96
Lithuania 85, Angola 49
Greece 108, South Korea 86
Yugoslavia 101 . Brazil 82
Croatia 90, Argentina 75
United States 133, China 70

INDIVIDUAL MEDALS TABLE FIELD HOCKEY (Men)
Spain 7, United States 1

ATHLETICS (Men)
220km Walk
GOLD - Jefferson Perez, Ecuador
SILVER - lira Markov, Russia
BRONZE - Bernardo Sugura, Mexico
Shot Pul

Republic
(Women, Sport Pistol)

GOLD - Li Duihong, China
SILVER - Diana Yorgova. Bulgaria
BRONZE - Manna Logvinenko.
Russia

Germany 3, Argentina 0
India 0. Pakistan 0
(Women)
Australia 1, Britain 0
United Stales 1. Germany 1

GOLD - Randy Barnes, United States
SILVER - John Godina. United States
BRONZE -Oleksandr Bagach, Ukraine

EQUESTRIAN
(Individual three-day event)
GOLD - Blyth Tait (Ready Teddy), New
Zealand
SILVER - Sally Clark (Squirrel Hill),

New Zealand
BRONZE - Kerry MiHikin (Out and
About), United Stales

JUDO (Men. Extra Lightweight)

GOLD -Tadahiro Nomura, Japan
SILVER - Girolamo Giovinazo. Italy

BRONZE - Richard Tiautman,
Germany and Dorjpalam Narmandakh,
Mongolia

8
/omen. Extra Lightweight)

OLD - Kye Sun, North KoreaGOLD - Kye Sun, North Korea
SILVER - Ryoko Tamura. Japan
BRONZE - Yolanda Soler, Spain and
AmarDis Savon, Cuba

SWIMMING (Men. 200 Backstroke)
GOLD - Brad Bridgewater, United

States
SILVER - Tripp Schwenk, United
States
BRONZE - Emanuele Merisi, Italy

400 Medley Relay
GOLD - United States
SILVER - Russia
BRONZE -Australia

1500 Freestyle
GOLD - Kieren Perkins, Australia

SILVER - Daniel Kowalski. Australia

BRONZE - Graeme Smith. Britain

S
Yomen, 50 Freestyle)

OLD -Amy Van Dyken, United States
SILVER — Le Jingyi, China
BRONZE- Sandra Voiker, Germany
200 Butterfly

GOLD - Susan O’Neill. Australia

SILVER - Petria Thomas, Australia

BRONZE — Michelle Smith, Ireland

SOFTBALL
Japan 8, Puerto Rico 1

Australia 2, United States 1

Canada 4, Netherlands 1

China 1, Taiwan 0

TEAM HANDBALL (Women)
Hungary 29, China 19 .

.

Norway 30, Angola 1

8

Denmark 29, United States 19

South Korea 33. Germany 20

WATER POLO (Ctassrficatfon)

Germany 10, Ukraine 4
Netherlands 10. Romania 8
(Quarter-finals)
Croatia 8, Yugoslavia 6
Spain 5, United Stales 4
Germany 10, Ukraine 4Germany 10, Ukraine 4
Italy 11, Russia 9

SHOOTING (Men. Running Target)
GOLD - Yang Ling. China
SILVER - Xiao Jun, China' .

BRONZE- - Miroslav Janus, Czech

WEIGHTLIFTING (83kg)
GOLD -Pvnos Dimas. Greece
SILVER - Marc Hustar, German
BRONZE -AnderzeJ, Cqfal

VOLLEYBALL (Women)
Russia 3, Peru 0
Netherlands 3, South Korea 1

China 3, Ukraine 9
Cuba 3. Germany 0

•••••••.

United States 3. Japan Q._^
Brazil 3, Canada 0

.

(Throo^i Fridsvj

S B Tot
United States 18 18 5 39
Russia 13 9 6- 28
Germany 3 9 13 25
China 7 7 6 20
France 7 * 4 7 18

Australia 5 4 8 17
Italy 5 5 5 15

Cuba 3 4
• -6 13

Poland - 5 3 3 11

Hungary 3 2 5 10
Japan 3 4 2 9
South Korea 3 4 2 9

Bulgaria 0 3 4 7

Romania 1 2 3 6

New Zealand 3 1 1 5

Belgium 2 1 2 5
Ukraine 2 0 3 5
Belarus .0 .3 2 5
Brazil 0 1 4 5
Netherlands 0 0 5 5
Ireland 3 0 1 4

Turkey
Canada

3
0

0
1

1

3
4

. 4
South Africa 2 0 1 3
Greece 1 2 0 3
Kazakstan 1 1 1 3
North Korea •1 1 1 3
Spain 0 1 2 3
Yugoslavia • 1 0 1 2
Finland 0 2 0 2
Brftaln - 0 1 1 2

Sweden 0 1 1 2
Armenia' 1 0 0
Costa Rica * 0 .0
Ecuador •1 0 o-
Austria 0 1 0
Uzbekistan Q 1 0
Czech Republic 0 0. 1

Georgia 0 O 1

Memo .. .
0 0 . . 1 .

Moldova-
•

0 0
‘ '

Mongolia- \ . 0 0
.

.
1“

.,

Slovak^' ,* ' 0 0.'.; / '1
.

,

Strug’s jump: Atlanta’s indelible golden moment
JOHN JEANSONNE

ATLANTA

AS the Atlanta Olympics’ indeli-

ble snapshot, its shining moment,
Kerri Strug’s gritty vault Tuesday
night is the leader in the club-

house. In terms of drama, sur-

prise. athletic courage, national

celebration, it’s going to be hard

to beat Especially by Strug her-

self. now that tom ankle liga-

ments forced her out of

Thursday's all-around competi-
tion and have kept her out of two
event finals beginning today.

Bud Greenspan, the award-win-

ning Olympic filmmaker with the

sentimental touch, had five cam-
eras on Strug when she fell,

jumped again on her bad ankle,

collapsed to her hands and knees
and was carried to the gold-medal
podium by her coach, Bela

Karolyi.

“It was marvelous," Greenspan
said. “Bela carrying her in and all

thaL It was better than good. It

was like a bad movie, like a bad
script. If you wrote that script,

they’d throw you out of the office.

It's like things we’ve done where
we have to document the stuff:

people ihink I make it up."

Greenspan was reminded of
Japanese gymnast Shun Fujimoto,

who in 1976 broke a leg at the

knee during floor exercises but
went on with the rings competi-
tion anyway, adding a broken
kneecap to his misery on that dis-

mount. Greenspan was reminded
of New York native Al Oerter,

despite a chronic disc injury and
tom cartilage in his ribs, winning
the third of his four gold medals
in ihe 1964 discus while shot up
with novocaine. wearing a neck
brace and wrapped with ice packs
and tape. Greenspan was remind-
ed of Tanzanian John Stephen
AJchwari, who finished the 1968

marathon more than an hour after

the rest of the field, hobbling in

the dark on a badly bloodied leg.

Compared lo Strugs perfor-

mance. those profiles in courage
were done in relative secrecy.

Atlanta officials have estimated a
worldwide television audience in

the billions, and the gymnastics

arena here, with more than 32.000

fitting into the gym side of the

Georgia Dome, is the largest in

Olympic history.

Yet in spite of huge corporate

involvement and the presence of
many millionaire athletes, Strug

won't get rich off this deal. An 1 8-

vear-old high school graduate

from Tucson, Arizona, she previ-

ously turned down monetary
offers connected to her sport so

she will be eligible to compete in

college gymnastics when she

Dominique Moceanu (left), Kerri Strug wearing a cast, and Shannon Miller sine their i
anthem after winning the women’s team gymnastics event.

“ natM>nal

enters UCLA this fall.

Meanwhile, the two tom liga-

ments in Strug's left ankle, suf-

fered seconds before her heroic

leap to seal the US women's team
gymnastics gold medal, may have

ended her Olympics just as it was
beginning. Team doctors treated

the ankle with ice. electrical stim-

ulation and compression in hope
that she somehow could rehabili-

tate the ankle.

Strug seems destined to be
Atlanta’s singular moment, just as

Mike Eruzione was Lake Placid’s,

Ben Johnson was Seoul’s, Maty

DeCker was Los Angeles's, Nadia •:

Comaneci was • Montreal's.

Strug’s father, ButL called her “a
national hero.’*

Exactly how Greenspan will

treat the heroic Strug struggle as

he pieces together tiie official

tion was the same

fcfoie you don't tateto, chLct'^^t
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Olympic film over the next few cent John Stephen Akh

grufl'

months, he wasn’t sure. But he ‘My .country dKv^wan
expects, when he has a long talk to start the race- Ih*

nd 1X16 herc
with her. she will react to his finish the race.'httr*** 1716 to

expects, when he has a long talk

with her. she will react to his

spectator's wonder the way all the

others have.'
-

•
:

'

"Fujimoto was surprised 1 would
ask why he kept going”
Greenspan said. “Al Oerter’s reac- (Newsday)
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Israeli swim team finishes eighth
Swimmers’ appearance in finals an all-time Israeli first

HILLFL Ki rrri cd ' - :

;HILLEL KUTTLER
ATLANTA

ISRAEL’S 4x!00 medley relay
team on Friday night achieved a
first for any 'individual or group
race: It made the finals in swim-
ming.
Eytan Orbacfa, Vadim Alexsev

Dan Kutler and Yoav Brack fin-
ished eighth and last in the
evening’s finals. The US won the
gold medal and clinched a world
record while Russia took silver
and Australia bronze.
“Everyone put up the fight of

fights,” Orbaoh, a backstroker, said.

r°f course we’re satisfied. No one
is disappointed. It's a wonderful
feeling to reach the final, to have a
world record occur [during it].”

Israel’s time of 3:42.24 in the
morning’s third heat set a new
national record, the third for the
country in the pool here.

Also. Friday, on the first day of
athletics competition; Konstantin
Matoussevich placed out of the
running in the high jump by fin-

ishing seventh in bis group with a
height of226 meters. And Rogel

.

Nachum scored only ninth-best in

his group in the triplejump with a
16.67;

The US’s Kenny Harrison, with
17.58, led in the triple preliminar-
ies heading into last night’s final.

The high jump final is tonight
In the windsurfing event in

Savannah, Gal Friedman ended
the day Friday in third place over-
all by finishing first and .ninth m

.,V
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STELLAR PERFORMANCE - Dan Kutler, who said earlier in the week that he ‘could die happy’
If the team should make it to the finals, made a major contribution to the team’s showing.

i Brian Handler)

the iwo rounds. proud moment I’ve had in my ing in the heat, Israeli coaches
The Israeli swimmers conceded swimming career,” said butterfly- evinced disappointment when

afterwards they held little hope of er Kuder. whose parents and sister Israel was edged out for the eighth

leapfrogging more titan one foe in attended from their home in and last spot,

tbe final, much less attain a medal. California. “I really feel honored Bui by the time the scoreboard
But reaching the final was “a to represent Israel.” flashed the standings. Israel was a

very proud moment, the most Despite the team’s strong show- surprise entrant due to the unan-

ing in the heat, Israeli coaches
evinced disappointment when
Israel was edged out for the eighth

and last spot.

Bui by the time the scoreboard

flashed the standings. Israel was a

surprise entrant due to the unan-

nounced disqualification of Great
Britain and Portugal for early

starts.

The coaches in the stands and
the swimmers at poolside hugged
each other in exultation.

The Israeli team had Thursday
predicted a spot in the final pro-
vided they improve their speed
slightly and executed their trans-

fers flawlessly. Indeed, in the

morning heat, Israel beat out
every other finalist for transfer

quickness.

After the final, breastsiroker
Alexseyev, who placed sixth in

for the Soviet Union in Seoul in

1988, hobbled around the warmup
pool. He had taken massage ther-

apy following the morning heat

for recurring back problems.
In the preliminary. Brack

shaved a huge 1 .63 seconds off
the individual 100m. he swam
earlier in the week.
While Israel is not a swimming

power, the team “succeeded, and
that’s a tribute to those involved,”

Brack said.

“This will contribute a lot to

Israeli sports.” an uplifted Brack
said afterward. “I hope swimming
catches on ... the same way judo
gained momentum after [two
Olympic medals in] '92,.”

As for their future plans. Brack
is undecided. Kutler will begin

business school in Israel, Orbach
heads this fall for Alabama’s
Aubum University on a swim-
ming scholarship, and Alexsev is

likely to retire.

Joyner-Kersee pulls out of heptathlon
ATLANTA (AP) - Jackie Joyner-Kersee,
the two-time defending Olympic champi-
on, withdrew from the heptathlon compe-
tition yesterday with a right hamstring
injury.

Joyner-Kersee was considered a solid

medal contender again this year. At 34
years old, she has been saying this would
be her Olympic finale.

She had the second-fastest time yesterday
morning in tbe 100-meter hurdles, the first

event of the heptathlon. But her right ham-
string was heavily bandaged and she
appeared to reinjure it as she jumped over

the final hurdle.

There was a long delay before the high

jump portion of the competition because of

a downpour. Joyner-Kersee walked with

the other athletes to the high jump once the

competition began, but moments later left

the track with husband and coach Bobby.

She was limping badl£

“I said. ‘Listen here. I’m going to pul]

you.’ She said, ‘Bobby, no. Don’t pull

me.”’ Bobby Kersee said. “Her husband
stood up and said, ‘That’s enough. It's time

for me to pull you. I’m no longer going to

allow you to do this. This isn’t a coadrarid-

athlete thing. This is your husband talking.

It’s time for you to go."*

The two sat there, wiping away tears,

when Joyner-Kersee ’s chief rival for the

gold medal. Syria’s Ghada Shouaa, walked
over and kissed both her cheeks.

Joyner-Kersee might still compete in the

Olympic long jump, which begins

Thursday. She won that event’s gold medal
in 1988 and the bronze in 1992.

“In terms of the multi-events, she’s

proven enough," said Kersee, adding that

the athlete - not her coach-husband -
would make the decision about the long

jump. "In 72 hours, she’s going to be pret-

ty much ready to go out there with a wrap
and long jump. The long jump is her

baby.”

Jeari Miles. 400-meter runner for the US.
was in the starting blocks for her heat when
the announcement was made about Joyner-

Kersee 's withdrawal.

“I don’t want to call her the grandmother
of track and field, but I’ve heard of Jackie

Joyner-Kersee ever since I’ve been in the

sport,” she said. “She’s someone to look up
to and I’m very sorry she can't compete
here.”

CLASSIFIEDS
PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AH rales
indude VAT
Single Weekday - NiS 117 tor 10 wads,
(minimum), each additional woriTNIS
11.70
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
175£0 10 words (minimum), each addi-

tional word NIS T7.55.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NiS 257.40 tor 10 words
jmirnmumj.each additional word - NIS

WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 351.00
for 16 words (minimum), each additional
word -NIS 35.10
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
444-60 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 44.46
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 702.00
tor 10 words (minimuni), each additional
word - NIS 70.20.
Rates are valid until 31.10.96.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
Before publication; for Friday«nd Sunday:
6 pjn. on Thursday.
Tei Aviv and Halts - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before publication; tor Friday
and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv
and 12 noon

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY
SELECTION OF APARTMENTS and
rooms for tourists throughout Israel. HA-
VIVA. Tel. 02-244-415.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

1

RENTALS V
BEAUTIFUL SELECTION OF 3-4
room spacious apartments available tram
August 1 and September 1. Fumished/uri-
fumished, tong term, Taibleh, Rehavia,
NayoL Old Katamon, Givat Oranim. From
S850. EVA AV1AD REALTOR; Tel. 02-
618404, Fax: 02-611729.

LONG TERM/ UNFURNISHED: Lev
Rehavia: 4. luxurious; Abu Tor (AmJna-
dav): 5. beautiful. Furnished; Givat Ora-
nim: 4, beautiful duplex, terrace. -TA.C,
TeL 02-631764.

SALES
ARNONA, UNDER CONSTRUCTION,
built on Arab house. 4 and 6 rooms, high
standards, magnffipent view. Exclusive to

AMBASSADOR. TeL 02-618101.

RAMAT ESHKOL (RAMAT HAGO-
LAN). a find! 4, 3rd floor, neat and welHtt,

3206.000. Shiran exclusive through IDAN.
TeL 02-734834.

RAMAT ESHKOL, MEVO TIMNAH. (4
rooms), 120 sq.m.. 2nd floor, must selL
Exclusive to Shiran throughAM GAR. Tel.

02-615833-

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. * Short
term rentals * Bed and breakfast ’ P.O.Box
4233. Jerusalem 61044. Tel. 02-611745.
Fax: 02618541.

THE JERUSALEM INN. at the City Cen-
ter - Double or large family rooms, prw.
bathroom, T.VJTel; quality furnished. TeL
02-252-757, Fax 02-251-297.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv .

HOLIDAY RENTALS

BEAUTIFUL HOLIDAY
. APARTMENTS
tourists/buslnessmen,

short/Jong term.
"Dynami,"

TeL 036468003, Fax: 03-5469667.

BEAUTIFUL APTS/SUTTES Gan Ha'ir/

near sea. tourists/ businessmen, short/

long-term. TeL 03-6969092. 050-358-972.

RENTALS
BAVLI, 3,EXCLUSIVE, FULLY fur-

nished, elevator + parking. S850. TeL 03-

7398134.

RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL. beautiful 5
rooms + balcony. Si 400. long term. YAEL
REALTOR (MALDAN). TteL 03-6426253.

SALES
,

NEVE AVIVIM, 5 ROOMS, AC. study.
Fixtures. Tel. 050-565980. 03-5106891,
03-5100428/9.

DWELLINGS
Southern Coast

, RENTALS
~~

TO LET, BRAND new luxurious tur-

nished flat in Al-Noor .Tower for family.

DWELLINGS
Haifa and North

^^•SALESy:.
MAGNIFICENT BEACH FRONT
APARTMENT, Beach Towers. 3 + balco-
ny, Rewba kitchen + appliances, oppor-
tunity! Tel. 04-62612107052419104.

General

PLOTS

Olympics continue
after bomb - with

Israeli-style security

FROM PRIVATE, PiTUAH ZICHRON
YAAKOV, plots are being planned In land
release scheme + tabu. Si 0,000 + pay-
ments. Tel. 03-5257869/70, 046644062.

SERVICES
Tel Aviv

COUNSELING/HEAUNG
FOR A HEALTHY BODY & a happy
mind, have a professional massage or
Shiatsu. Tel. 036602328.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tei Aviv

GENERAL
DANISH, GERMAN + GREEK, speak-
ers wanted! High salary! Can Sigat, tel.

03-5758255.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
FORGET THE REST!! We are the
bestll The biggest and oldest agency In

Israel. For the highest quality five-in (Obs

phone Au Pair International. 03-6190423.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
iriendiiest families, best conditions, the
agency with a heart tor the Au Pairs. Call

Hffma TeL 039659937.

IMMEDIATE!!! $700 + ROOM AND
board for pleasant, mature au pair, per-

manent position. Tel. 03-5234086.

HOUSEKEEPER WITH EXPERIENCE
+ five-in, central region, good conditions, +
Filipinos for the eSerly. TW. 03-68898 68-

9.

WARM FAMILY SEEKS South Alrican
au-pair, live-in, central Tel Aviv, S750 +
200 NIS, immediate bonus. Tel. 03-
6201195. 052-452002.

PURCHASE/SALES

ATLANTA (AP) - Security at

Olympic venues was extremely
tight after yesterday’s explosion

ai Centennial Olympic Park, cre-

ating long lines and delays for

booth athletes and spectators.

At Lake Lanier, site of the rowing
finals, two soldiers with machine
guns slung around their necks
patrolled the grandstands, while

others manned the security check-

points. The line of grim-faced spec-

tators snaked past the entrance gate

and up the road where shuttle buses

dropped people off.

By the time rowing started in the

morning’s events - after a moment
of silence was observed for those

dead and injured - only half of the
spectators had entered the stands.

At the beach volleyball venue in

Jonesboro, about 25 miles from
downtown Atlanta, all matches
were moved to the 9,000-seat

• main court to streamline security.

Some matches had been sched-

uled for a 3,500-seal court nearby.

Ticket holders who could not be
seated at the stadium court were
given the option of either getting a
refund or exchanging their ticket

for one to the closing ceremonies.

The bomb exploded at about

1:25 am (EDT) as thousands of
revelers were celebrating at an
open-air rock concert in the park.

That was about an hour after the

end of the Dream Team's game at

the nearby Georgia Dome.
Even athletes, who normally

move quickly through their

entrance, were subjected to thor-

ough searches this morning. A

security guard passed a handheld
metal detector over Jackie Joyner-

Kersee’s body as she entered

Olympic Stadium.
Denis Oswald, a member of the

International Olympic Committee
and president of FISA, the

international rowing association,

said his Olympic car was
searched and soldiers went
through his bag.

Judy van Ruiten of Lilhonia,

Georgia, said she and her son,

Peter, debated about coming to

the rowing finals, but decided
they would be safe.

“If I had in my mind that that

would happen, you would never

go anywhere, do anything," she

said. “You just have to trust to the

best and hope.”
Susan Foad of England said she,

her husband and their two young
children still planned to go to

Centennial Park after the rowing
finals finished.

“I just said to my husband.
‘They’re not going to do it

again,”’ said Foad, who has been
here all week. “It’s a surprise

because the security has been
good everywhere we’ve been.”

Man Ghaffari, who won the sil-

ver medal Tuesday in heavy-
weight Greco-Roman wrestling,

said as an athlete, he was disgust-

ed by the attack.

“I want to go to the hospital and
take my medal and some pins to

make people happy,” the Colorado
Springs resident said. “I can't tell

you how sad I am. I’m ashamed as

a person, as a human being.”

Gaza. TeL 07-863875. General
|

DWELLINGS
BARGAIN! GIVAT HAM IVTA R, villa,

270 sq. m, view,.garden, southern, imme-
diate. 5575.000- Exclusive to Shiran
through ANGLO SAXON, TeL 02-251161.

EFRAT " A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE."
houses, cottages, apartments- new and
second hand (ateo rentals). 'Miriam Real-
ty," Tel. 02-9931833.

EIN HEMED, NEW private neighbor-
hood in Jerusalem i-fflJs, supetb cottoges/2
family homes, beautiful countryside. Tel
050-407-189.

GERMAN COLONY, 2. quiet, cenlral
20 sq.m, basement, gaden. underground
parking, immediate. TSRABUILD" Tel 02-

Sharon Area

RENTALS
HERZLIYA, BEAUTIFUL MODERN
pernhouse, 5. quiet street, elevator. "Yaef

Realtor (Maktan). TeL 03-6426253

RA'ANANA, EXCLUSIVE LOCATION,
new cottage 250/300 sq. up- Many extras,

immediate. King David* Real instate- TeL
09-7744561.

SALES
CAESAREA, NEW HOUSE . 300 sq. m.

built of 550 sq. m. oi land, comer, swim-

ming pool, enclosed parking, beautiful.

Available 9/96. TeJ. 06-343777.

PURCHASE
WE PURCHASE ANTIQUES, old furni-

ture, and household contents. Tei. 03-
6831724; Kane: 03-888191.

MISCELLANEOUS
Outside Israel

LOTTERY
LOTTO AUSTRALIAN POWERBALL,
scratch tickets, ( this offer is void where
prohibited by law ], mufiJ-mWions, world's

best -since 1965. Free brochures. ALS..
GPO Box 7A, Melbourne. 3001 . Australia.

Fax: + 61-3-95272088.

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,
new buiHion,, parking, balconies. Imme-
diate. ISSflBUlLD^fel 02-686571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5. lllli floor. View of Knesset, stor-

agfeJjailaiiB. 3495.000."iSRABUILD". Tel.

quiet * dinette * terrace
set * elevator. BEN ZV1. Tel. 02-630066.

PENTHOUSE, EXCELLENT LOCA-
TION, newtxjfldjng, marvelous view, fully

furnished. Tel. OHWQ7109.

Don't boy or

rent till you

try me i

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

UNRESTRICTED
ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
buying, saffing, leasing, trading
Tel. 02-6523735, 050-240977.

METHMYfl REAL ESTATE I

• for
1

Henflya Cgewtreq a Rtfungna]

:-781342

VEHICLES
Tel Aviv

PASSPORT
VOLVO, 855. 3995, station, 7 seats,
35,000 km. Must sell to Oleh. TeL 03-
6991269.

SPORTS BRIEFS

‘Post* and IBM create Israeli Olympic web site
The Jerusalem Post has joined forces with IBM Israel to produce an
English version of IBM’s successful Hebrew Internet site featuring

the Israeli Olympic delegation. The site includes news, features and
background sections as well as a photographic gallery of the Israeli

delegation.

The Post's site is located at http://www.jposLcaiVolymp/indexJuml
and the Hebrew version which includes an interactive'feedback page
and a memorial to tbe athletes killed at the 1972 Games is at

http://olympic.ibiTLneLil. Post Sports Staff

Bucks sign top draft pick
Ray Allen, the fifth pick in the 1 996 NBA draft, signed a three-year

contract Friday with the Milwaukee Bucks.
The Bucks acquired Alien in a draft day trade with tbe Minnesota

Timberwolves. Terms of the contract weren 't announced. AP

Magic won't return to Lakers
Magic Johnson, who said last week he was leaning toward yet
another comeback with tbe Los Angeles Lakers after the team
signed Sbaquibe O’Neal, won’t be doing so. his agent said Friday.

Instead, Johnson is planning to buy back his percentage of
ownership in the Lakers from Dr Jerry Buss. ' AP

SCOREBOARD
AUSTRALIAN RULES FOOTBALL - Results Friday and yesterday In the I7th
round or Australian Football League: Brisbane 25.13 (163) det West Coast
Eagles 17.14 (116); Carlton 13.13 (91) det Essendon 11.16 (82); St Kflda 14.16
(100) deC. Geelong 11.10 (76); Richmond 17.12 (114) dtf. Hawthorn 11.7 (73);

North Melbourne 28.15 (183) det Melbourne 11A (70).

YESTERDAY AT ATLANTA

Redgrave wins record fourth gold
British oarsman Steve Redgrave became only the fourth athlete in

Olympic history to win gold at four consecutive Games, and
immediately declared his career over.

Redgrave' winner of six world titles during his 19-year career, is

the first rower to achieve the feat of four consecutive Olympic
golds. Reuter

Italian, Dutch volleyballers advance
Italy and the Netherlands, the world’s top two men’s volleyball

teams, won their matches to solidify their hold on the top two
spots in Pool B heading into the Olympic quarter-finals.

Italy beat Russia 15-11. 15-6, 15-12 to improve to 4-0. Holland

routed previously unbeaten Yugoslavia 15-7, 15-6. 15-9. leaving

both teams at 3- 1 . AP

Italy’s Falco wins skeet shooting
Italy’s Ennio Falco. taking pan in his first Olympics, upstaged his

teammate and world record holder Andrea Benelli to win the

men’s skeet shooting.

Falco scored 149 out of a possible 150 to set a record in an
Olympic skeet final, in which competitors shoot at two clay targets

launched from opposite sides of the range.

Benelli. who last month became only the second man to

achieve a maximum score, had to settle for the bronze which he
won in a shoot-off after tying on 147 with Denmark’s Ole
Rasmussen. Reuter

Czech Republic wins kayak gold
Kayaker Stepanka Hilgertova of Czech Republic won the gold

medal in the Whitewater slalom at the Ocoee River in Tennessee.

Dana Chladek of the US took the silver and Myriam Fox-

Jerusalmi of France earned a bronze. AP

France wins third gold in cycling
France won its third cycling gold medal when Irelicia Ballanger

beat Australia’s Michelle Ferris in the women's sprint finals.

Ingrid Haringa of the Netherlands defeated Germany’s Anneti
Neumann for the bronze, taking two races after losing the first in

the best-of-ihree competition. AP

Brazil wins women’s beach volleyball final
Jackie Silva and Sandra Pires won the gold medal in women’s
beach volleyball by defeating fellow Brazilians Monica Rodrigues

and Adriana Samuel. 12-11. 12-6.

Natalie Cook and Kerri Pottharst of Australia won the bronze
with a 12-11, 12-7 victory over Linda Hanley and Barbra Fontana
Harris of the US. AP

Many contenders for

100-meter record
ATLANTA (Reuter) - One-hun-
dred meters favorites Frankie
Fredericks of Namibia and Ato
Boldon of Trinidad and Tobago,
blazed such a nail in the heats

Friday that the most prestigious

world record of all was in jeopardy

for last night's scheduled final.

Thilakaratne of Sri Lanka
defeated Michael Johnson in the

men’s first-round 400 meters.

Johnson clearly had the race in

hand but practically stopped in

the last 10 meters to conserve
energy for the battles ahead.“Th'e

only objective was to get to the

next round,” said Johnson, who
ran in golden shoes.

In the 100 meters. Frankie
Fredericks of Namibia had a

storming ran of 9.93 meters in the

second round despite easing up
considerably just before the line.

But Boldon was not far behind.

He clocked 9.95 seconds into a
headwind and made a brash pre-

diction: “The winner of this final

will, guaranteed 100 percent,

break the world record. There will

be two men under 9.80 seconds.”

Sixteen-year-old Nigerian

Rachida Mahamane finished last in

the first heat of the women’s 5,000

meters almost three minutes behind

the runner in front of her and more
than four minutes behind winner

Sonia O'Sullivan of Irelands- 1
' -

But the crowd, told $he was 14,.,.

cheered her all theSva’y'to diel Trie

'

as she straggled to the finish

before collapsing and being

helped off by medical staff.

She was in good company, nev-

ertheless. Mary Slaney, formerly
world-beating Mary Decker, also

failed to qualify for the final.

Bet. Jerusalem to play
Norway’s Bodo
in UEFA Cup

ORI LEWIS

BETAR Jerusalem appeared to have been given relatively easy oppo-
nents - on paper, at least - for its UEFA Cup second preliminary round
tie in tiie draw which was held in Geneva on Friday.

The Jerusalemites, who stormed past Floriana of Malta 8-2 on aggregate

in the firt preliminary round last week, will face Bodo/Glimt ofNorway in

the two-leg tie. The first match is to be held in Jerusalem on August 6, with

tiie return Teg in Norway, on August 20.

While information on the Norwegians is very sparse, the

Jerusalemites, should already make sureThey pack eye masks for the-

journey to Scandinavia, as Bodo. a university town on the northeastern

fjords of the North Sea, is a part of the Land of the Midnight Sun, slight-

ly south of the North Pole region, and at this lime of the year falling

asleep at night will be difficult
'>

Indeed, the Norwegians, should they wish to do so. could easily

schedule the match for midnight and they wouldn’t even need to turn

on the floodlights.

One of the main advantages the Norwegian club has over their Israeli

opponents is that it is currently in mid-season, while in Israel the 1996-

97 league is yet to begin.

The Norwegian season got underway in April, and after nine rounds

of play. Bodo/Glimt was lying in 10th place in the 14-league fust divi-

sion.

The match at Teddy Stadium on August 6 will be the first of three

matches for Israeli clubs in Europe during the week. The following day.

Maccabi Tel Aviv hosts Fenerbahce of Turkey with the second leg to be
played on August 21. On August 8 Ironi Rishon Lezion plays away
against Conscructrol of Moldova, that return leg will be played in Israel

on August 22.

The raffle to determine the winners of

The Jerusalem Posts Jewish Olympics Trivia Quiz

will he held LIVE on Channel I’s IBA news
on Friday, August 2 at 4:30 pm.

The winners’ names will be published

in the August 4 edition of The Jerusalem Post.

I For Sale in Tel Aviv 1

\ Building with f
j open sea view!!!

I

1 62 Hayarkon St., plot of 600 sq.m, net %
m Building contains 34 spacious one-room apartments;

S rights for additional building. M
V An urban building plan has been

submitted by Tel Aviv Municipality, gI covering the construction of a 75 room hotel.

The building will be transferred to the buyer,

vacant and empty.

BAUHAUS LTD. Tel: 03-5244154. Fax: 03-5243308
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BUSINESS & FINANCE

'locks gain Friday UK down 37 on week° 47 WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP
WALL STREET REPORT

NEW YORK fAP) - Stocks post-

ed solid gains Friday, bin a sharp-

er rally stalled as the focus turned

from corporate profits to next

week’s potential minefield of eco-

nomic data.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-

age closed up 51.05 points to

5^473.06. just shy of its high for

the day.

The Nasdaq composite index

rose 14.73 to 1,077.12.

Bur although the latest earn-

ings news calmed the computer

industry worries that helped push

the market into a tailspin last

week, investors were too hesitant

over possible surprises in next

week’s economic data to establish

big positions going into the

weekend.

Most prominent are Tuesday's

report of the quarterly employ-

ment cast index and Friday’s rt

port on July's employment data.

Those readings should provide

important dues on whether com-

pany payroll costs are rising at a

clip that might force price

increases.

Advancing issues outnum-
bered dediners by nearly a 2-1

margin on the New York Stock

Exchange, wiih 1.555 up, 811

down and 782 unchanged.

NYSE volume totaled 349.S4

million shares at the close, vs,

403.61 million in the previous

session.

The NYSE's composite index

rose 2.50 to 340.87, and the Stan-

dard-and-Poor’s 500-stock index

rose 4.73 to 635.90.

The American Stock Ex-

change's market value index rose

6.56 to 539.15.

LONDON (Reuter) - A firm ear-

ly showing on Wall Street did lit-

tle to lift UK stocks out of their

end-of-week torpor in a quiet ses-

sion overshadowed by profit

downgradings and continued

worries over the US outlook. TTie

FTSE 100 index closed 11.4

points lower at 3,673.3. falling

37.2 on the week, with declining

stocks in the majority by five-to-

four.

TOKYO - The key Nikkei 225

average gained 241.06 points, or

1.15 percent, at 21,124.90, falling

351.39 points on the week.

JOHANNESBURG - The

overall index shed 20.6 points to

6.635.1 points, down 154 since

last week. The industrial index

was 26.8 points down at 7,845.9

points, losing 194.6 on the week

and the gold index off 0.8 points

to 1,743.9 points a fall of 45.2

from last Friday.

ZURICH - The all-share SPI

added 0.30 points to close at

2,275.49, a drop of 77.44 from

last week.

HONG KONG - The Hang

Seng index closed 1.40 points

lower at 10,705.57, a loss of

139.73 since last Friday.

Dollar recoups losses
CURRENCY REPORT

ends up for week
WALL STREET WEEK

NEW YORK (APj - In addition

to the making the obligatory test

drive and tire kick, many people

consult a mechanic or do some

research before buying a car.

But most consumers wouldn’t

use a mechanic recommended by

the car dealer or look for advice

in Ford's annual shareholder re-

port. The same common sense

would seem to apply to investing

- particularly with new stocks.

In fact, a growing number of

investors do shop around for ad-

vice on stocks - through TV,

magazines and the Internet - of-

ten giving tremendous sway to

those opinions coming from Wall

Street’s most venerable names.

But most people don’t know

many brokerage firms lead a dou-

ble life as investment banks; their

views can be as unrealistic as a

parent’s concerning a child, and
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not nearly as harmless.

Even without brokerage ad-

vice, the odds of making money
on initial public offerings, or

IPOs, aren’t favorable for the av-

erage investor.

“Seven out of 10 IPOs under-

perform the market in the two

years after they start trading.”

said Roni Micbaely, an assistant

professor at Cornell University,

who examined investment recom-

mendations for 391 IPOs in 1990

and 1991 with Kent Womack, an

assistant professor at Dartmouth.

On Friday, the Dow Jones in-

dustrial average rose 51.05 points

to 5.473.06, a gain of 46.24 on the

week.

The New York Stock Ex-
change composite index rose 2.50

to 340.87 on Friday, cutting its

loss for the week to 283. The

Standard and Poor's 500-stock in-

dex rose 4.73 to 635.90, leaving it

with a loss of 2.83 on the week.

The Nasdaq composite index,

which rose 17.05 to 1,079.44 on

Friday, lost 1S.74 on the week.

The American Stock Exchange's

market value index rose 6.56 to

539.15 on Friday, ending the

week with a loss of 8.61.

The Wilshire Associates Equi-

ty Index - which represents the

combined market values of all

NYSE, American, and Nasdaq
issues - ended the week at $6,220

trillion, up $49.82 billion from

last week.

A year ago the index siood at

$5,540 trillion.

NEW YORK (AP) - The dollar

rebounded Friday as investors

took profits from the week’s
gains by the German mark and

Japanese yen - and braced for a

rash of US economic data due

next week.

After a week that saw the dol-

lar buffeted against the marie and

yen, traders sought to square

their positions before the United

States unleashes a steady diet of

economic news.

At the close in New York, the

dollar traded at 108.37 yen, np

from 108.31 on Thursday. The

dollar traded at 1.4822 marks, np

from 1.4775. The British pound

was quoted at $1.5582, up from

$15577.
Gold in London closed at

$385.00 per ounce, up from

$384.75. Silver traded in London

at $5.09 a troy ounce, up from

$4.98.

Other late dollar rates in New
York, compared with late Thurs-

day: 1-2100 Swiss francs, up from

12047; 5.0300 French francs, up

from 5.0035; 1,517 Italian lire,

unchanged; and 13745 Canadian

dollars, down from 13747.

Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (20.6.96)

Currency (deposit for) 3 MONTHS 8 MONTHS 12 MONTHS
U.S. dollar ($250,000) 4.625 4.875 5.375

Pound sterling (El00,000) 4.000 4.000 4.250

German mark (OM 200,000) 1.875 1-875 2.375

Swiss franc (SF 200.000) 1.000 1 000 1.500

Yen (10 million yen) — — —
(Rates vary higher or lower than Indicated according to deposit)

Shekel Foreign Exchange Rates* (26-7.96)

CHECKS AND

Currency basket
U.S. dollar

German mark
Pound sterling

French franc

Japanese yen (100)
Dutch florin

Swiss franc

Swedish krona
Norwegian krone
Danish krone
Finnish mark
Canadian dollar

Australian dollar

S. African rand
Belgian franc (10)

Austrian scNlfing (

Italian lira (1000)
Jordanian dinar

Egyptian pound

Irish punt

Spanish peseta (1 00)

TRANSFERS BANKNOTES Rep.

Buy Sell Buy Sell Rates**

3.5426 3.5998 — — 3.5727

3.1417 3.1924 3.08 324 3.1680

2.1280 2.1624 2.09 220 21463
4.8910 4.9699 4.80 5.04 4.9307

0.6264 0.6386 0.61 0.65 0.632S

2.8947 2.9414 2.84 299 29205
1.8945 1.9251 1.86 1.96 1.9112

2.6072 2.6483 2.56 269 26290
0.4781 0.4859 0.40 0.50 0X620
0.4S41 0.5021 0.48 0.51 0.4984

0.5513 0.5602 0.54 0.57 0.5562
0.7012 0.7126 0.68 0.73 0.7069

2^840 2.3209 224 236 23029
2.4748 2.5148 2.43 255 24946
0-7052 0.7166 0.63 0.72 0.7115

1;0318 1.0485 1.01 1.07 .1-0409'

3.0237 3.072S 2.97 3.12 20510-
2.0627 2.0960 202 213 ; 20801
4.3700 4.6700 ' 4-37

"
4.67 42144—

-

0.8900 0.9700 0.89 0.97 02742
3.9951 4.0596 — 4.0305

5.0895 5-1716 5.00 525 5.1247

2.5030 2.5434 2.46 2.56 . 2.5255

•These rates vary according to bank. “Bank of Israel.

SOURCE: BANK LEUMf
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cantorial
Helen Kaye

CRITIC’S CHOICE

r
THE 500-strong Cantors.
Assembly of North America,
founded in 1 947 and dedicated

to the creation, restoration and
preservation of Jewish music,
has been having its congress in

Jerusalem along with the North
American Choir Festival. Now
they want to share with us.

“Halle! L’Yerushalayim,” a
song of praise for the city’s

3,000th birthday, will rise from
the throats of some of the
world's most famous cantors as
they sings ofJews' longing and
love for the Holy City.

Performers include Alberto
Mizrachi, David Propis,
Shimon Fadeash, Louis Danto
and Said -Zim who'll 'sing his

own “Israel's Prayer.” Menashe
Lev-Ran conducts the
Ra'anana Symphcmette. In the

Henry Crown Auditorium
tonight at 8:30.

Dr. Jonathan Miller examines ‘Insanity,' at 20:05 on BBC
World.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

TODAY’S afternoon conceit at the Kfar Blum fes-

tival focuses on the Schubert cycle, with addition-

al works by Hoffmann, Beethoven, Ries and
Hummel (5). The evening's concert (9) presents

chamber music, compositions by Rameau,
Cbausson, Henze, Takemitsu, Debussy,
Schumann, Dvorak and Brahms. Tomorrow’s
afternoon concert is devoted to Brahms's circle

with works by Raff, Reinecke, Goetz, Goldmark,
Joachim and Cara Schumann, while tomorrow's
evening concert is devoted almost entirely to Bach
with his Der Kunst der Fuge in a new version by
Yoav Taimi. Also on the program is Beethoven’s

Die Grosse Fuge.

Tonight's master class of the Israel Vocal Arts

Institute summer program is given by Sherrill

Milnes at the Israel Music Conservatory in Tel

Aviv (7).

TELEVISION

Ruth Kern

“I.DON’T trust anyone under 30.” a baby-boomer
friend recently remarked. Maybe that’s why it took

so long to warm up to Friends, the Gen-X comedy
about three guys (all sporting bad haircuts) and
three gals in the Big Apple, who drink a lot of cof-

fee and are “there” for each other through myriad
disappointments in love and career. For a long
time, the show was just a time-passer between
Seinfeld— also about the joys of hanging out, but
plotlessly post-modem - and workplace drama par
excellence E.R.

Then, despite the show's insistent cuteness and
mugging-as-acting, something funny happened.
Actually, a lot of funny things happened, and even
a reluctant viewer was laughing out loud. Really
loud. Now, with the formulaic Seinfeld losing its

edge, and EJ?. getting bogged down in Dr. Lewis’s
private woes. Friends may be the brightest 25
minutes on the air. Catch it at 9:15 p.m. on the

Family Channel, followed by the final episode in

the current season of EJR. at 9:40.

If you're not all that anxious to find out if Susan
Lewis gets over losing her niece, or if Nurse
Hathaway will stick by her medic boyfriend now
that she’s had to cover up for him. or if philander-

ing Doug Ross has finally found a woman he
wants to stick with, etc., etc., flip over to BBC
World at 10:05 for a physician of a very different

kind. In the first of his series Insanity, Dr Jonathan
Miller - one-time revue performer; director, tele-

philosopher and MD - explores the concept of
madness through case histories and literature. If

you’d rather watch E.R. to the bitiersweet end.

Insanity will be repeated on Wednesday at 6:05
p.m.

TELEVISION
CHANNEL 1

6:30 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise Hour
7:00 Good Momng Israel 7:30 Atlanta *96

EDUCATIONAL TV

8.-00 Aramaied senes on animals 8:30 Barak
ihe Wonder Dog 9:00 Gaya. Gal and Gih
9:15 Kalimaru 9:30 The Lmie Mermaid
10:00 Little Women 10:30 Vacafcn Srudo
13:00 Cartoon senes on animals 13:35
Katmaru

CHANNEL 1

13:30 Atlanta '96 16:59 A New Evening
17:32 Heartbreak High 18:15 News m
English
ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 2 Ports 4 Chrfdren - BBC comedy
senes 19:00 News in Arabic
HEBREW PROGRAMS
1931 Atlanta *96 KkOO Mabal News 21:00
Atlanta 96 00:00 News 00:05 Atlanta 96 Ul

630

CHANNEL 2

lOrtO Itz and Mdz 1030 A Boy Named
Charte Brown - cartoon 1235 Tush Tush
13:00 Wrthom Limas 14:00 Tck Tack 1430
AO Together Now 15.-00 Gene and the
Capon 1530 Dave’s Worid 16:00 The Bold
and the Beautiful 17:00 News maoazrte with

Rati Reshet 1730 46ABenby 18-00 Senora
19:00 Working G>1 1935 The Woes of

Ephraim - comedy series based on the writ-

ings of Ephraim Ktshon 2030 News 2030
Wheel of Fortune 2130 Prime Time 22:00
Murder One 22:58 24 Hours won Yaron
London 00:00 News 00:05 A SmaB Place
0035 MoonSght 135 Beadles Abound 230
On the Edge erf the Shell

JORDAN TV

15.-03 The Mask 15:03 Here'S Lucy 15:55
Otympc Games 19:00 News in French
19:10 Otympc Games 22:00 News in

English 22:20 Olympic Games 6:10
Closedown

MIDDLE EAST TV

10:00 Changed Lives 10:30 Lighthouse
11:30 Hour ol Power 12:30 Central
Message 13.-00 Love Wbnh Findng 14:00
Benny Him 1430 John Osteen 15:00 In

Touch 16:00 Light lor all Nations 16:30
Odyssey 17:00 Live at Shadow Mountain
Chuch - an evening of Southern aospel
music 1830 Beverly Hifaltes 1930 Bob
Newhart 1930 Rhonda 20:00 Reminaon
Steele 21:00 Cats’ Eyes 22:00 HiO Street

Bites 23:00 Lou Giant

CABLE
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ACROSS
1 Where one may fall asleep

out ofboredom? (7) .

5 He may remove people
from unfriendly ball f7)

9 You can put this in your
pipe and smoke it (7)

10 Get too big for one’s boots?

(7)

11 Went over jazz setting for

poem (9)

12 Get -older—about 49—but
physically nimble (5)

13 Harry losing the right 'to

distinctive emblem (5)
'

15 A popular soldier, by and
large (2;7)

17 No excuse for dirt in such a
programme? (4*5)

19 Pulls turfback (5)

22 Brieftime withthe Irish (5)

23 Soldiers enter plane, a
cargo carrier (9)

25 Boy conceals scheme to see
part of Scandinavia (7)

26 Command to surrender
and push off (5.2)

27 Reluctance to throw at
bead (7)

28 The bar is swinging (7)

DOWN
1 Home fixture—City

‘ bringing up objection (7)

2 Very experienced
fingerprint taker? (3,4)

3 Where to put chalk, given

the signal (2.3)

4 Hooch? Nonsense! (9)

5 Wide, for a minor way? (5)

6 Ran United badly, having
no coaching (9)

4* Li

7 Porter may transmit
infection (7)

8 Unfairly small helping of
steak tartare? (3,4)

14 Clear former wife over one
charge (9)

16 It used to tear through
rigging, and could make
other gaps (9)

17 Meets bill for old furniture
(7)

16 A prize that is degenerate
(7)

20 Performer whose part is

terrible, though not
entirely (7)

21 Reservation carries little

weight (7)
23 Loses colour from sofa

designed to keep it (5)
24 Gone oat to get a rich calc<»

(5)

SOLUTIONS
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Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Wreck. 4 Looae. 10
Silence. 11 Ideal, IS Large, 13
Lighten, 16 Root, 17 Onita, IS
EaSer, SS Lump, 35 Galleon, 27
Plant, 29 Blade, 30 Examine, 31
Acute, 32 Adder.
DOWN: 2 Baler, 3 Convert. 5
Owing, 6 Spectre. 7 Psalm, 8 Hello.
9 Slant, 14 Item, 16 Onto, lSMoQaae,
20 Aprplaod. 21 Agree. 23 Under. 24
Steer, 28 Event, 28 Abide.

ITV3 (33)

16:00 News 16:15 Zohara and the
Unknown Man 17:00 Weekly Column - wnh
Arabic subtitles 18.-00 Amores 1930 News
in Arabic 1930 Today - News m Russan
20:00 Mabal news 20:15 Teiekessel 21:15
The Mayor ol Casteibridge 22:05 Dancing

-

documentary series 23:05 Imemalional

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are charged at

NIS28.08 per Ine, Including VAT. insertion

every day of the month costs NtS520.65
per One, including VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UMVERSTTY. Tours ol the Mount
Scopus campus, in Engteh, dady Sun.-

Thur., 11 am. from Bronlman Reception

Centra. Sherman Administration Bldg.

Buses 4a, 9. 23. 26. 28. For into, call

882819;HADASSAH.. Visa the Hadassah
instaBaiions._ChagalL .Windows._TfiL 02-

416333,03-778271.

TEL AVIV
Museuns
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and Anton
Roland-Rosenberg Colection 24 master-

pieces by modem artists. Fauvram. Wild

Beasts. Jose! Beuys: Drawings and
Objects. Prims: new acquisitions. New
Honzons: Sculpture. Yaacov Dorchin:

Blocked Wei.' Face to Face. The Museum
Collections. HELENA RUBINSTEIN PAVIL-
ION FOR CONTEMPORARY ART. I Am
You Artists Against Violence: 20 posters.

Hours Weekdays 10 am.-6 pm Tue. 10
arn-10 pm Fn. 10 am.-2 p.m. SaL 10 3
pm Meyertioft Art Education Center, TeL
6919156-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-8374253.

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Kupat Holim Clald, Straus A,

3 Avigdori. 670-6660: Balsam, Salah e-

Din, 627-2315; Shualai, Shualat Road,
581-0108; Dar Aldawa, Hertxrs Gale,
628-2058.
Tel Aviv: Ben-Yehuda, 142 Ben-Yehuda,

JabOtinsky. 125 Ibn Gvircrf. 546-2040. Till

midnight Superphamn Ramai Aviv. 40
Einstein, 641-3730; London Minisiore

Superpharm, 4 Shaul Hametech. 696-
0115.
Ra’anana-Kfar Sava: Silvia. 182
Weizmann. Kfar Sava 765-5581.
Netanya: Kupat Holim Clalit, (until mid-

nigtil) 8 Raael, 603549; (after midnighi)

31 Brodetzky. 623121.
Krayot area: Nivpnarm Aia. 59
Ha’atzmauL Kiryat Ata. 845-7005.
Haifa: Hanassi. 33 Hanassi. 833-3312.
Herzliya: Clal Pharm. Beil Merkazim, 8
Maskd (cnr. Sderot Hagalrm), Herzliya

Pituah, 558472, 558407. Open 9 a.m. to

midnight
Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm. Lev Hair
Mall, 570468. Open 9 am to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shaare Zedek (Internal,

obstetrics. ENT); Bkur Holim (surgery);

Hadassah Ein Kerem (orthopedics, pedi-

atrics. ophthalmology).
Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics): Tel Aviv
Medical Center (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniada

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911
(English) m most pans ol ihe country. In

addition:
Ashdod* 6651 333 Klar Sava- 902222
Ashketan 6551332 Nahartya’ 9912333
Beersheba' 6274T67 Nelanya' 604444
Beil Shemesh 6623133 Pelah Titcva

- 93m 1

1

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Fieldanimab (5)

+ 4 Width (7)

8 Robbers 1.7)

9 Artist’s stand (5)

10 European
' mountain (5)

11 Lithe (7)

. 13 Overwhelmed (4)

16 Nothing much (6)

17 Young bird ofprey
(6)

20Jump (4)

22 Entreaties (7)

24 Self-important (5)

26 Acted as a model

27^?ew<7)
28 Highest mountain

(7)

29 Apparel (5)

DOWN
1 Most heated (7)

2 Regretting (5)

3A few (7)

4 Busyness (6)

5 Largejugs (5)

6 Devastate (7)

7 Cut in two (5)

12 Notion 14)

14 Healthy (4)

16 Deadlock (7)

18 Put to use (7)

19 News (7)

21 Accompany< 6)

22 Plenty (5)

23 Bad (ofan egg) (5)

25 Oily fruit (5)

Dan fi^aon" 5733333
Blar 6X32444
Haifa- 8512233
jetusalem- 523133
Kamver 9985444

Rahovoi- 3451333
Rtenon- 9642333
Sated 920333
TeJ Avw- 5460111
TBxsrtas’ 792444

- Mobile intensive Cam Una (MICU) service n
me area, around me doOc.

Medical help tor tourists (in English)
177-022-9110 *

The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-852-9205. 24 hours
a day. for information in case of poeonmg.
Eran - Emotional First Aid. 1201, also:

Jerusalem 561-0303, Tel Aviv 546-nn
(children/youlti 696-1113). Haila 867-
2222/3, Beerehaba 649-4333. Neianya
625110, KarmJel 988-8770. Kfar Sava
7674555, Hadera 346789.
Wtzo hotlines tor battered women 02-

651-4111. 03-546-1133 (also m Russian).

07-637-6310. 08-855-0506 (else* in

Amharicj.

Rape Crisis center (24 hours), Te! Aviv

523-4819. 544-9191 (men). Jerusalem
625-5558. Haifa 853-0533. EifeH 633-
1977.

Hadassah Medical Organization - Israel

Cancer Association support serves 02-

6247676).

Crime 00:00 Closedown

ETV 2(23)

15:30 vacation Time 18:00 Alpine Academy
18:30 Weekend irpt irom Friday;

19:00 Zomotf 19:30 Pctrn ot View - maga-
zine in Russian 20:00 A New Evening. ,vHh
Russian submits 20:30 Zombs Bu&ne&s
21:00 Rea Sorghum t ;9£3; - a man m main-
land China leiis the son/ ol his oeauirful

qrandmothe- in :ne years ol her pre-
Commums youth. VAh oong Lx Directed by
Zhang Yimou i90 mms.i 22:35 Star Trek:

The Ned Generation 23:10 Mother and Son

B FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

&00 Setera - drama irpri 9:00 One Lrfe lo
Live (w 9:45 The Young and me Restless
(rpa) 10:30 Days ol Ojr Lrves irpu 11^0
Perla Negra lirptt 12:10 Neighbors (rpi)

12:35 Dallas frpt) 13-JO Staring a: 1:30
14:05 21 Jump Sireet 14:55 Seteis 15:50
Days of Our Lives 16:40 Irfe<ghtx»s 17:10
Daflas 18.-00 One Ufe to Lme 18:45 The
Young and the Redness 1930 WKRP tn

Orannsu 20:00 Perta Negra 20£0 Semfekf
21:15 Friends 21:40 E.R - final episode
22:30 Tha O&nr 23:20 VVhgs 23:45
Melrose Place 0035 Swee* Justce 1^5
Rosie O’Neill

MOVIE CHANNEL

11^0 Spring Fever |1953| - a young gin

mes io become a terms star, while undergo-
ing me pangs ol adolescence. VAh Susan
Anton <95 rnms.) 13:10 Heart Beat (1946) -
lady ptckpxke: and diplomat tall «i love.

With Ginger Rogers: and Jean Pierre
Aumorn. (100 mms.) 14:50 Movie News
14:55 Mad lor Ads 15:30 My Bovfnend’s
Back (1990) - Three *0s singers give a
benedfl concert, but :ne reunion elicits mined
leetings. With Sandy Duncan. Judith ught.
JiS Eicenberry. (69 rwis.j 17:05 Final Appeal
(19931 (rpt) 18:40 Aloha Summer 1 1958)

-

six youngsters spend a summer in Hawaii
and discover the wcrtds d love and tnend-
shp. 20^5 Russor. Pizza Blues (1992.
Danish) - comedy showing fragments of life

ol passenqers on e bus one night in

Copenhagen (86 mms.; 22:00 Fmaf
Combination (1993) - An LA cop seels the

murderer of two youngwomen ir> a mcrfei (39
mins. I 23:35 Serpent and rhe Ramtow
(1938) - Amercan a.-nhrcpofc>gist goes to
Ham to deccver me secret XiMoo potion of

life and c>scomes entangled wtfi the corrupt

local rulers. Wah Bill Pullman and Cathy
Tyson (93 mins i 1:10 Killing l/wd
(I990l|rpq 2:45 Friday the ij:h (3i (l982i -

Jason the zombie terrorces summer camp
children (91 mr&i .

CHILDREN (6)

6JO Cartoons 8:00 Maya ihe Bee 8:30 The
Foresi ol Wishes 9:00 Tales erf me 3c Wool
9:40 Little Monsters 10:15 HeaihcMie 10:50
VR Troopers 11:25 Kirit 12:05 Rocko'S
Modem Life 12^45 Ammariiacs 13:00 Harry

and the Hendercons 13:30 Hugo 14:00
Chcmtrfas 14:45 Lxney Tunes 15:10 Utile

Monsters (tpl) 15:45 Heaihcfcfle (ipt) 16:25
VR Troopers (rpi) 17:00 Kirk (rpt) 17:40
Recto's Modem Ub (rpii 1Br2Q Ammaniacs
(rpt) 18^0 Harr/ and the Hendersons 19:00
Hugo (rpt) 19-JO Three’S Company 20:00
Mamed wah Children 20:25 Roseanne
2050 The Ren and Stmtpy snow 21:05 Big
Brother Jake 21 :30 Drop the Dead Donkey

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22.-00 La Vie de Boherr n99l. Finnoh-
French-Svrtcksh-Gonrani -Stce-oi-Ue Mm
about ar. Abaman refugee anfet a French
poet and an insn musouan who meet m Pans
ana enter into complex retetams with two
women. Wah Mara PeUonpaa. EveJyoe CMi.
Andre Wilms. Kan Uaananen. Directed by
AKi Kaunsmaki. (96 rmns.i 00:10 The Rise ol

Cathenne me Great 11934) - Historical

drama erf the princess erf Austria married 10

me despotic Czar Peter, who eventuaBy
became Czarma of Russia With Douglas
Fairtunks Jr.. Elisabeth Bergner. (B9 rrans.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open Umveisny 12:00 Younq Freud
irpt) 13:00 Amazing Amenta (rpt) 13:30 The
Nan Step (rpt) 14:00 Open University 16:00
Young Freud irpU 17:00 Amazrtg Amenca
(rpti 17:30 The Next Step (rpi 1 18:00 Open
Umversiry 20:00 The Nature of Things 21:00
Human and Nature 22:00 Beyond 2000
22:30 Ultrasoence - invaders: how mans
actions upset the eeofcigicaJ balance ol earth
23:00 The Maiure erf Things (rpi) 23:45 Open
Urcversdv

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 The Selina Scon Show 7:00 Insrie

Russia 7:30 NBC News 8:00 The Best ot

Europe 2000 8:30 Executive Lriestyfes 9:00
Indurations 10:00 ITN Mews Live 10:30 Air

Corioat 11 JO Portraits ol the Century -

Generalissimo Franco 13:00 the
McLaughlin Group 13:30 The Best ol

Europe 2000 14:00 The Fast and the Best
14:30 How to Succeed in Business 15:00
Gtfeiie Sports Magazine 15^0 Horse
Racing Magazine 16:00 PGA Toumamenl
Gob 17:00 Gymnastics - NCAA College
Fnals 18:00 tfeel me Press 19:00 rfN
tow Ltj-? 19:30 Hoiday Destmafons 20:00
V/ine Express: Spain 20:30 The Best of the

Seine Scon Show 21:30 Cdebraie wah
Haydn. Mth Poer Ustinov 22:30 ITN News
23:00 KB Mn-Socoer Cup 00:00 The
TornQht Show with Ja-/ Leno I^X) The Late
Show v.ith Conan O'Brien 2:00 TaPw" Jazz

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies n Mouon 7:30 Basic Training

16:00 Ecdies in Mouon 16:30 Dangerous
Games (rpi) 17:00 Gam-; to Order - Israeli

soccer [rph 18:00 Indycar Racing upn 19:00
DamercoiS Games 19:30 Hoi Wheels 20:00
Soccer 22:00 Larger Than Life - sumo
wrestling 23:00 Game to Order - Israeli bas-
ketball 00:00 Futbcrf Americas

EUROSPORT

6:45 'Diympic Hic^i Jumprg (rpi) 700 Good
fjloming Atlanta 7:30 Of/mpc High Jumping
<rpt) 8:00 Good Morning Atlanta (rpt) 8:30
Good Morning Atlanta (rpt) 9*)0 Ofympc
High Jumping (rpti 10:00 Olympic BcyOe
Racng (rpt) 10:30 Car Racing: Grand Pnx
Irom Germany, warm-ups - live 11:00
Ofympc Field and Track 13:00 Team Spira -

team sports 14:00 Car Racing: Grand Pnx
Irom Germany, warm-ups (rpt) 14:30 Car
Racing Grand Pnx from Germany, the race
- live 17:00 Olympic Rowing - Ihe 19:15
Olympic Bcycle Racing 20:30 Olympic
Kayaiang / Canoeing - bve 21:00 Otympc
News Summary 21:30 Olympic Beach
VoAeybal - five 22:00 Olympic Soccer- hve

00:00 OlvmpC Weight Lifting - Ike 00:45
ATP Tennis Tournament irom Auana 2:30
CHyrnpc Special - summaries, results, news
3:00 CWyrrpc Wresllir.g - live 5:00 Ofympc
Track and Field - trve

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 WWF Wresting 6:30 FuiOOt Mondial
7:00 Asian Spons Presentation 7:30 Car
Racing Formula 1 - Word Champtonsrup
(git) 8:30 Gott Lcok at PGA Toumamert
9:00 waier Specs 9:30 Soccer India Cup
11:30 Professional Beach Soccxi. Marseilles
12:30 Tennis. ATP Toumarreni 14:30 Car
Racing: Formula 1 - World Champcnship
Irom Germany - Ir/e 17:00 Gc-B: European
Round 1 <k30 US Boxing Competitions 20:30
Thailand Boxing 21:30" Rugby from japan
22:30 GcrfT Look at the FK3A Toumamem
23:00 Asian S*xxrer Show 00:00 Tennis
ATP Toumamem 2:00 Asian Scons
Presentation

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:30 Honzon - sconce
magazine upt) 7:20 Britain m \fev /rpt) 8-^5

Inda Busmess Report (rpi) 9^0 Tnis Vrfeek

(rpi) 10:05 Correspondent 11:30 Building

Sights (rpt) 12:30 Auaion (rpi) 13:05
Everyman - world religions (rpi) 14:20 The
An Marathon (rpt) 15:05 inside Burma (rpti

16:05 Breakfast with Frost 17:15 Crfymprc

Repcn 17^0 Tcp Gear (rpf) 18:05 Horizons
(rpi) 19-.20 Report irom Earth 19^0 Time
Out Food and Dnnk (rpt) 21X20 Brtain on
View (ipt) 21^0 Window on Europe (rpt)

22:05 insanny - documentary wah Dr.

Jonathan Mdler 23:15 Report from in*

Otympcs 23:30 The Comenders. Atlanta 96
- documentary 00:00 World Business

Report

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Mommg Concai 9:05 Mendelssohn:
String quartet in A minor op 13£ (Daniel Oti;

Schubert Piano sonata m B flat D969 iA
Fished: Rodngo: Conoeno Pastorale tor

flute and "c-rch: Rrmsky-koraakov-
Scheneraja-Je ilPO/Mehta); Tchaihovskv.
Francesca da Rimini (NYPO-Bemsteiri?
12:00 Ught Classical - uansoipinns of

excerpts fiom Mozart operas 13:00 An,si erf

the Week - Claudio Arrau, piano Chopin.
Variations, m B llai on theme Irom Mozart’s
Magic Rule: Schubert Wanderer Fantasy m
C op 15 D760; Bach: Chromanc Faniasy
and Fugue in D minor BWV 903 14:06
Encore 15:00 Organ works by Bach, .luan

Caba rules. Mendeissorm. Brahms. Been
16:00 Muse for Sunday - Bach: Caniaia no
136, Magnifcat n D; Foulenc: Ouaire peloes
pneres de Saint Frangois d

-

Assist 17:00
Voice ot Muse in Upper Galilee - live broad-

cast Irom Kfar Blum. Works by E.T.A.

Hoflmann, Beelhoven. Ferdinand Rits.

Schubert. Hummel 19:05 I'rfew CDs - Bach:
English Stile no 3 in F minor (Maria Joao
Pues); Bruno Waiter conducts - Haydn:
Symphony no 96 fNYPO): Bruckner
Symphony no 7 21:00 Vote of Music *1

Upper GaMee - We broadcast foim Ktar

Blum. Works by Rameau. Chausscn.
Henze. Debussy ±23:00 Sounds to End ihe

Day

CRITIC’S CHOICE
JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Dead Man Waking 5 *
Lovesick rai Nana Street 7:15 Eat
Drtnk, Man, Woman 9:30 * Carravaggto
9-J30 G.G. GIL Jerusalem Mall (MafhaJ w
788448 Mission Impossible 11 am. 1:30.

4:30, 7:15, 9:45 * Ripper 11 am. 1:30.

4:45, 7:1 5 * Cutthroat Island 1 1 am.. 1 30.

430. 7:15, 9:45 * The Birdcage 7;i5. 10 *
The Little Princess 11 am. i:30. 4:45 *
The Babysitters H am.. i :30. 4:45. 7:15.

9:45 * White Squad 11 am. 430. 7:15. 10
* To Die For 7:iS, 9:45 * Primal Fear 10
* Babe (English dialogue) 7:15 + Babe
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am . 1.30. 4:30

Who’s the Fattier 11 am.. 1:30. 4:45
JERUSALEM THEATER 20 Marcus Sl c
617167 Pagemaster 5 * Nelly et M.
Amaud 7 * Rirt 9:30 RAV CHEN 1-7tr

792799 Credit Card Reservations^
794477 Rav-Mecher Building. 19 Ha’oman
SL. Talpicrf The Hunchback ot Noire Dame
(English dialogue) 7:30, 9:45 * The Rock
11 a.m., 4:45, 7:i5. 9:45 * Johnny
Mnemonic*Siolen Hears 7:30. 9:45 *
The Juror 9:45 * Leon 1 * JumanJI 11

am. 1.5, 7:30, 9:45 * Restoration 9:45 *
It TakesTwo 11 ara. 1. 5.7:30 * Nowand
Then 1 1 am.. 5. 7:30 * Toy Story (Hebrew
dialogue) 11 am., 5 * The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue)*Swan
Princess 11 am. 1, 5 SEMADAR «
618168 Trainspotting 8. 10 * Shanghai
Triad 6 * Lemon Coffee 4 MEVASSERET
ZION G.G. GIL Mission Impossible H
am.. 4:45. 7:1 5. 9:45 * Fargo 9:45 * My
Mother the General 4:45 * Executive
Decisor 11 am. 7:15
TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak SL =
5772000 A Summer In La Gouiette 5, 7:45,

9:45 E.T. 7 * The Celluloid Closet 9-BO.

11:30 DIZENGOFF » 5172923 Cutthroat
tstancMWhrte Squall 11 am.. 1, 5:15, 7:45.

10 + Leaving Las Vegas 1. 3. 5:15. 7:45,

10 DRIVE IN Before and After 10 * The
Golden Mall Gang 8 * Sex Rim 12 md-
ncht GAN HAIR n 5279215 71 tort GabiroJ

Sl PriscHla 2^0. 7:30. 9:45 GAT Stolen
Hearts 230. 5. 7:30, 9.45 G.G. HOD 1-4 »
5226226 Hod Passage. 101 DizengoffSLTo
Die For 730, 10 Ripper 11 am. 130.

5

*The Babysitters 11 arru 130.5.730.10
* American Quilt 10 * Babe (EngBsh dia-

logue) 730 * Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11

am, 5 * Fargo 5. 730, 10 * Mission
Impossible 11 a.m., 130 LEV 1-4 *r

5288288 Trainspotting 12:15. 230, 5:15,

7:45, 10 * Little Princess 11 am., 1. 2:45.

430. 630 * Shanghai Triad 8. 10 *
Antonia’s Line 3:15. 5:15. 7:30. 10 *
Lemon Coffee 11 am. * The Secret of

Roan fnish 11:15 am.. 1;15. 5:15, 7:30. 10
* Shanghai Triad 1:15. 3:15 G.G. PE'ER
Mission Imposstote 1 1 am.. 1 30. 5, 7:30,

10 w To Die ForffFargo 5, 7:30. 10 *
Kansas City 10 * Babe (Eng&sh dialogue)

7:30 * Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am. 1.

5 * The Perez Family 10 * The Little

Princess 11 am. 5, 730 * My Mother the
General 1:30 RAV-CHEN* 52B2288
Dizengotf Center The Rock 7:i5. 945
Jumanjl 11 am.. 1. 3. 515. 7:30. 9:45 *
The Hunchback of Notre Dame fEnghsh
dialogue) 730. 9:45 * The Hunchback of
Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue

)

11 am, 1,

3. 5* Swan Princess 11 am.. 1,3,5*Tel
Aviv Stories 4 it TakesTwo 11 am. 1.3.

5 * Now and Then 11 am. 1, 3. 5. 7:30.

945 The Juror 7:30. 9-45 * Dracula.
Dead and Loving It 11 am.. 1.5 * Johnny
Mnemonic 7:30, 9:45 Now and Than 11

am. 1. 3, 5, 7:30, 9:45 RAV-Oft 1-5 w
5102674 Opera House II

Postino*Resloratlon«Richard msstar
Man 230, 5, 730. 945 * Devil in a Blue
Dress 5, 730. 9:45 * Late Summer Blues
£30 G.G. TAYELET 1-3 * 5177952 2 Ycna
Hanavi Sl Mission impossible 730.

1

0 *
Sense and Sensibility«TVvefve Monkeys
7:15, 10 G.G. TEL AVIV tr 5281161 65
Pmsker SL Mission Impossible 5, 7:30. 10
* Primal Fear 7:i5. 10 * The Birdcage 5.

730.10
HAlfcA
CINEMA CAFE AMAMI » 8325755 II

Postlno 7:15, 9:15 * Shanghai Triad 915
ATZMON 1-5 w 8673003 Mission
lmpossibte*Sense aid SenstbintyeThe
BirdcageAPrimal Fear 4:15. 6:45. 9:15 *
American Quilt 430. 7. 915 CINEMA
CAFE MORIAH = 8242477 Trainspotting

7:30, 9:30 CINEMATHEQUE * 8383424
Jefferson fn APris 7 * Dave 9:30
GLOBEOTY To Die For 730, 10 * Ripper
11 am, 130, 5 * Cutthroat Island 11 am.
1:30. 5. 7:30, 10 + Mission
Impossible•Babysitters 11 am. 1:30. 5.

7:30. 10 * Baba lEngbsh dialogue) 730 +
Babe (Hebrew diafcguei it am. 5 OHLYw
8381866 Restoration 7. 9:15 PANORAMA
1-3 * 8382020 Cutthroat Island 4:30. 7.

930 * Little Princess 11 am, 1 *
Flipper*Babe 11 am. 1. 4:30. 7 *
F3rgo*Whrte Squad 930 RAV-GAT 1-2 tr

8674311 The Rock 11 am. 4:30. 7.930*
Johnny Mnemonic 930 * Jumanji 11

am. 4:45. 7 RAV-MOR 1-7 * 8416B98The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (English dia-

logue) 7:15, 930 * The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrewdotaguein am, i . 5
* Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am. 1,

5 * The Juror 915 * ft Takes Two 11 am,
1, 5. 7 * Restoration 7. 930 * The Rock
n am, 430. 7, 930 * Stolen Hearts 7.

9:15 * Jumanji 11 am.. i;15, 4:45, 7, 915
* Lean 1 + Johnny Mnemonic 7. 930 *

Swan Princess 11 am.. 1. 5 * Now and
Then 11 am. 5 RAV-OR 1-3 * 8246553
Stolen HeartsOTha Hunchback ol Notre
Dame (Enghsn dialogue) 7, 915 The
Hunchback ol Notre Dame (Hebrew dia-

logue' 11 am. 1, 5 * Swan Princess 11

am. 1. 4:45 * It Takes TVro 11 am. 4:45.

7 * The Juror 915 * Leon 1

AFULA
RAV CHEN W 6424047 Mission
Impossible 7. 930 * The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (En&tsh dialogue) 7. 9:30 *
The Golden Mail Gang 11 am * The
Rock 7. 9:30 * Jumanji 5 * The
Hunchback ot Notre Dame (Hebrew dta-

fcguereit Takes TWo 1 1 am. 5
ARAD
STAR tr 950904 The Juror 7:45, 10 * Toy
Story'(Hebrew dialogue) 1 1 :30 am. 5:30 *
Johnny Mnemonic 11 :30 am.. 7:45. 10
ARIEL
ARIEL Uttle Giants 6
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL « 8647202 The
BabyslttersM=lipper 11 am, 5. 7:30. 10 *
The Rock 7:15. 10 * Swan Princess
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, 5 * Johnny
Mnemonic 10 * It Takes Two 11 am. 5.

7:30 * White Squall 10 * Cutthroat Island

4:30. 7:15 GcG- OR] 1-3« 711223 The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew dta-

feguejeMtsskxi Impossible 11 am. 5.

7:30. 10 * Babe (Engksh dialogue) 7:30 *
Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, 5
ASHKELON
GLG. GIL * 729977 Mission
lmpossible#The Babysitters*Flipper 11

am. 5. 7:30. 10 * Cutthroat Island 5. 730.
10 * White Squall 10 * Babe (English dia-

logue) 7:30 * Babe (Hebrew tiatoaue) 1

1

am, 5 RAV CHEN » 711223 The
Hunchback ot Notre Dame (English da-
fcgueWRestoration 730. 9:45 *
Johnny Mnemonic 5. 730, 945 * The
Rock 7:15, 9:45 * The Juror 945 *
Jumanji*Swan PrincessCThe
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew cfe-

kgue) n a.m„ 5 *-Leon H
am. * It Takas Two 11 am. 5, 730
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN * 5531077 The Hunchback of
None Dame (EngS&n dialogue) 730, 945 +
Mission Impossible 11 am. 4:45. 7:30.
9:45 * Stolen Hearts 730. 9:45 * The
Rode 7:i5. 945 * Johnny Mnemonic
7:30. 945 * Leon 1 * Cutthroat Island
9:45 * H Takes TWO 11 am. 1. 5. 7:30 *
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew
dialogueJ*Swan Princess*FIipperiM3abe
(Hebrew ebatoguef 11 am, 1.5* Jumanji
11 am, 5. 730

'

HADERA
LEV 1-4 Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 10:30
am, 1230, 4:30 * Babe (English dialogue)

6:30 * White Squall 730, 1(5 * Toy Story
1030 am. * Mission impossftle 4:45, 8.

10 + The Hunchback ot Notre Dame
(Hebrew dialogue) 1030 am. 1230. 4:45,

6:30 rfr Trainspotting 8:15. 10 * Jumanji
1930 am, 1230, 430. 6:30 * The Rock
7:15. 10
HERZLIYA
COLONY CINB4A 1-2 (MANDARIN) t
6902666 Devil in Blue Dress 6. 8. 10 +
Fargo 8. 10 * Lovesick on Nana Street 6
DANIEL HOTEL Nelly et M. Amaud 8.

1015 « Babe (English del-ague/ 6 STAR=
589068 The Rock 8. 1930 * Ripper n
am, 4:30. 6:30 The Hunchback of
Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue

)

11 am. ),

4:30. 6:15 * Mission impossible 5:45. 8.

1915 * The Hunchback ot Notre Dame
(English dalogue) 8:15 * Kansas City
1915 * Tel Aviv - Los Angeles 1 * Little

Princess 1:15 * Babe (Hebrew cfetogue)
11 am. 4
KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 » 887277 The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (English dotogue) . 7:lS. 930
* itTakes two 1 1 a.m, 5 * The Rock 6:45.

9:30 * The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am. 5 * Johnny
Mnemonic 930 * The Golden Man Gang
1 1 am. * Jumanji 5.

9

KFAR SAVA
G_G_ GIL «7677370 Mission Impossible 5,

7:30. 10 * H Takes Two 11 am. * My
Mother the General 1:30 * Babe (English

dialogue) 7:30 * Babe (Hebrew
rbaJogueiWhe Hunchback ol Notre Dane
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, 1:30. 5 * The
Hunchback of Noire Dame (English dia-

logue) 730. 10 * The Babysitters 11 am,
l30. 5. 730. 10 * TrairtspottingdTo Die
For 7:30. 10 * Cutthroat lsland«Swan
Princess It am. 1:30.5 * The Rock 7:15.

10 * Ripper 11 am, 1:30.

5

KIRYATBIALIK
G.G. KIRYON 1-9 779166 White
SqualWThe Babysitters*Mlsston
Imposslbie*Cutthroat IslandQThe
Birdcage n am. 4:45. 7. 930 * Primal
Fear 7. 930 * Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue)
n am. 4:45 * Trainspottlng»To Die For
7, 9:30 * Uttie Princess 11 am, 4:45 *
Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am. 4:45. 7 *
A Bit of Luck 4:45 * American Quilt 930
-* Flipper 11 am, 7 4- Who's the Father 11

am, 4:45

KIRYAT ONO
MATNASLeon 1

KIRYAT SHEMONA
G.G. GIL * 6905080 Mission Impossible
11 am, 4:30. 7. 930 * American Quilt

930 * Tha Hunchback of Noire Dame
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am.. 430. 7 * The
Rock 7. 930 * Swan Princess n am.
4:30

STAR Jumanji 11 am . 5. 7:30. 10 *
Mission Impossible 11 in, 7:30. 10 *
Johnny Mnemonic 730. 10 * Toy Story
(Hebrew dalogue) 5
NAHARJYA'
HECHAL HATARBUT Toy Story (Hebrew
dialogue) S * fl Postino 830
NESSZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 tr 404729 Mission
Impassible II am. 130. 5. 7:30. 10 *
Cutthroat Island 11 am, 1:30, 4:30. 7 15.

10 *To Die For 7:30. 10* Flipper 11 am,
1:30. 5 * The Perez Family 10 * Babe
(English dalogue) 7:30 * Babe (Hebrew
dialogue) 11 am, 1:30.5
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 * 625452 Mission
lmposslble#The Babysitters 11. am. 5.

7:30=W=* Ripper«QrtttWaJFfeSTd ft

am . 5. 7:30 * Trainspotting islandHTo
Die For 10 * Babe (English deloguel 7.30
* Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am. 5 RAV
CHEN The Rock /:1o. 9:45 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (English dia-

logue) 7-30. 930 * Stolen Hearts 7;30.

9:45 Restoration 7:30. 9:45 * The
Golden Mail Gang 1 * The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue*Swan
PrinceeMt Takes Two 11 am. i. 5 *
Jumanji 11 am, 5
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL Who’s the Father 5. 7:30. TO *
Mission ImpossibMWhile Squall 11

am, 5. 7:30. 10 * The Perez Family 10 *
Babe (Hebrew dalogue) 11 am. 5. 7:30

PETAH T1KVA
G.G. HECHAL Mission Impossible 7:30.

10 * Flipper*Babe (‘Mabretv dialogue)

•The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew
dialogue) 11 am. 5 + The Rock 7:i5, tO *
The 'Hunchback of Notre Dame (EngSsh
dialogue) 7:30. 10 G.G. RAM 1-3 * 9340818
The Juror 10 * American Quilt 10 *
JumanjWBabe (English dialogue) 5. 7.30 *
Johnny Mnemonic 7:30. 10 * The
San’anani Family 5
RA’ANANA
PARK Johnny MnemonicSThe Rock 7:30.

1915 * Mission Impossible 5. 730, 10:15
* The Hunchback of NoireDame (English

dialogue) 7:30. 1915 * Babe ll30am.5
* Jumanji n 30 am, 3. 5. 7:30 * it Takes
Two 1130 a.m, 3. 5 * The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue) 1130 am.
3. 5 * The Golden Mall Gang 3 * Swan
Princess (Hebrew dialogue) 11:30 am, 3.

5

* White Squall 10;15 CIN-MOFET
Shanghai Triad 830
RAMATGAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 * 6197121 The Rock 7:15.

9-45 * The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(English dalogue) 7:30. 945 * Restoration

945 * Jumanji 11 am,, 1. 5. 730 * Stolen

Hearts 730. 9:45 * The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrew diah?gue)*Swan
PrincessWtTakesTWo 11 am. 1.3.5RAV-
OAStS 1-3 » 6730687 Mission Impossible
11 am, 5. 730. 9:45 * Johnny Mnemonic
730. 945 * Leon 5 * Cutthroat Island 9:45

* Babe (Eng6sh dalogue) 7:30 * Toy Story
(Hebrew deogue) 11 am. * Babe (Hebrew
dialogue) 11 am, 5
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Trainspotting 8. 10 * Toy Story
iEnglish dialogue) 6:30 * Toy Story
(Hebrew deloguel 1 1 am, 5
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 » 362864 Mission Impossible
5:15. 7:30. 10 * Passover Fever 11:15
am, 4:30. 7:45 * To Die For 9:45 * Utile

Princess 11:15 am. * Trainspotting 6 15.

10. 12:15: 6:15, 10 * Babe (Hebrew dzi-

togue

)

11 am. 530 * Babe (English dta-

icgue) 8 * American Quilt 7:45. 9:45 *
Fftiper 11 am, 5.15 RAV MOR tr 9493595
The Juror 945 + Now and Then li am. 5
* Johnny MnemonieCThe Hunchback of
Notre Dame (English diaJogue*Sts\en
Hearts 7:30, 945 * Tha Rock 7:15. 9 45 *
Cutthroat Island 11 am, 5, 7:30. 9.45 *
Tel Aviv Stories 1 * Jumanji 1 1 am. 1 . 5.

730 * Swan PrincessVThe Hunchback
of Notre Dame (Hebrew diaiogueHUt Takes
TWo it am.. 1.5
RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 tr 9619669 The Rock 4:30. 7:15.

10 * TrainsponingVThe Birdcage 7:30.
10 * It Takes TWo#Swan Princess 11

a.m. 5 * Cutthroat Island 11 am, 5. 7-30.

10 * The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(English dialogue » 7:30. 10 * The
Hunchback ol Notre Dame (Hebrew dia-

logue) 11 am, 5 HAZAHAV To Die For
7:30. 10 * Flipper 11 am. 1. 5 * Mission
Impossible 5. 730. 10 * The Babysitters
11 am, 1:30, 5. 7:30 RAV CHEN *
9670503 The Rock 7:15. 9:45 * Johnny
Mnemonic 9:45 * The Golden Mall Gang
1 * Stolen Hearts 7-30. 9:45 *• The
Hunchback of Notre Dame lEngbsh dia-

logue) 7:30. 9:45 The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue) 1 1 a.m. 1 .

5

* Jumanji 11 am, 5. 7:30 * It Takes
TWoWSwan Princess 11 am, 1. 5 RON
Who's me Father 730. 10 * While Squall

7;i5w 10 * The San'sni Family 7.30 *
American Quiff IQ STAR* 9619985 Swan
Princess li.30 am, 5. 7:45 * Star Man
7:30. 10 * Johnny Mnemonic 1 1 30 c m

,

5, 10 * Fargo 7:45 * Jumanji 11:30 am.
5. 7:45. 10 * Tha Juror 10 * Sarto Wire
li 30 am.
Phone reservations; Tel Aviv 5252244
Phone reservations; Haifa 723878AII
times are pun. unless otherwise Indicat-

ed.
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Gov’t steps up
privatization

planning
DAVID HARRIS

PRIME Minister Binyamin

Netanyahu. Finance Minister Dan

MeriJor and Bank of Israel

Governor Jacob Frenkel are

expected to meet this week in an

attempt to finalize proposals for

structural changes in the econo-

my. Tlits will be the third such

session since last Sunday.

Ahead of the meeting all three

are remaining silent about the

detailed contents of its agenda,

but it is known the key area which

has discussed in recent days has

been the demonopolization of

some of the country’s biggest gov-

ernment companies.

It is now widely assumed that

means Israel Electric Company, the

Egged and Dan bus companies and

Bezeq, the telecommunications

firm will be the first to have their

sectors opened up to competition.

The final stages of preparation

an: now being completed for the

establishment of a ‘Privatization

Authority* within the Prime
Minister's office, which is likely

to swallow up the functions of the

Government Companies
Authority whose head. Tamar

Ben-David, resigned last week.

Zvi Alderoti, who served under

Yitzhak Rabin as director-general

of his office, was Netanyahu’s first

choice to assume the mantle of

'head of privatization,’ but last

week he turned the job offer down.

While the talks so far have not

been focusing on pension funds

and raising women’s retirement

age to 65. these seem likely to be

discussed when the cabinet even-

tually considers the structural

reforms package.

Originally, Finance Ministry

officials said there would be a
special sitting of the cabinet today

to discuss the proposals, but this

meeting has also postponed.

Meanwhile, even before the

final meeting on structural

changes between Netanyahu,
Meridorand Frenkel the Histadrut

is warning it will take further

strike action if die plans for such

structural changes go ahead. "We
know they won'! take any notice

of what we have to say, but we are

waiting for them.” said Histadrut
'

Chairman Amir Peretz's media
adviser. Yossi Liboviich.

Forecast: SEgtit rise in tHnparstuve.

AROUND THE WORLD

Lippa Glantz, head of the IDF Cantorial Ensemble, entertains members ofthe 49th Cantorial AssemblyofAmericaon Friday before

they struck roots at the new Jewish National Fund Tree Planting Center in Jerusalem. (JoeMakabu swy
petaudr

Court considers more delay in

petition against Horev appointment
THE state on Friday requested yei

another delay in the petition

against the recent appointment of

Col. Moni Horev to head the IDF
Officer?* Training School, to give

Attorney-General Michael Ben-
Yair time to decide on Horev *s

request that he cancel the indict-

ment against him.

The petition was filed by
Masoud and Aliza Shoshan.
whose son Yanai was killed in a

training accident two years ago.

Horev is under indictment for

negligence leading to Yanai ‘s

death, because he did not instruct

the Givati unit he headed at the

time to implement new safely

orders drawn up after a similar

accident a few months earlier. The
petition charged that a man
accused of negligently causing the

death of one of his soldiers should

not be training other officers.

Government attorney Shai
Nitzan said Ben-Yair would
decide on Horev s request within

a month. However, the petition-

ers’ attorney, Eliad Shraga. object-

ed strongly to another delay, not-

ing that there had already been
two: First, when the state asked
for time to consider Justice Dalia

Domer’s original suggestion that

Horev be suspended until after his

trial, and then again when Horev,

in response to the petition,

requested a hearing with Judge
Advocate-General Uri Shohani.

Shoham decided last week, after

the hearing, not to cancel the

EVELYN GORDON
indictment, and at that point

Horev appealed this decision to

Ben-Yair.

"They cannot come every two
weeks to request additional time,”

Shraga said. “The matter has to

end... In our opinion, as long as

the indictment [against Horev]
stands, he should not be in this

position."

Nitzan said the issue was very

sensitive, because if Horev were
suspended, he would have to be
permanently replaced, as he has

no deputy to Fill in for him. When
Domer pointed out that he would
have the same problem during the

trial - which is expected to be a
lengthy one. with more than 75
prosecution witnesses - Horev’s

attorney responded that he had no
intention of attending the trial,

except to give his own testimony.

Domer expressed surprise at

this lack of interest in the indict-

ment, as she had at previous hear-

ings. At the last hearing, she noted

that Horev had made no attempt

to fight the indictment until die

petition was filed - at which
point, apparently feeling his pro-

fessional status threatened for the

first time, he began to fight it

tooth and nail.

Domer’s decision - to consider

the request for a month’s delay,

and give her decision at a later

date - disappointed the many
bereaved parents in attendance.

“Where is the justice? There is

no justice! We want justice!” said

Masoud Shoshan. "Such a thing

[as Horev’s continuing in his post]

is inconceivable.”

Before the hearing, the bereaved
parents and Horev’s own support

group - 16 reserve officers who
serve under him, who came to

protest the court’s involvement in

the case- had several altercations.

The ones who should make
this decision [on Horev ’s suitabil-

ity] are the army authorities.” said

Lt.-Col. Itai Landsberg-Nevo,
adding that petitions such as these

simply encourage officers not to

cooperate in army investigations.

“We as a society must decide who
is running this army.”

“A question like this cannot be

decided in a civilian court, and not

by_bereaved parents," he added -
though he said he saw nothing

wrong with Horev going “outside

the system" to ask the attorney-

general to cancel his indicunenL

This position provoked ad angry
response from the parents.

"I want to say to the officers

who came here: Why have none
of you raised your voice to say too

many of our children are dying?"
demanded Shoshan. adding that

the officers should have been the

first to demand an inquiry into

how training accidents can be pre-

vented.

“If we are silent, it will be as it

is on the roads - and many chil-

dren will die," he said.

Labor group calls on
to remain party

A GROUP of Labor MKs who support party

chairman Shimon Peres have launched a move
to postpone the party's leadership showdown
until 1999, a year before the next Knesset elec-

tions.

MKs Yossi Beilin, Moshe Shahal. Dalia

Itzik, Shlomo Ben-Ami, Yael Dayan, Ephraim.

Qshaya, Sofa Landver and Shalom Simhon
convened for brunch at MK Raff Ellul's home
in Mazkeret Batya Friday to discuss Peres’s

political future.

They maintained that if the leadership elec-

tions are held jn a year's time, as required by
the party constitution, the person elected might
not be the most suitable candidate by the next

Knesset elections.

The move, which serves the interests of sup-

porters both of Peres and MK Haim Ramon, is

arousing controversy among those in the party

who .want _a new leadership. _MK Micha
Goldman attacked it as going back to the old

camp regime, while MK Yossi Katz said "the

attempt to resuscitate the Peres.camp is bound

M1CHAL YUPELMAN '

to fail. The party's recoveiy is conditional on
putting a new generation at its leadership."

The longer Peres stays at the party helm, it is

agreed in Labor, the harder it win be for Barak,

who has announced his intention to contend
for the leadership, to gain power both within

the party and amongst the public.

Beilin said that Labor's leader and candidate

for prime minister should be elected “towards
the year 2000. We must choose the person who
will be most popular and have the best chances
of defeating the Likud at that time. If Peres

chooses to, be can contend too."

Dalia Itzik criticized all those who “try: to

attack Peres at every opportunity and kick him.

It’s demeaning and insulting. Actually we-are

who wants to contend with peres’s. leadership,

to step forward and do so now. “It’s not reason-

able to ask Peres ro carry the burden another two
or three years, and then ask him to step aside."

Peres,- who mei hundreds of cheering Labor
youths at Rabin Square on Friday afternoon,

said he still has “plenty of time ro think

whether to contend for. the patty leadership

again or not I intend to adhere to the party's

constitution which says a leader must be elect-

ed by the middle of 1997.Jn February, Labor's

convention will be held, and anyone, who
wishes wID nin.* ; .

•

At Labor’s executive meeting today' Peres
' will set np a number of teams which will fol-

low the government's activities and react, to

them, asa variation ofbis initial idea ofa shad-
ow cabinet. Peres himself intends to be the

head of the team’ in chmge ofstate affairs.lucky. How many people like Peres are there,

in Israel orJ_n_the. world?. Why must he be ../..'ntejearnsare expected.to arouse more cbn
asked to go?" . . .

’ * - troversy in the party, as those not appointed to

Ben-Ami staled that the showdown, must be fee team of their choice are bound to feel left

held as scheduled, next June, and urged anyone . outofLabor's leadership positions in fee future.

British Jewish community dwindling, historian says
THE Jewish community of
England, wife its proud history as

the one-time champion and
spokesman of world Jewry, is today

declining in number and influence,

while mirroring some the maladies

of its American brethren.

According to a recently released

survey on British Jewry, 50 percent

of Jewish,men under 30 have non-
Jewish spouses or partners; about

TOM TUGEND -

LONDON
halfofall Jews consider themselves for domestic needs rise/ '• ‘

;
V

“secular" or “just Jewish"; and sup- ; . The malaiseof BritishJewry goes
port for Israel is waning as concerns back to the beginning of the centu-
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iy, but fee real “sea change" in fee

attitudes and fortunes of the com-
munity daresfoam tiie end ofWorld
War. II to fee present, according to

Prof. Geoffrey Alderman.

“Roughly, we have a situation in

which the religious extremes are

gaining at the expense of the cen-
ter, while at the same time the

whole is contracting," the Oxford-
- bred academic said.

Alderman, who is Orthodox, is

the foremost historian of contem-
porary AngloJewry, and an inde-

pendent -if not heretical - voice,

who frequently maddens the

Jewish esufetiriiment but is never-
theless recognized for his thorough
research and trenchant analyses.

The "shrinking whole" is

reflected in the numbers. There
are about 300,000 "self-identify-

ing” British Jews. Alderman
noted, down from more than
400,000 in the J960s.

;. “If the haredim were to project

graveyard space, the number ’

' would be about 250,000, and if a

future Fuehrer were to decide on
how many Jews to bum, the fig-

ure would be 500,000,” he said.

“We are now shrinking at fee rate

of I percent per year, due to emi-
gration, mainly to Israel, assimila-

tion’, and, foremost, contracep-

tion,” Alderman observed during
an interview, in London home.
The beleaguered center is repre-

sented by three main establish-

ment. institutions:. The United
Synagogue, conristingof most of
the country !s nominally Orthodox
Ashkenazi synagogues; the chief
rabbinate; and the Board of
Deputies, which speaks on behalf
of fee community to the govern-
ment and in other secular matters.
All three institutions are

increasingly
t

discredited,
Alderman maintains, harassed on
the right by die haredim and on
the left by the Reform, Liberal
and more recently the Masorti
(Conservative) synagogues, - as
vvellas the feminist movemenl

^ As a result, there is no such
thinga$ fee ‘Jewish community,’

"

Alderman said. “We have-separate
communities, that occasionally
intersect, and war wife each other
most of the tiine.^

c
At fee end. of World War H

England was home to fee largest
and most infidential Jewish cora-
fflupjjy m -Europe, but no more;
trance now has more Jews.

Alderman says thatby fee middlew the 21a century, “there will soB •
•

??* fwognizable Jewife rjresehce'
T "

m Britain, but it Will be verysmaS-
fr will be centered m London and- .

Manchester and will be character-.;.:
ized by extreme segmentation."


